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FOREVVORD
a book by a prisoner of war. Its writer was a pupil
of mine at Cambridge about sixteen years ago. He took his
degree in Classics, but did not follow an academic or scholastic
career: he went into business. He learned to know men and
things, and saw something offoreign lands. Shortly before the
war, he fore-armed himself: he joined the Territorial Army;
and he was at Dunkirk as an officer in the Royal Artillery.
After I had heard of his capture there, we had, within the
imposed limits, an interesting exchange of letters. He was then
in Oflag VI B, notorious Jorjts overcrowding and bad conditions. Thence,in April 1942,he:wrote to me that he had found
a fellow-prisoner who hadqeen a much more recent pupil of
mine; and, under the leadership of the Chaplain of a Cambridge college, who had set up, at first entirely without books,
a "university" with various "faculties",these two had lectured
on ancient history. Lieut. Wolfendale confined himself (he
said) to trends and tendencies; his colleague, with a much
more recent experience of examinations, filled in the details.
Thus Lieut. Wolfendale found in a return to his studies a
sustaining force during all that time. The Red Cross sent
books in increasing numbers, until there was a very useful
library. Lieut. Wolfendale was enabled to develop his ideas
and extend the scope of his inquiry. The result is this book.
It was written wholly in a prisoners-of-war camp (in Oflag
VII B), and it has not, I believe, been altered in any material
sense since. Nor have the conclusions which the author drew
during his long waiting-the means by which, if we interpret
history aright, he hopes we may become "Good, great and
joyous, beautiful and free"-been modified to suit the events
which have occurred since he wrote them, in the summer of
1944. This is, I think, as it should be: this is a study conceived and born in a prisoners-of-war camp. That is, in a
large measure, its significance. It is well-it is perhaps
essential-that we should try to understand what passed in the
minds of those who had that life. Too few of us in the world of
today have time to sit down and think. A prolonged convalesTHIS IS
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-cence after illness might afford a man an opportunity for
arranging his thoughts; but few of us would choose to have
that costly opportunity. Still less, captivity; yet stone walls
and iron bars saw the birth of Sir Walter Ralegh's History
of the World, and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, to name but two
examples: and Mr. Charles Morgan made the concept of a
scholar-soldier's using his internment as an opportunity for returning to his books and working out his ideas the theme of a
novel: though his Lewis Alison worked under far different conditions from those of Oflag VI B. When Plato speaks of the
"return to the Cave" which is necessary for the attainment of
political insight, he says that when young we "treat argument
[I quote from F. M. Cornford's translation of The Republic] as a
form of sport solely for the purposes of contradiction". We are
like puppies, enjoying the game. And so "after a long course
of proving others wrong and being proved wrong themselves",
young men "rush to the conclusion that all they once believed
is false; and the result is that in the eyes of the world they discredit, not themselves only, but the whole business of philosophy". Hence, Plato says, "they must be sent down again into
that Cave we spoke of and be compelled to take military commands and other offices suitable to the young, so that they may
not be behind their fellow citizens in experience". And if they
come through this test rightly, they will be fitted to "lift up the
eye of the soul to gaze on that which sheds light on all things;
and when they have seen the Good itself, take it as a pattern
for the right ordering of the state and of the individual, themselves included".
fl,10ral conclusions and general "laws" are not to be drawn
from History without grave reservations and much heartsearching. But we owe it to those who in their years of great
tribulation "thought on these things" to read what they
thQught, and to weigh it carefully. For it is an elixir compounded of our natural grossnesses and the subtler essences
derived from study and reflection, and filtered through a
mesh whose cost was greater than most of us would care to pay.
WILLIAM L. CUTTLE

PREFACE

T

If I ~ study will .doubtless seem more remarkable for its
o.mlssIOns than for Its contents. A survey of ancient civilizatIOn. that tc;kes. no account of slavery, for example, and of
mO.dern which 19n~res female emancipation, can in no way
c!alm ~o be synOptIC, far less exhaustive; but the first consldera~lOn has been to be brief, and the second to be typical
The. aim h<l;s been to bring to light the personal, underlying
mO~lves which have been responsible for the triumphs and
:'lchI~vements, a~d the personal shortcomings which have made
me~Tltable the faIlures, and not to produce a full-scale his tor
whICh would ~e a~ far beyond the powers of the author as >it
would be outSide the scope of such a volume.

Downing College, Cambridge,
May, [946
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IT

IS a common saying that History repeats itself, but it is
not so common to pursue its similarities and dissimilarities
far enough as to arrive at an estimate of what might be, as
well as a recognition of what has been. We are more ready to
view with complacence the repetitions that have occurred,
whether they be to our advantage or not, than to avoid the
recognizable mistakes of the past, and we undertake the reading of history more often from a desire for entertainment or
from reasons of patriotism than with the intention of profiting
from the achievements and failures of our ancestors in situations
comparable to those of our own lifetimes. True it is, to a large
degree, that history, like poetry, "only instructs as it delights",
but nevertheless the delight should not be to the exclusion of a
sense of its teaching, and an imaginative reconstruction in
the light of later developments will often also increase the
delight.
One of the obstacles to a proper appreciation of the values
of history is the difficulty of recognizing the tendencies of our
own era. We are prone to allow ourselves to be startled by the
apparent suddenness of events in our own day, because we have
not followed the sequence of less evident causes that have led
up to them. For we are too close to our own times, too involved in the passions and prejudices of daily life, to see things
broadly and in their right perspective, and we cannot distinguish the permanent from the merely ephemeral, the
important from the trivial. It is not till we look back or are
arrested by an event of more than usual magnitude that we
realize that a chain of incidents has gone before, which has
given the present the semblance of necessity or inevitability.
At the moments of their happening, more often than not we
overlook the bearing and direction of the facts around us,
and the broad trends of life are generally invisible to us in the
welter of minor details which seem to have more immediate
significance.

With the past, it is the conv~rse that is true .. 9nly events
of major importance pass into history, and the trivIal, because
of their very insignificance, are forgotten, We have handed
down to us a broad outline of widely significant oc~urren~es,
punctuated by the high-spots which are the turnmg-pomts
of history, so that the bearing of one:: event upon another
becomes plain for all to see. The variOUS causes t~at have
contributed to a given effect render, themselves ,obvlOus: and
it needs no reference to abstruse loglc or analytical gemus to
perceive the forces at work in any particu~ar epoch.
.
The comparison of past and present IS thus comph~ated
by the difficulty of deciding what to compare" t~e one, bem~ a
dry skeleton of inanimate bones, the other a hvmg thmg WIth
all the movement and moodiness of body and soul. Just as the
individual with all his many sides, finds it difficult to say
which is the real "ego", so, among all the, confiictin&, currents
of today, it is difficult to d~scover, tI:e mam tenden,cIes of our
own times; and in proportlOn as It IS hard to elUCIdate these
tendencies, so is it hazardous to assert the comparableness of
past situations, which might give a clue to the possIb!e outcome of the present. The way of the psycho-ana.lyst yvIth ~he
individual however must be the way of the histOrian With
events and an analysis of antecedents will generally bring to
light fhe direction of a moment just as ad~quatel'y as a~
analysis of an individual's life and thoughts wIll elUCidate hIS
character. Once the vital features of the presen,t ha;re b~en
laid bare, the discovery of a comparable earlIer SituatIOn
becomes practicable.
.
It will thus be observed that the study of hIStOry subserves
two complementary functi<;ms: the first, to show us, ~y a
consideration of events leadmg up to our own d~y, th~ dIrection in which we are moving at the moment, mcludmg the
significance of certain facto;s in .our own liyes; and the second,
to compare the present SItuatIOn-that IS, the stage of development we have now reached-with a si~il!ir s~tua!ion
in an earlier development, so that we can see :ts Imphcat~ons
and be guided by its advantages and defects m our deahngs
for the future. Needless to say, in the second aspect histo:y
never quite repeats itself, and there will ~lways b~ c~rtam
factors present in the later situatio~ that dId .not e3{lS.t Ir: !he
earlier and vice versa but there wIll be suffiCient SImIlaritIes,
if the ~hoice of situatio'ns is a good one, to make the effort both
an interesting and a profitabl~ occupation.
.
In both these functions of hIstory-the analYSIS of the present
12

and the comparison with the past-the immediate essential
shows itself to be one of simplification. As our knowledge of
the past is confined to the broad outline of events, a serviceable
comparison will demand that our view of the present be reduced to a similar proportion. We must attempt to put the
present into the same perspective as that of our historical
survey, so that the two can be placed side by side for purposes
of evaluation. But at the same time we must simplify our
reading of the past, freeing it of those temporal trappings
which belong solely to the period under review, and accentuate
the underlying themes of permanent human value to which
the details of mere material development are purely incidental.
In this manner extremely simple pictures both of past and
present will emerge, with large flat surfaces and none of the
shading and intricate detail that are the attractions of biographical portraiture, but they will be arresting for the
similarity of their broad patterning and the very sameness of
their emotional colour.
With the provision of these two pictures, the function
of history strictly is complete, and it is no part of the historian
to carry the comparison to the lengths of forecasting the
future; but the individual for his own interest is at liberty
to pursue the story of the past beyond the point at which it is
similar to events of the present day, and so conjecture on the
possibility or otherwise of the pattern being repeated to its
ultimate conclusion. From the knowledge of how an earlier
generation attempted to cope with a situation identical in
many respects with that of today, he may obtain some guidance as to what are likely to be the results of certain actions
if taken in the present circumstances, and what are the pitfalls that must be avoided if earlier failures are not to be
repeated.
2

The following chapters are an exercise in this kind of analysis,
and the ambition is to compare no less than one complete
civilization with another. Apart from the importance which
naturally attaches to the events of our own lifetimes, there are
many grounds for supposing that the present moment is a
turning-point not only in the history of our country, but also
in that of our civilization. The events of the past thirty years
have been so tremendous, and their repercussions so farreaching, that all our values and modes of existence have
suffered a reversal. The very basis of our way of living both
13

at home and abroad ~has been subverted with a completeness
th<l;tre.nders the ~ord. "revolution~' utterly powerless to descnbe It. Its ramIficatlons extend mto all the spheres of domestic, social, political, economic, psychological and religious
life, even into time and space. In fact, the adaptability of the
human being makes it almost impossible to appreciate
a~equately just h~w conclusively we have been uprooted
wlthm our generatIOn, and unless we stop for a moment in
our headlong rush, we do not realize that to pass from 19 1 4
to I944 is to bridge the gap from one world to another. Nor
does a bewildering mass oflegislation and treaty-making, both
actual and proposed, or a constant stream of new inventions
give us reason to believe that the process of change is in any
way complete, or even nearing its end. The path of time is still
far from clear.
One fact, however, emerges from the confusion and that
is that the process of chang~ has itself undergon; a change.
There is a growing consciousness, however tardy it may be,
that the idea of a return to the past is a figment of the imagination, a piece of wishful thinking, and that salvation lies in
planning for the future construction of a new order of things
rather that; ~n a ret~rn to the old. The past thirty years have
been the ~ls~ntegratIOn of an old world; the next thirty must
be the bmldmg of a new: and whereas up to 1939 we tried to
patch up a broken system, our disastrous failure means we
must turn to the task of finding a fresh one. It is in this sense
then, that our civilization may be said to have reached ~
turni!lg-poi?-t, and for this re<;tson that we may be tempted to
enqmre whither we are heading and what sort of life we are
laying up for ourselves in the future.
As has been indicated, however, to pick out those features
of this present situation which have permanent importanoe,
and separate them from the confused mass of events which
have merely temporary value, is no easy task, and we are all
of us more likely to have time and thought for the details of
ordinary day-to-day existence than for the main lines of our
general progress, which seem to be followed in spite of us.
The method of selecting them that has been mentioned above
is to trace the development of our civilization in broad outline
from its very beginnings, and so arrive at a conceptual picture
of what constitute the basic factors in our present stage of that
development. This will eliminate those incidental accretions
tha~ assume a greater r<:lative i~portance to us by reason of
theIr closeness, and provide us With the bare skeleton stripped
14

of the flesh and blood that give it its baffling mobility. This
method has been chosen for the following chapters.
Side by side with this analysis will be set the parallel
development of an earlier civilization, the ancient world of the
Greeks and Romans. This also will be in its broadest outlines
and will help to focus our attention on the salient features of
our own and illuminate the significance of much that is
obscure today, By the very lack of material progress and the
absence of mechanical invention, the civilization of the
a!lcients was itself,infinitely less complex than ours, but when
viewed ~v:er the distance .of two thousand years its own lesser
com:pleX1tl~s ~mooth o'":t mto the simple pattern that makes it
readily ass1illl~abl~ <1;nd Ideal for th<: present purposes. Nor does
the greater SimplICity of the earlIer era mean that it is not
comparable with the modern world' for the main motives
an~ sprir:-gs o~ action hold good f~r all human beings, whatever
thelr natl<;lllahty or ,:ge. The habits and customs, the technique
and applIances :which t1ille changes, leave their mark only
on the outward hves and superficial organization of the people
~nd hardly affect the ultimate aims and aspirations which
m the las.t resort mould the progress of mankind. The desire
for m,:tenal cOInf<;rt, for social security and economic advancement IS the same m all ages whatever the media in which that
desire is expressed;. while the con!lict of ideQlogies, the lawless
lusts of stronger WIlls and the paInful birth of new moralities
create the .same . havoc in the established order of the years
before Chnst a,s m the. 20t~ century of His era.
To prove thIS equatIOn IS to be the object of the following
chapters, and they will then proceed a step further and
by a consideration of the later stages of the Roman Republic
attempt to dr.a:v.son;e c<;n~lusions about the probable progress
of our own ciVIlIzatlOn If It follows the lines on which it is at
present running.

3
As a preliminary it will be convenient to define quite
broadly what we mean by civilization. It is a term we are apt
!O use fr~ely .eno,ugh, but <;ften without any explicit views on
Its real,ImplIcatlOn;;, and if we . are to arrive at any definite
conclusIOns about elther the anCient or the modern world it is
of.the utII?-0st import<;tnce that we have a clear conception ~f the
thmg we mtend to dISCUSS.
'
~he r~adiest clue to iU;,meaning is to be found in its logical
antlthesIs to the word barbarism", and though the mere
15

verbal play of declaring what it is not is unlikely to conduce
to satisfactory results, it does at least put us on the track of
certain positive characteristics which are "of the essence".
The chief aspect of what we mean by barbarism is its chaos or
anarchy, and it is safe to say that a state of civilization pri~
marily connotes the opposite of this-that is, order and
discipline. It purports that the action of man has ceased to
be a haphazard movement without regard to his fellows or
environment, and that his efforts are canalized according to a
definite pattern. Furthermore, barbarism implies the total
lack of what we understand by organization, and so the society
representing civilization must necessarily be organized beyond
the primitive stage of the family or clan into a group of more
complex relationships. There will be a co-ordination of
effort along the lines of the established pattern for reasons
other than mere kinship.
It will be noted that the description that has so far emerged
would hold equally good of a beehive or an anthill, and we must
take another implication from barbarism to lead us to the
distinguishing feature of human society. For by the ascription
of the term "barbarous" we mean also something that outrages what we call our finer feelings, and civilization must
somehow be compatible with these more spiritual aspirations.
It intends a stage of human development in which moral,
<esthetic and intellectual values have come to have a distinctive place, and the previously mentioned co-ordination
of effort has more than a purely utilitarian basis.
We can say, then, that civilized society is a group of human
beings organized both for their spiritual and material advantage, and the degree of civilization is the greater or less
according as the organization conduces to the greater or lesser
advantage of its members, both spiritually and materially.
This is a very rough and vague definition, and has no reference to the special features of our own or Gr<eco-Roman
civilization, but it will serve for the moment to keep our
attention fixed on the salient points whilst we explore the
enormous ramifications of this huge generalization.
We can now consider ourselves adequately equipped to
make a start on our investigation. The method that will be
adopted will be to analyse selected periods of ancient and
modern history in turn, so that the correspondence of the two
civilizations can be considered progressively, and then, when
a point has been reached in the ancient world which corresponds to the present stage of the modern, we can go on to
16

conjecture what afurther correspondence would be likely to
hold in store for us. We will begin at the beginning in both
cases, and review first the rise of ancient Athens, and follow
that immediately with an analysis of the Renaissance in
Italy.

CHAPTER II

ANCIENT ATHENS
'I

I

i
,!

of the people who were to be known to later
ages as the Greeks were a northern people, a branch of the
great Aryan family of which we ourselves are a part. They
came from the hinterland of the European continent in the
successive waves that characterize the migrations of uncivilized
tribes, and settled in the Balkan Peninsula during the I5th
to 10th centuries B.C. As the common heritage of their tall,
fair-skinned race, they brought with them certain instincts
which differentiated them from the indigenous, small, dark
people they almost submerged in their new home, and these
were to condition for always the progress of their subsequent
development. These instincts are important, as they have
survived and impregnated Western civilization up to the
present day, and they are likely to tell us something of the
underlying motives of history. Nowhere are they better exemplified than in the two monuments of Epic poetry, the "Iliad"
and the "Odyssey", attributed to Homer about goo B.C., which
show us a people possessing in their maturer years all the
feelings and attitudes that we usually associate with boyhood.
For that reason they make their characters plain and easily
read.
The first thing that strikes us about them is their robust
healthiness, both of mind and body. They take pride in their
physical prowess, and their mental outlook is what we term
sane and natural. There is no undue emphasis on the ascetic,
the morbid or the tortuous, and apart from a little boyish
superstition, they are fearless both in life and death. Consonant with this ingenuousness are their plainness of speech
and independence of spirit, and their ideal of a man is clearly
one who speaks his mind and, accepting no one as his master,
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has the; resourc~ to fend for himself. For all that, there emerges
from tIme to tlme the germ of that spirit of compromise or
re.asonableness which lends itself to co-operation and discipline
wIthout the more pressing incentive of force majeure; and
tho~gh they ~ave all boyhood's ruthlessness and cruelty, the
~otlVe of pity IS not absent. Startling, too, by its very brilliance
IS the streng.th of th~ir imaginative vigour. If imagination is
the w~rogatlve of c~l~dhoo~, then these; me~ ';'I'ere very infant
prodIgIes. Both theIr mventIOn and theIr facIlIty of expression
mark them as genuinely creative, giving point to a keen and
sensitive observation of nature. Their main deficiency as we
view things today, is a religion. A moral standard of a sort
they .certainly posse~ed and a pantheon of gods, but they had
nothmg that even famtly resembles a religious awe of the divine
or an explicit recognition of the mystical element in man.
We may sum up the basic character of the Greek race,
t~e;n, as a proud self-~ufficiency, tempered by an imaginative
VISIon tha? can sometlmes. see the other man's point o!' view;
and the hIstory of Greece IS the attempt of a people WIth this
character to build a world to suit them.
2

The most tremendous results accrued from the arrival of
this northern race in the warm Mediterranean basin, where
climate and topography alike provided them with the most
favourable conditions. They thrived at once and after a few
centuries of steady growth, blossomed with th~ triumphs of the
5t~ and 4th centuries B.C. which are our special concern in
thIS <;haI?ter..Alth!mgh t~~ whole of Greece, including its
colomes m ASIa Mmor, SIcIly and the foot of Italy shared in
this achievement, it was the individual city of Athens that
made the crowning effort and gave an inspiring lead in one
sphere after another during those two eventful centuries' and
it is t~ Athens in particula: that we look for a supreme ;epresentatIOn of both the glones and the shortcomings of Greek
civilization as a whole.
To account for this difference of one small part from the
whole, it is necessary to note a special feature of Greek development which held good till the 4th century B.C. and that
is that the pr~ud spir~t of independenc~ we have al~eady observed, combmed WIth the geographIcal conditions of the
couP.try to keep the inhabitants of the many narrow valleys
pohtically, and to some extent culturally, distinct. from each
~!?er. It was possible for the people of Attica-that is, the

immediate environs of the local metropolis of Athens-to
create their own separate atmosphere, which nevertheless
typifies, whilst at the same time excelling, the other local
units or city-states of Greece.
In the year 5IO B.C. Athens was just one ofa conglomeration
of small autonomous towns which accepted the idea of their
racial affinity but recognized no political or economic union.
In that year there occurred an event which was destined to
have far-reaching repercussions on Athenian history. A
l?cal magn~te whose father had half a century earlier establIshed. a mild autoc~a.cy, was assassinated by a well-timed
conspIracy, and the Citizens had need to consider what sort of
government ~ey were g?ing ~o establis~ in its place. It gave
a? opportum~y. for a diScuss:on of theIr personal and civic
alms, and politIcal theory which had been born a short time
earli~r took its first step fonyard. It had already been recogruzed that the congregatIOn of/eople in a town was
necessary for th~ir ~etter defence an organization, and that
successful urbamzatIOn was rendered possible only by a surrender .of some; aspects of.the individual's sovereignty, these
concessIOns bemg regulanzed by the formulation of legal
codes; . but the !lity ,Years' experience of despotism had now
crystallIzed theIr Views about- those concessions and a
definite attempt was made to frame a constitution'in which
the liberty of the ind.ividual w?u~d .be restored as completely
~ vv:as consonant With the dlscIplme that corporate living
ImI?hed. ~ence was evolv~d the first effective democracy, a
p~h~y w~Ich gave the maXImum length of rein to the personal
SpIrlt of mdependence and an equal voice in the management
of the combined resources.
Its details w~re soon wo:ked out. The system of government
by representatIOn was stIll unknown and matters of civic
iIpportance we~e .decide~ by ~n asseI?bly of the whole body of
CItIzens. The Civil magIstracIes, which were at first elective
were filled ey~ntually by lot and made tenable for one yea:
only. An .0ngInal property qualification for full citizenship
was steadily ~<;duced, untll by 452 B.C. the working-classes
were the pohtlcal eqt;als of theIr social superiors, and the
offices of ~tate to whIch all were admitted were paid as a
compensatIOn for lost employment. The only officials exempt
from this rapid democratization were the commanders of the
military forces, who for obvious reasons had to be carefully
selected and granted a more enduring term of service, and who
by contrast acquired a prestige and influence extending far
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a purely milita~y sphere. The generals, in fact, became
polItICianS, and by VIrtue of their responsibilities and experience were the effective leaders of the government.
When the Athenians considered this achievement they
were filled with pride and patriotism, and when the red~ubled
zeal with which they applied themselves to their business
and especially to their defence against oriental aggression'
b~ought them quite unimagined success, they felt sure they had
dlscovered the panacea for all ills. Their arms prospered
throughout the Levant; their merchandise streamed out to
all corners <;>f the Mediterranean; riches poured in on them;
and a pubilc works programme bore visible witness to their
prosp~rity with buildings and statuary of permanent interest.
The CIty defences were rebuilt, and the harbour facilities of the
Pirreus were completely modernized. From a mainly agricultural community, Athens grew in half a century to be the
greatest naval and mercantile Power of the Mediterranean
with important interests stretching from the Crimea to th~
Straits of Gibraltar. Nor were the achievements in the realm
of art less impressive. Apart from the architecture and
sculpture already noted, painting reached a new level of
technical and artistic excellence: poetic drama was carried
to heights that only Shakespeare has surpassed' and more
than a ~eginning was n:ad~ in ~cientific specula'tion, history
and phIlosophy. The JustificatIOn of democracy seemed
complete.
In point offact, it was too complete. The more conservative
neighb~)Urin~ cities could not but view this phenomenal
expanSIOn wIth fear and envy, and the policy of the Athenians
th~mselves did nothing to reassure them. For their genuine
prIde gave place to arrogance, and their commercial supremacy was relentlessly transformed into an out-a~d-out
empi:e. The opposition slowly gathe.red strength, until at
last m 43I. B.C. Athens was draw:n mto open war with a
powerful allIance under the leadershIp of Sparta a reactionary
totalitarian State in Southern Greece. There followed a long
and fluctuating struggle in which she was gradually brought
~o her knees, .a.nd. the dream of de~ocratic imperialism vanished
m. th~ humIlIatIOns of uncondItIOnal surrender in 404 B.C.
WIth It passed also extreme democracy. It gave place in the
ne~t century to a more mode.rate but more acceptable version
of It; but though Athens still had immense contributions to
mak~ by pouring her remaining vigour into the more reflectlVe pursuits of philosophy, science, literature and the arts
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t~e o~d impetus was gone. When the Greek right to political
dlsumty was finally broken at the battle of Chreronea in
33 8 B.C., Athens passed under the yoke of Macedon with little
more ado than a display of Demosthenic oratory.

3
After the debacle of 404 B.C. the Athenians themselves were
led ~o enq~ire in!o the reasons for their collapse, and the
leadmg philosophIcal schools, those of Plato and Aristotle,
came to throw the blame on inherent defects in radical
democracy itself. In a constitution where every man's vote
was of equal weigh~, the decision automatically lay with the
less educated working-classes, who were in a big majority,
but who could not be expected to have the experience or the
sense of responsibility begotten of experience necessary'to cope
wit~ the business of State. All would be ~ell so long as a
PerIcles was ::t the helm with the ability to "put over" wise
counse.l, J;>Ut ~n the absence of such leadership the direction
of affaIrS m;:vltably fell .to ~he readiest tongue that could whip
ul? the passIOns and prejudIces of the mob and peddle a policy
wIth. the greatest popular appeal, regardless of prudence.
In this way, demagogy, pandering to a reckless lust for power,
had brou~~t about the v~'orst exces~es of Athenian imperialism
and precIpItated Atheman arms mto the follies of wild-cat
strategy. Worse than this, there had followed a lamentable
decay in pub.lic mor~le and integr:ity which had destroyed the
very foundatIOns of mternal securIty. Plato himself concluded
fron; this th::t the na~u.ral inequality of man rendered democracy
an ImpractIcable VlSlon, and for his own ideal republic he
plu~ped for a strict authorita:ianism which would keep the
busmess of government firmly m the hands of men equipped
for the task both by nature and training.
But, as Plato ~ealized, there was more in it than just that.
There was obvIOus~y something very right, just as much
as there was somethmg very wrong, about a way of life that
could produce th~ artis.ti.c triump~s of 5th-century Athens,
and th0ll;gh Plato s polItIcal experIences made him distrust
the emotIOns, he was too sensitive himself not to realize the
heights t~ which they could ::spire if properly directed, and
the essential part they played m the constitution of the "good
life". The spiritual side of man, he knew, must be catered for
as well as the materia!, and this the early democracy had
clearly done to perfectIOn. Plato's diagnosis of this situation
was that "love" was the moving force-love of home, of the
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city the common weal and the body offellow-citizens-and in
his :'Republic" he sought to inculcate this spirit of patriotism
in all grades ofsociety by propaganda and education. .
This reading, however, is not wholly adequate, as It takes
no account of the incentive to individual effort that came
with the discovery of free self-expression, Although the whole
£g<ean world was at this. time ~e~thing: with intell.ect~al
speculation, it was Atheman pohtlcal hberty, despIte Its
occasional lapses, that gave it the kindli~st home and brought
it to its noblest fulfilment. The opportumty there presented for
personal advancement was not lost on the Greeks, with their
instinctive leaning towards self-sufficiency, and although
temporarily at least there was a nice balance of individual and
communal effort, and consciousness of the distinction was not
fully alive, it is a false diagnosis to see nothing of the personal
motive, even in the Olympian aloofness of a Pericles. Altruism
is an even worse description of their attitude.
Nevertheless, it was a very different thing from what
followed. The very speculation that was cherished speedily
led to a frank recognition of the conceptual difference between
the individual and communal motives, and the vague feeling
that the glorification of Athens was the glorification of the
Athenian, and vice versa, changed first to enlightened selfinterest, and then to open and practised individualism.
The results for political honesty were fatal, and, transferred also
to the sphere of inter-State relations, produced the rank
imperialism which was the chief mode of expression for the
unenlightened and impecunious city-mob.
Two things alone could have prevented, or at any rate
deferred, this degeneration, and Plato again saw them in part.
The first was the education of the masses and the inculcation
of a broad-mindedness that would have seen the only sure
foundation for personal welfare in the common good, and kept
their attitude at least on the plane of enlightened self-interest.
But though Plato thus foreshadowed State socialism of education in his version it was intended to be strictly vocational
and'directed solely to the goal of making the various classes
contented with their lot. Only the few elect were to be allowed
the advantages of a liberal education, and Plato's distaste for
the proletariat did not permit him to envisage the possibility
of any high general level of attainment or appreciation of the
true values of life.
The other remedy would have been an awakening of the
individual and social conscience to the ethical obligations
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imposed by human society and the consequent strengthening
of the moral fibre: We ha,:"e seen th,:t the G~eeks posses~ed
little or no traditIOn for elther publIc or pnva!e mor~hty,
and even what little there was, was swept 3;way m the y?-tellectual ferment of the 5th century. Havm~ no relIgIOus
background to their morality, they ,-\Jere p~rt1cula.rly vul~er
able to this sort of attack; for when man ~ enqmrmg: mmd
could find no deeper foundation ~or. moralIty th<l;n hIS
unconsidered habit, he saw no a prwrz reason for d1sregardmg
the more attractive claims of his own passions. Thus, selfexpression, and even self-gratification, became the only
standards of virtue.
In this dilemma, it was Socrates' unique contribution to
ethics that he formulated the idea of the conscience as a guide
to conduct and Plato, following his lead, took it over complete into his own l?hilosophy,. a~ the ba~is fo: his system of
education. By teachmg and trammg, the ~ndlvldual wou!d be
roused into permanent awareness of th,e ~lc~ates of consCle;tCe
until it automatically imposed self-dlsclplme and restramt.
And if this was a world of men like Socrates and Plato, how
admirable a solution! But whereas Socrates' will-power was
such that to be convinced of the rightness of a thing was to
act-and in that way for him knowledge was virtue-for us
frailer mortals the choice is not so obvious nor the course of
action so easy. Therein lies the great shortco~ing of the
Socratic doctrine, Morality requires a surer sanctIOn an~ the
will a more cogent spur than can ever be normally provlded
by the promptings of the individual conscience.

0:wn
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So far in this chapter the emphasis has fallen on the political
aspect of Greek development, and indeed it was in ~ha~ light
that the Athenians themselves saw the problems of lIfe m the
5th century. But just as our ,own criti~ism h~s teJ?-ded ~o t1;lrn
to their individual shortcommgs, so dId anCIent mvestlgatlOn
come to turn that way and face a growin~ realization that
progress in politics was possible only accord~ng as the s~y~ral
members of the body politic were fitted for It. Better polltlcal
organization would follow autom<l;tically from an improv~ment
in the personal, and therefore natlo;tal, c~aract~r, and thIs was
thechieflesson of theAthenianexpenment m radlcal democracy.
The conditions for intellectual and <esthetic activity had been
perfect, but the sacrifice on the moral side had been ultimately
devastating.
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Now the great incentive to their activity in the field of the
intellect and the senses had been a form of idealism. Their
newly found liberty had given them the opportunity for expressing themselves in their own way, and that expression
naturally took the form of their conscious and subconscious
aspirations, which lay, as we have seen, in the direction of the
reason and the body. They had certain concepts drawn from
the world around them, in particular the ingenuity of man
and his physical prowess, and their creative imaginations,
working on these concepts, had projected what might be on
what was. Hence came their ideals, and in proportion as they
were emotionally coercive in the heat of discovery, so they
produced results in the intellectual and resthetic development
of the Athenians. Hence too came that consciously idealistic
atmosphere in their literature and art which attracts or repels
us according as we ourselves are moved by a spirit of idealism
or disillusionment.
Guided by considerations of this sort, Plato in his later
years came to the conclusion that if this achievement had
been combined with moral idealism as well, the subsequent
decay of Athenian society might have been averted. Had the
individual had some ideal of Goodness to which his conduct
might have been directed, just as he had ideals of Truth and
Beauty for the guidance of his powers of reason and his
resthetic appreciation, the few ethical standards of the day
would not have fallen victim so easily to the process of
rationalization. Further, he came to realize that though the
Socratic doctrine of the conscience supplied a perfectly
adequate machinery for the conveyance of moral teaching,
it desperately needed a motor if it was to be made to work,
and this motor he correctly saw in the emotional strength of
idealism.
Out of his earlier views on patriotism, therefore, he formulated his intellectual idea of transcendental "Goodness",
and intended that a love of this sublime idea should be an
eternal inspiration to mankind in its pursuit of virtue. But
there is a world of difference between the statement of a need
and its satisfaction, and though this idea has lived on as a
moral ideal which has stirred the imagination of men in all
ages, it has failed utterly to come down to the level of ordinary
life and supply the needs of common humanity. In other
words, Plato was not Christ. But he does claim the world's
gratitude as having been the first to see the necessity for some
spiritual bond to unite the peoples of the earth in fellowship,
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and as having raised a hymn of praise whose harmonies can
still at times be heard above the din of total war.

5
These were the issues that were raised at the very outset
of Gneco-Roman civilization. A bold experiment had been
made in the field of human liberty, based on a confident
assumption of human perfection, and the results in certain
directions had been stupendous. In art and literature a
standard of taste and technique was set up that has acted as a
spur to all succeeding ages, and an impulse was given to
science and philosophy that opened new vistas of achievement
to the imagination of mankind. But the Golden Age passed,
and the whole structure was brought to the ground by an
unforeseen deficiency in the make-up of man. His moral
attainment was found to lag far behind the stage of his intellectual development, and the brilliant promise of his art was
nullified by his inability to live in harmony with his fellows.
The sense of disappointment and disillusionment that
followed was so intense as to affect the whole course of Greek
civilization, and never again were the Greeks prepared to take
the risk of freedom and equality, owing to fear of its dismal
consequences. They chose instead the safer course of limited
objectives and comfort, and so suffered the mediocrity, that
we shall see in the kingdoms of the Hellenistic Age.

CHAPTER III

THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY
I

the beginning of things in Greece, we will
now turn to the modern world and see how our own civilization
began. For this we must look to Italy. When the Roman
Empire finally collapsed in the early 5th century A.D., the
countries of Western Europe were laid open to a vast inrush of
barbarian peoples who had been hammering for years and
with ever-increasing violence on the frontiers of the North, and
who were now free to surge wherever the prospect of plunder
impelled them. Northmen and Saxons swept across the North
Sea into England; Franks poured into France; and Italy
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received a flood of Lombards, Goths and Visigoths. The newcomers were nearly all of the Aryan race, another branc~ of
which had invaded the Balkans two thousand years earlIer,
and they submerged the old inhabitants almost as completely
as their ancestors had done in the previous age. With the
long period of their acclimatization and settling down to new
homes, known to history as the Middl~ Ages, we are not here
concerned any more than we were wIth the Greeks between
the 15th a'nd 5th centuries B.C., and we are only interested to
consider them as a guide to the basic character of that people
of Italy who were to open up the drama of the modern world.
For this purpose we will again turn to the most famous'
poet of the age, and one who with H?mer and Milton n:ak.es :"
triad of the world's most famous epIC poets, Dante Alighien.
Beneath the idealizations of his poetry we get the impression of
a proud, self-conscious race, mercurial, perhaps, from generations of residence in the Mediterranean, but swift to the defence
of its preconceived rights and brave to the point of foolhardiness. The verse itself shows an unsurpassable appreciation
of the power and music of language, and its imaginative
strength is such as to leave the mind gasping.
In one major respect, however, it differs totally from the
epics of Homer, and that is its Christian theme, background
and inspiration.. These give the poetry of Dante a moral fervour and a religious devoutness wholly alien to the pagan
directness of Homer. At this point it is necessary to consider
briefly what had been the chief .results of the advent of
Christianity and how it had affected the development of men's
thought. The Christian doctrine had opened to men the path
of moral idealism which Plato had sought to tread, and supplied
in the person and teaching of Christ a moral ideal inestimably
more effective than Plato's intellectual idea. But it had done
more than that. By the divinity of His person, Christ had
linked to morality the sanction of religion, and thereby given
it the inspiring strength of devotional exercise. The spirit of
love, which in Platonic theory had been a thing of the mind,
accessible only to abstract contemplation, n?w became actua~
in the lives of men and women, and made Itself personal and
comprehensible in the simple story of the gospels. The idea of
brotherly love became a commonplace of thought, if less
actual in fact.
The spread of such a doctrine could only work for the
betterment of mankind, and did indeed bring about a revolution in manners. It played a large part in civilizing the Ger26

manic hordes of Western Europ~, and set a ne;", stan~ar~ of
decency in both private and publIc morals. Bu! III COnSl?ermg
the period of the later Middle Ages we must nd our J?I~ds. of
any preconceived ideas we may have about Chns~lalllty
drawn from our own experiences. The fact was that III the
13 th and 14th centuries, particula~ly. in. the Italy of Dante
and Petrarch, the pure flame of ChnS!l~mty was burlllng .very
low indeed. Despite the heights of n;hglOus ferv~)U: t~ which a
Thomas Aquinas or a Dante coul~ nse, the qh:Istralllty of the
times was divided between a stenle scholastIcism on the one
hand, and a rank superstition ?n the oth~r. The monks of
Christendom had spent centunes performmg mental acrobatics in pursuit of their own tails, and ~heir outmoded metaphysical speculation had drawn the hlgher theology of the
Church out of all contact with reality. In these circumstances,
the needs of the· masses had been left to take care of themselves,
and the creed of love had gradually ~hanged to ~)lle of s~ch
superstitious fear that the person of Chnst, the very mcar?a tlon
of lovingkindness, became a figure of a;ve. and ferocity requiring the intercession not only of the Virgin Mary, but also
of a whole circus of blessed saints, angels and archangels.
The Latin races have always tended to be pagan, and the
mediceval Italians were no exception. Despite the superficially
softening effects of Christianity, therefore, we I:?-ay sum up our
broad analysis of their character as not unlIke that of the
pre-classical Greeks.
2

Politically, at this tim~, Italy was ~onside:ed to be a part
of the Holy Roman EmpIre, a connectIOn which ha.d ha~, and
was still to have the most calamitous effects on ItalIan hIstory.
For the idea of the Holy Roman Empire was a fatal halluci~a
tion clung to with all the desperate strength that German pIgheadedness and ecclesiastical bigotry could muster, and dOOIr;.ed
to drag down with it all that it o1;>sesse? to th~ hell o~unendmg
stl'ife and disruption. As a surVIval, It was mterestlng, as an
instrument of present policy, it was deadly; and long after
the West and North of Europe had broken away from the
crumbling structure that was once the realm of Charlemagne,
the tattered Emperors in Germany on the one side and the
Hildebrandine Popes on the other poured out the resources of
central and southern Europe in an endeavour to keep Germany
and Italy bound in the ramshackle machinery of a worn-out
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feu~alism,

with consequences for both as disastrous as the
AxIS of a later day.
In I.taly, loyalty to Church and Empire fought with each
ot~er Ir;- the feuds of the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, and
umficatIOn of the country was impossible. Only gradually did
repugnance of German domination combine with despair of
Papal leadership to overcome the chimrera of German- or
Papal-led C~ris!i<;n unity~ and t~en in. such a way that it
rested upon mdividual cIties to ~n their own independence
and carve out the means of theIr own separate existence
By the 13th and I 4th centuries, therefore, Italy presented much
the appearanc<? of classical Greece, with a conglomeration of
autonomous cIty-states, paying lip-service, indeed, to the
Empe~or ~ver th~ Alps or the Pope, but in reality accepting
no u.mon eIther w,lth the Empire or with each other. Florence,
Vemce, Genoa, .PIsa and the like were the political descendants
of Athe~s, Conpth, Argos and Sparta, and only in the far
South .dId the kmgdom of Naples and Sicily possess an extent
of terntc:ry gr~<:ter than t~at. of a small English county.
Now, m stnking for theIr mdependence the cities of Italy
w~re making mol': than a political gesture: 'they were breaking
wIth,: way. of life. For the. Holy Roman Empire was the
crownmg edIfice of a vast socral organization that covered the
who~e range.o~~un;an soci<?ty and directed the whole course of
me?\reval cl\?hzatI<?n. ThIs was the system of Feudalism
whlcn was umversal m Europe; for though France and England
had br<?ken away from the main stock, it was only to form their
ow~ pnvate systems. on the model of the central organization.
ThIs system was bu~lt up <;m the idea of corporate existence,
eac~ member of sO~Iety bemg. wholly dependent on, and sub.
servlen.t to, a member of a higher level of society, in a scale
ascendmg from the humblest serf who tilled the ground u
through the g:rades of yeomen, lords of the manor, shire-l~rdf,
du~es and kmgs, to. the figure of the Emperor, sitting in
majesty at the summIt of the pyramid. It catered in advance
fo~ everyone's needs, and everyt~ling in li~e was fixed, ineVItably and eternally. Changes m occupatIOn, social status
or habItat were barred, and in theory even the actual cours
of men's thoughts was dictated from above.
e
The acti,on. of,: single city, t~erefore, in going its own way
and estabhshmg Its own repubhcan institutions struck to th
very heart of the feudal idea, and opened up the way to a e
entu:ely new mode of living. Nor were the results long i~
makmg themselves apparent: for the advent of freedom both
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political and so.cial, reacted on the peoples of northern Italy in
a manner that IS equalled only by the story of classical Greece.
First came an increase in wealth and a rise in the standard of
living; for the abolition of feudal dependence and repression
gave the artisan classes a new incentive for their work which
both increased production and stimulated the demand.
Trade an~. commerce began to thrive~ first internally, then
between cItIes, and finally overseas, untIl by the middle of the
14th century huge fleets were going out from Venice, Genoa
and Pisa which dominated the Mediterranean and brought
to Italy all the wondrous wares of the East. At the same time,
the sense of being pioneers in an alien world made them look
to their own defen:ce, and heightened bo!h the necessity and
the zest for guardmg the rewards of theIr hard-won liberty,
A spirit of intense patriotism informed their every move.
More fateful still for Europe was the revival of learning
that followed. Italy was rich everywhere with the crumbling
remains of the Roman Empire to which tradition assigned the
romance of a Golden Age, but which for centuries had been
ignored except as handy quarries for material. These were now
viewed with new eyes by a people who found the crude
irrational methods of feudalism unsuited to their fresh com:
mercial interests, who had to strike out new ways of coping
with a thousand new problems, and who had been taught to
believe that Roman civilization was perfection itself. Architecture was naturally the first thing to be studied, but sculpture,
painting, literature, and medicine quickly followed suit, and
zealous interest soon turned to active imitation.
The results of all these activities on the intellectual and
resthetic development of the republican Italian cities were
profound. Their outlook ceased to be medireval. Nevertheless
it was not yet fully modern. In particular, a long experience
of the feuds. of the Guelphs and Ghibellines had accustomed
them to turbulence in internal affairs which gave their party
politics a rancour and ferocity fatal to democracy. As a result,
during the hundred years between the middle of the 14th and
middle of the 15th centuries the republics one by one despaired
of obtaining the smooth conduct of affairs and continuity of
policy essential for their new capitalistic ventures, and,
having suspended their democratic constitutions, accepted
ruling princes from among the rural baronies which had survived the breakdown of feudalism. The relationship between
prince and people, however, was very different from that
between baron and serfs, and there was a definite under29

standing by which the prince's sphere of authority was con~
fined to civic administration and external policy, so as to
allow the mercantile and trades elements a free hand with their
business. Indeed, in some cases-as, for example, with the
Medici at Florence-the princes were not taken from the old
Knights of Chivalry at all, but were actual commercial
families who had amassed huge private fortunes from their
then world-wide connections.
We have now reached the peculiar feature of Renaissance
Italy-a galaxy of independent cities, each a busy hive of
industry and commerce, with the inhabitants free and secure
to work out their own lives and livelihoods, in return for"
which they maintained in princely splendour a ruling house
whose task it was to give efficient government in both external
and internal affairs. Then in 1453 occurred an incident which
more than any other single event determined the course of the
Renaissance. The Turks broke into Constantinople, for more
than eleven centuries the capital of the Eastern or Greek half
of the old Roman Empire, and a flood of refugees poured into
Italy, bringing with them all the forgotten store of ancient
Greek culture. The Roman culture the Italians had already
been studying was certainly derived from the Greek, but it
was only a pale copy in itself, and moreover had been
fantastically distorted beyond all recognition by the warped
imaginations QJf the medireval Schoolmen. But now the fresh
breeze of Greek science, literature and art blew straight from
the pages of Plato, the dramatists and historians, and the
Greek virtue of direct and rational thinking returned to
thrilling life. The impact left its mark at once, and the art
and literature of Italy took the immense strides forward which
brought it within fifty years to the glorious achievements of
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, Bramante,
Ariosto and Tasso. No less did the success of rationalization
show itself in material things, and a wave of prosperity,
luxury and brilliance swept over the whole of north and central
Italy. The courts of the princes became proverbial for
magnificence, and the ordinary populations took as much
delight in this sign of their civic excellence as in the betterment
of their own domestic appurtenances.
All this display of wealth and opulence, however, attracted
the greedy eyes of monarchs outside the bounds of Italy,
and the Italians themselves brought the moment of their doom
ever nearer by their own inter-city strife and embroilment.
From the year 1494, when Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan,
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invited the French King to help him in his wars. of aggressio~.
Italy became a battle~ground, not only for ItalIans caught m
the fatal lure of self-aggrandizement, but also for Frenc~men in
search of conquest and loot, Germans pursumg the nurage of
the Holy Roman Empire, and Spaniards who merely cam~ to
kill and repress. 9ities were destr?yed, and whole populatIOns
driven into the wIlderness; Rome Itself was stormed and sac~ed
in 1527 with indescribable barbarity; and the conquenng
Turks were allowed to desolate up to the very lagoons of
Venice. Not ,even as they writhed in the thro~s of indi~
criminate invasion, were the Italian~ a.ble to c?mbme for !herr
own relief. but blindly pursued theIr mternecme contentlOns,
heedless of the future; and only when the foreign kings were
gorged with blood and worn out with plundering did Italy
find a respite-the respite of exhaustion. By the terms of the
Treaty of Cambray in 1530, northern Italy fell un~er. the unfeeling heel of the Hapsburgs, where she lay wnthmg and
powerless for three long centuries to come..
.
Nor was political impotence all. T~e laXlty.ofth~ Vatican's
direction of the Church of Rome, the Immorahty of1ts conduct
and its blind pursuit of temporal power had alienated huge
areas of Christendom, and gave rise eventually to the Lutheran
Reformation which not only halved the spiritual power of
Rome at a blow, but also provoked the Catholic CounterReformation of 1545. This, in its inquisitorial demand for
medireval orthodoxy, had necessarily t~ ~pply the. m.ost
stringent repressive measures on the. artIstIc and SClentI~C
progress of its followers in Italy, and mexorably led to their
intellectual and resthetic emasculation. The Italian Renaissance was over.

3
The similarity of the broad outline of this story to that
of ancient Greece is immediately obvious. In both cases a
group of city-states win their way to aut~)!;omy and under the
impulse of this movement create the condltlOns most favourable
for their intense activity in practically all the spheres of human
life' and then at the moment of their climax, falling victim to a
chr~nic inability to co-operate, they are overtaken by ~is.a~ter
and collapse, yet leave behind a legacy that endows a clvIhzation. In searching for the motive forces of the later story,
therefore we maY'let ourselves be guided by the results of
our earli~r survey, and indeed we shall again find that enthusiasm in pursuit of certain ideals is the deciding factor.
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Just as political freedom in 5IO B.C. was the starting-point of
the Athenian rise to glory, so the impetus acquired in achieving
Italian autonomy created the conditions for the subsequent
triumphs.
As has already been pointed out, severance from the Holy
Roman Empire was not merely political in its implications:
it was a break with a civilization. The system of feudalism
had imposed a regimen on all the functions of life, and
abandoning it meant a sudden freedom from both mental and
physical restraint. Instead of being compelled to conform to
cramping pattern, everyone could follow his own bent and
enjoy the fruits of his own labour, and human diversity was
again allowed full freedom of expression. This movement
gathered momentum from its very novelty. Now, the process
of self-expression meant giving rein to their conscious and subconscious aspirations, and these aspirations, being formed
from their judgments of actual experiences, naturally drew
them first towards their various cities, the entities that offered
them protection and a congenial home. The ideas of corporate
living and patriotism were made to seem desirable in themselves, and success of the city meant success for the citizen
and vice versa. This success, too, had to be made visible by
the praise and ornamentation they lavished on it. Hence
came the initial impulse.
Then, in the course of time, the various enterprises they
undertook began to have values in and for themselves, and
commerce, art and literature, gaining more relative importance, took the strides forward we have seen; and when at
last, after 1453, Greek example suddenly gave them new
standards of taste and technique, their enthusiasm and accomplishment simply leapt ahead. Greek idealism, seen through
the eyes of 15th- and 16th-century Italy, irradiated the
paintings of Raphael, as it did all but the latest sculptures
of Michelangelo.
Just as the breakdownoffeudalism gave new life to literature
and art, so did it release new forces in the world of thought,
and here, too, the Greek influence was decisive. A native
cu.riosity had already begun to make men question and
thmk for themselves-whereby the shallowness of scholasticism
was soon exposed; and then, in the very moment when anti.
quated authority was overthrown, Greek philosophy arrived
to lend them its humanist ideals, which seemed the very
wisdom of the ages. "Man is the measure of all things"
declared Prot agoras in 5th-century Athens; and man wa~
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similarly the measure of all things for the Florentine circle of
Lorenzo di Medici. This was the attitude that enabled the
Italians to rid themselves of the imaginary "causes" postulated
by a twisted Aristotelianism, and gave them that confidence
in the powers of the human intellect which led to a rational
investigation of cause and effect, and the birth of Science.
So far, however, we have looked only at one side of the
picture: now we must turn to the other; and we find that
just as it was a decay of moral idealism that brought Athens
to disaster, so it was with Renaissance Italy. The story is
repeated of an instinctive leaning to self-sufficiency being
aggravated by the overthrow of external authority and turning
to unrestrained expression of the individual personality.
There t.hus. cam~ about the sa~e lack of any inner regard for
the oblIgatIOns Imposed by SocIety. For to the Italian of the
Renaissance not OI;ly was man th.e measure of all things, but
every man was hIs own yard-stIck, and he recognized no
criteria in the conduct of his life but his own feelings and
desires. G!eek directness and Greek logic had taught them
how to thmk and analyse, but Greek scepticism, with its emphasis on the human reason, made them overlook the need for
the other values in life. Cold calculation took the place of
ordinary human kindness, and the beau ideal of the age is
summed up in the epithet it elicited-Macchiavellian.
In such a society there was no room for moral idealism,
and such as there had been at the outset was quickly squeezed
out. The better side of their patriotism was undermined from
the start by the conflicting claims of Church and Empire, and
we have seen how, quite early in their history, an inability
to control the turbulent elements of their populace led to a
suspension of their democratic institutions in favour of ruling
princes. Their ambition for the progress of their cities was
centred, not in the ideal of freedom itself or a fellow-feelingfor their countrymen, but in the personal advancement and
material benefits it brought with it.
No~ was a decadent Christianity able to supply anything
of thelr need. The Church of Rome was both discredited and
suspect, and its complete secularization in the last decades of
the 15th century killed both its religious and moral authority.
The Pope was just another temporal prince, with all the personal and political ambitions of a Sforza or a Medici, and the
threats and fulminations of a Papal Bull had little more than a
diplomatic effect. The media:val devoutness was dead.
The consequences for Italy in a world of power-politics
B
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could not be long delayed. The very wealth aI!d culture t}ley
neglected all else to obtain were a lure to foreIgn aggresslOn,
and the perpetual wars in which they indulged were the
occasion of foreign interference. Yet so deeply had the
madness driven that they were. unable to pro.duce eve!} the
spirit of co-operation to oppose It. Instead, an msane r~hance
on their own city-defences made ~hem rather welcome It, and
the only leagues and confederacIes they ever made were for
the completer spoliation of other Italians.

4
We are now in a position to assess briefly the import,,:nc~ of
the Italian Renaissance for modern Europe whose beglllmng
it marked. Far and away the most momentous achievement
was the breakdown of Feudalism and all that that implied.
The world had been led back from the illogicality and disregard for human values that rule~ the Gothic period, and
reintroduced to the sane and the ratIOnal. Human reason was
again allowed to :;tssert itself ag:;tinst the mysticism and deliberate obscurantism of the MIddle Ages. But more than
this, an example had been giv~n of what could be a~com
plished by it and men could see III the realm of art and lIterature the reV:ards that awaited an unbounded enthusiasm for
the humanist ideals of harmony and proportion. The classical
value of unity in diversity had returned to mankind.
There had also returned the value of individual life. Men
ceased to be cogs in a great machine that was powerless to
move anyvvay, and became personalities with an independent
existence. Society broadened. to. incorporate a huge mass of
people who had hitherto been voiceless and submerged, and
who were henceforward to play an increasing part in the
business of life. For the moment, the impress of feudalism
still lingered on in the sphere of politics~ and exce!?t f<;>r a few
abortive attempts at democracy, both III the beglllmng and
later men still had neither the competence nor the incentive
to g~vern thems~lves. But th~)Ugh the tradition c<;>ntinued of a
ruling caste whIch had the mfluence and expenence for the
task, nevertheless the pat~ to political power w~s not e?tirely
closed to the rest of mankmd. Personality and smgle-mmdedness could win through to high place, as we saw with the
Medici at Florence, and the new relationship between ruler
and ruled left opportunities for outstanding talent. Competitive, capitalist society h!l-d begun. The rulers, too, ha~
left a high standard of magnIficence and good taste, and theIr
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patronage of the arts, which had helped to produce the masterpieces of the age, was to be imitated for centuries.
The Renaissance in Italy, however, had also given a warning
to men. The worst prognostications of outraged morality,
both in Italy and abroad, were more than fulfilled by the
disasters that eventually overcame this unbounded enthusiasm for the ideals of humanism, and the voices crying in
the wilderness were justified in inveighing against the prevalence of self-sufficiency. The lack of external authority,
whether of the Church or the Empire, to enforce the obligations
to God and morality, was not in itself necessarily decisive;
but when combined with a collapse of moral idealism, and
consequently moral discipline, it proved fatal. Man's intellectual development was shown to be far in advance of his
Uloral attainment, and a sense of caution for the future was
one of the legacies for the rest of Europe.

5
Vve have now completed the first stage of our exercise,
which was a comparative analysis of the beginning of ancient
and modern civilization, and have found a close similarity
not only in the motivating forces, the course of development
and the "end of the beginning", but also in the values that
gained currency and the things that were neglected. All these,
of course, are only different aspects of the same two objects,
but they may be separated conceptually for the purpose we
have in view, and the progressive similarity we have elicited
may be said to have justified it. We will therefore proceed to
the next stage of the analysis, which deals with the period in
which the new civilizations spread-the Hellenistic Age and
the rise of nationalist Europe.

CHAPTER IV

THE HELLENISTIC AGE
I

years 336 B.C. to 323 B.C. Alexander the Great
accomplished one of the most impressive feats in all history.
He carried the arms of Macedon and Greece victoriously
over the whole of the Near and Middle East, and opened up
DURING THE
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Asia Minor, the Levant, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia, Afghanistan and India as far as the Punjab, to the influence of Greek
civilization. The effects on both Greeks and non-Greeks were
naturally enormous, and our task is to sort out the most
decisive. First, the outward political results.
It has already been observed that in 338 B.C., after the battle
of Chreronea, Greece ceased to be independent and passed
under the domination of Macedon. Macedon was a semiGreek kingdom to the north of the peninsula, which had so far
taken no part in the democratic and cultural development of .
Greece proper, but had recently been organized on the most
up-to-date lines by Alexander's father, Philip II. The Greeksthemselves still thought of the Macedonians as half-barbarians
because they did not affect the political, scientific and artistic
interests of the south, but the military power that Philip built
up left them in no doubt as to what could be done by the application of Greek planning and organization to a backward
race. Then, when Alexander the Great smashed country after
country, it was obvious to everyone that centralization of
authority in the hands of a single man, imbued with the powers
of Greek scientific calculation, offered almost illimitable
possibilities, and the prestige thus won by autocracy was
decisive in subsequent politics, even apart from such doctrines
of the divinity of kings as Alexander brought back with him
from the East.
After the death of Alexander in 323 B.C. his newly-won
empire was split up amongst his generals, and there arose over
the Near East a constellation of petty kingdoms all aping
the example of Macedon. Their military foundation, however,
led to their continual embroilment, and after a series of wars
and alliances, there emerged three major, dominant Powers
who directed the chief course of events for the next centuryMacedon itself, with a grip on the mainland of Greece, Syria,
controlling the Levant and most of Asia Minor, and Egypt, in
reality the Greek colony of Alexandria backed by the fabulous
wealth and fecundity of the Nile Valley. The further eastern
territories fell away almost immediately, and reverted to
alien lands.
Meanwhile, a period of prosperity began such as the Eastern
Mediterranean had never known before. The impulse to
trade given by Alexander's conquests was immense, as whole
countries were opened up to receive the products of Greek
industry, and raw materials, carpets, silks and spices streamed
back in exchange. Despite the continual wars of conquest,
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the standard of living rose steadily, and the benefits of Greek
culture extended over a wider and wider area. Greeks themselves had followed in the wake of conquest and trade and
establis~ed fl.ourishin~ colonies in all the towns of any' size,
and t,helr language, bemg that bfthe government, Soon became
the bngua franca of the whole Near East. VV-ith it came Greek
literature and Greek philosophy, which took root readily
and produced fresh fruits in their new homes whilst sculpture
and. architecture flourished abundantly, a~d the types of
furmture, household utensils and clothes became standard
everywhere. By 200 B.C. the traveller from Athens did not
feel himself in an alien land whether he went to Brindisi or
Benghazi, Alexandria or Alexandretta. In fact evervthing
'.
was Greek, and everything prospered.
2

At this point we must re-define what we mean by "Greek".
I~ .t~e <:arly chapter :-ve surveyed the original fount of Greek
clvllIzatIOn, whIch IS generally called "Hellenic" (from
"Hellas", the Gree~ name for Greece), but the form of it that
was no~ ~urrent dlffered considerably, and is usually called
"Hellemstlc" .
In Hellenic civilization we. ~aw that everything centred
round. the developme~t. of p.ohtlcal autonomy; whereas now
the. chIef feature of pohticallife was the kingdom or autocracy
WhIC~ gave the other no scope. The ideals of political liberty
and mdependence that suffered such a setback in the fall of
Athens had und~rgone a per~anent eclipse, and except for a
few deb<l:sed surYlvals, or as objects of theoretical study, played
no part l,n the hf~ of. the Hellenistic Age. Both conscious and
subconscIOUS aSpIratIOns had changed direction therefore
an~ to under~tand the tendencies of the time we m~st examin~
theIr new objects of attachment.
We ~aw that .the growth of individualism had been one of
the chI~f .contnbutory ~auses of ~~e collapse of Athens, by
unde:mm:n~ the p~tnot1sm and SpInt of co-operation that had
been ItS on~lllal mamstay, and that the individual had set more
sto~e by h~s own personal welfare than that of the political
umt of ,:"hl~h .he was a member. This spirit everywhere was
cumulatIve m It.s effects; for as the willingness of the people to
exer~ themselve~ fo~ their. country declined, there was a proportI~)Uat.e de~hne m theIr country's power to protect itself
and Its lIbertIes, and when their country finally lost its independence to one of the major kingdoms, they gave up not
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only the will to assert themselves, but also the power. They
were thus driven to apply themselves to their personal interests as much by circumstances they had themselves created
as by their inclination; and commerce and industry supplied
the place of priority that had formerly belonged to political
and civic business-how successfully, their prosperity has
already testified.
Along with their passion for politics died the internal
rancour and dissension it had bred, as also their desire for .
war-like adventure. The continuous wars we have seen in the
previous section were purely the affair of kings in search of.
conquest and aggrandisement, and the armies they used were'
almost wholly comprised of mercenaries drawn from nonGreek as well as Greek sources. The ordinary citizen was little
affected by them, save in so far as his taxes increased or
decreased with the fluctuating fortunes of his king, and he
pursued his career uninterrupted by events which had merely
dynastic importance. This meant that the chief cause of their
inability to live together in harmony was practically eliminated.
Moreover, they had not lost sight of the lesson of the
Athenian downfall, in which a blind pursuit of individualism
had led to the ruin not only of an empire, but also of the private
citizens involved in it, and it was realized that the furtherance
of personal interest to the exclusion of all regard for the
future simply did not pay. Social virtues, therefore, came
to have place and meaning, and the good manners that
symbolize them revolutionized the outward appearance of
society. Commerce and industry, too, meant co-operation and
a measure of honesty, and in general a broad-minded cosmopolitanism took the place of the former parochial intenseness.
In this situation there were naturally ample means and leisure
for the amenities of that culture which was part of the Greek
inheritance and pride, and a growing output of literature
and art kept pace with a spread of education that embraced
Greeks and non-Greeks alike. Although there was a trend in
taste towards the sensational, and virtuosity was apt to take
the place of refined emotion, the standards of accomplishment
remained uniformly high, and technical brilliance made up
for many of the deficiencies of creative genius. The demand
for copies of the Hellenic masterpieces, meanwhile, never
ceased to expand, and occasionally craftsmen produced a
work like the Venus de Milo (about 250 B.C.), which breathed
all the noble idealism of a former age. Architecture, too,
despite a readiness to be impressed by mere size, showed
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astonishing vigour, and besides adding to the Seven '\Tonders
of the World, applied its principles of design to everything
from town-planning to theatre-seats. In science, the theory of
physics and mechanics made rapid strides, whilst mathematics
set a pace that has only been excelled in our own modern times.
Euclid and Archimedes are but two of a long list of names that
have come down to us, and that were as fimous then as they
are now. Likewise, geographers, historians and zoologists
made the knowledge of the few the interest of the many, and
astronomers unfolded the secrets of the heavens for all to read.
It was a time of enlightenment as well as prosperity, and
the thirst for knowledge and entertainment grew rapidly from
year to year. Nor did Greek inventiveness lack the means to
satisfy it, and a steady tide of fashion flowed through the age.

3
We are now able to perceive in its broadest outline the
object of attachment that took the place of the former political
interests and supplied the motive force for all this broadening
civilization. It was idealism still, but with much more limited
aims. The ideal that men set before themselves was no longer
the proud hero of liberty whose sphere was everything human
and superhuman alike, but the cultured man of the world.
Money was the first consideration-not for its own sake, but
for what it would bring; and the secret was to make it bring
the right things. Art and literature ceased to be the expression
of a noble idealism, so losing their idealistic character, and
it was rather for the pleasures they brought and the part they
played in the make-up of the cultured man that they remained
the objects of pursuit. Hence the taste for technique and
virtuosity. Hence, too, the movement away from universality.
For when men ceased to move on the larger stage of life and
were excluded from the things of vital moment, then the major
conflicts of will and the deeper emotions of drama failed to
have meaning. They were drawn to the domestic, the inti.
mate and the petty. The comedy of manners, not Athenian
tragedy, was the type and product of the age.
Thus, in proportion as the goal they set themselves was
near and easy of attainment, so was their accomplishment the
less, and despite the high general level that was reached, the
peaks of achievement exceeded the mediocre at an everdecreasing rate. As the age proceeded, the powers of creative
genius waned for lack of urgent incentive, and it became dear
that the idealism of the age was not itself an original and
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it was powerless to exert a social influence till the birth of
Christianity.
The Hellenistic kingdoms of the Eastern Mediterranean
were thus smitten with a mortal disease from the ·outset.
Despite all their glitter of achievement, they were living only
in the dying reflection of an earlier age, and the failure of
their idealism created a vicious circle from which only fresh
forces could save them. Fortunately for the world, such a
force was rising in the West, and it was destined to have the
power to inspire new strength and give a moral uplift which
would make Hellenism live on for many centuries to come.
Rome was already, by 200 B,C., mistress of the vVestern
Mediterranean, and all the triumphs of Macedonian arms
could avail nothing against her. At the first impact with the
West, which came within a decade, the rottenness of Hellenistic autocracy was revealed, and in spite of her great reluctance
to advance, Rome was compelled to take over kingdom after
kingdom, until eventually they were all incorporated as
p~ovinces of the Roman Empire. As we shall see later, Rome,
WIth all her failings, was a power for good, and Hellenistic
civilization merged into Gr<eco-Roman to gain sustenance and
a new vigour that would carry it over the whole known world.

originating thing, but the backwash of an earlier movement
that was slowly ebbing away. Morale was gone, and men
knew it. For achievement is born of enthusiasm, and their
enthusiasms were side-tracked to the trivial and the commonplace. They felt the need of emotional outlet, but could only
find the sensational to supply it, and when one sensation was
played out, there was only another to supplant it. External
life had lost its value.
So it becomes clear that the failure of their idealism was .
not in its intellectual and <esthetic aspects only; they needed
also the fillip of spiritual regeneration. They lacked incentive.
to make them heighten their ideals and look beyond the actual
to a world of better things. It was a moral failing too; and
men looked at the brilliance of their cities in vain.

4
We saw in the chapter on Athens that philosophical thought
had already begun to turn to the subject of individual character
and wrestle with the problem of its improvement, and
naturally in an individualist world this side of philosophy
received more and more emphasis. It was natural, too, that,
whereas in the larger days of Athens, Plato, perceiving the
need for moral idealism, had plumped for the highest ideal his
boundless imagination could conceive, the philosophers of a
later day set a limited objective and sought an opiate instead.
Stoicism and· Epicureanism, the most popular philosophies of
the age, gained a wide acceptance and at times infused a noble
intensity of purpose, but they were rather the creeds of
resignation than the spurs to action. They recognized and
incorporated the new social virtues we have seen, and connected the precepts of morality in some way with a clear
conscience, that negative sort of happiness, but they lacked the
power to rouse the enthusiastic faith that moves mountains
and makes death its only obstacle.
In agony of despair, men and women turned to religion as
they had never done before, and even sought for spiritual
comfort and reassurance in the mystical faiths of the East.
Amongst many others, the Egyptian worship of Isis and
Judaism gained thousands of proselytes, but their asceticism,
and particularly the circumcision of Judaism, were alien and
often horrible to the rational mind of the Greek. Viewed by
and large, they made little impression, except insofar as they
modified the intellectual aspect of popular philosophy.
Religion could and did bring much benefit to individuals, but
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CHAPTER V

THE RISE OF NATIONALIST EUROPE
I
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WE HAVE just seen how Macedonian arms were instrumental
in carrying the culture of the Greece they conquered to vast
new territories which readily adopted the flourishing civilization; we shall now see the same story repeated in modern
Europe. For the mixture of old and new political entities,
France, $pain and Germany, who had been lured into Italv
by the wealth and brilliance of her new society and had ended
by smashing it with their depredations, took back with them
the new learning and culture they had found and spread them
abroa,d as effectively as had been done in the earlier age. From
then on, the Renaissance grew progressively till it embraced
not only the three original marauders, but the whole of the
B2

continent of Europe. Already by 1530, when Benvenuto
Cellini, the sculptor and jeweller, visited Paris, he was
meeting strong competition from the beginning of th~ngs in
France. A century later there was the Dutch RenaIssance
culminating in the paintings of Rembrandt,. ar;d ar;other
hundred years later still Peter the Great was bUIldmg hIS new
capital at St. Petersburg to signalize the rebirth of Russia.
Moreover in 1492 there had occurred an event which
shifted the 'whole balance of history. Columbus discovered
America and this, together with the discovery of the Cape.
route to' India a few years earlier, opened up new vistas of
conquest and wealth, which not ~ml>: intensifie.d t~e movement.
in Western Europe, but also earned It to colomes m completely
new lands.
Wherever it spread, the effects were no less remarkable
than in Italy. Feudalism was broken down, and new political
units the nationalist states of modern Europe, stood firmer on
the r~ins. They were all monarchies, with the reins of government securely in the hands of their kings, and the royal Courts
put on a magnificence that was as costly as it was imposing.
The dynastic game of territorial expansion began afresh, but
there was a corresponding fillip to labour and commerce that
enabled economic prosperity to keep pace with the gro~ing
expenditure. The introduction of gunpowder, too, had gIven
the European an indisputable superiority over the peoples
of other continents, and he was able to force his way into new
territories, which the recent discoveries had opened to him,
and these served to subsidize his development.
Each of the nations produced its own variant expression
of the arts, which, though manifestly of the parent stock, yet
received fresh vigour from the new national setting. In literature this was especially so; and the fact that Shakespeare
stands so far above Renaissance writers of other nations is
merely the measure of Shakespeare's stature. Architecture was
slower off the mark, but quickly made up for lost time, and
ended by transforming the world's appearance as effectively
as Copernicus had transformed its astronomy. The youngest
child of the arts, the new music of Italy, found particular
favour on all sides, and by the genius of Purcell, Bach and
Handel grew to achieve "undreamt of miracles of sound".
In the realm of thought the story was the same. The fetters
of medireval authority were shaken off, and men launched
themselves on the sea of speculation. Bacon and Descartes
sounded the return to scientific principles, and began that
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reign of inductive reasoning that was to be so increasingly
prolific of results.
It was a time of stirring and upheaval unprecedented in
extent, and when everything changed, the difficulty is to sort
out the most salient features of the change. Once again,
therefore, we will use our survey of the ancient world to point
the way, and attempt a comparison 'Arith the Hellenistic Age
of Greece.
:2

The first thing that emerges from the process of comparison,
however, is an important difference. Whereas the literary
achievement, for example, of the Hellenistic Age in no case
equalled the best of the Hellenic, the literature of the Renaissance in Spain, France and England often equalled, and
sometimes surpassed, that of its counterpart in Italy. We must
seek to account for a difference of this sort, therefore, before
we can admit the comparableness of the two periods.
It has already been indicated that the literature of the
time gained considerably from its new national setting, and
we shall find that it was the demand of the new nationalistic
spirit for ex~ression ~hat was responsible for t~e splendid
heights to whlch the hterature rose. For natIOnalism was not
only a product of the age, but was itself a motivatin~ force of
immense power and made each of the new states It erected
bear some res~mblance to a larger Athens or a regional
Florence. We must therefore consider briefly the nature of this
new factor and assess its importance in the whole.
The creation of these new nations, France, Spain, England,
etc., was governed mainly by two factors-the demand for
centralization of authority, and the geo- and ethnographic
circumstances conditioning that demand. The old feudal
organization had cut right through mere matters of geography
and race, as for example in the Norman kingdom, which had
comprised not only England but a large part of France as
well, and, more glaringly still, in the Holy Roman Empire,
which bore no relationship to anything whatsoever; and the
results, politically and socially, had been c~aotic. Neither
efficient nor strong government had been pOSSIble, and local
barons had been able to make hay of such organization as
there was, with no one to say them nay. The crying need
everywhere was for an effective central authority, which would
suppress the war-lords and give as large ~n area as po~sible
the peace and security that progress reqUired. A large smgle
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unit had proved a failure; small units the size of shires or
duchies would l;>e no improvement. In the event, language'
~nd geograpJ;y I? most cases. set a natural frontier for which
tne commUlllcatlOns ?f. the t;me were adequate, and within
thes~ bounds the eXIstmg kmgs set themselves to establish
a. \,-niform gove~m~ent. The support given to the kings by the
nsmg comm~rcIal mt~rests was often instrumental in cementing
the new natIOnal ~mty, and the part played by capitals such
as Lon~on and Pans often gave them a unique position in their
countnes.
.
Only in Germany and the Low Countries was the new
mov~ment frustrated. For the incubus of the Holy Roman
EmpIre proved fatal to r;atural.development; and then, when
the J:utheran Refor;natIOn spht the allegiance of the whole
race mto two ?pp~smg camps, the mania that afflicted them
completed theIr ~Ismember;nent by flinging them into the
horrors of the ThIrty Years War. In Austria and elsewhere
the ~aps?urgs g<l;thered up the broken fragments of the
EmP.lre w~th graspmg fingers, and settled down at Vienna to
repaIr theIr fortunes by marriage, alliance and treachery.
We thus have a :pIcture of mon~rchist States springing
up all over Europe, Just as we saw m the Eastern Mediterranean after ;Alexander's conquests-but with this difference
that the V':H0l!S. Stat<;:s e,:ch have their own language and
custo~ whIch It I~ t~eIr pnde to defend and improve. Despite
the umve~sal LatmIty of the age, it is in French, Spanish
an~ En~lish t~at th~ new. masterpieces of literature are
wrl~ten, Just as It was m Italian that Ariosto and Tasso wrote
theIrs. To .the mighty incentive of the Italian Renaissance,
therefore,. IS added the glowing ardour of local patriotism.
~ t ~s not Just th~ s:preading and development of one culture,
a.S m the Hellemstic Age, but the founding of as many new
cultures as there are nations. The French the Spanish the
Dutch o.r the Russia~ Renaissa?ces are all separate edifices,
eac~ bUIlt on the twm. foundatIOns of natIve propensity and
foreIgn precept. For thIS reason there are differences in time
taste and accomplishment, and for this reason too the effect~
were deeper and more glorious.
'
,
Neverthel~ss, this clarification of the differences enables us
to see the p.Olr;ts o~ contact between them all the more clearly.
!he first stIrrmgs m each. case arose from the example given
m Italy, and the added Impulse they received in their own
countnes was always of the same sort-that of nationalism
Judged from the standpoint of European civilization as a whole'
#

'

therefore, the Renaissance may be considered as a single
movement, started by the re-discovery of Greek culture in
Italy and passing over Europe as a wave that gathers renewed
strength with every frontier crossed. The point at which it
differs from the spread of Hellenism lies in the increased
impetus that it received from a nation-wide patriotism as it
burst on each country in turn, and in considering it as one
movement, therefore, we must inspect its general trend, not so
much in the moment of its initial enthusiasm, but after it had
settled down to an establIshed order of things over the continent
as a whole. Provided we keep an eye to such permanent results
as accrued from the new nationalism, a comparison with the
Hellenistic Age will then be permissible.

3
The salient tendencies we found in the Hellenistic Age
were a broadening of society and a simultaneous failure of
idealism, and in the mainstream of the Renaissance in
continental Europe the same features may be seen again.
The movement began with all the enthusiasm that a return
to humanism and patriotism could give it, and it achieved
the triumphs of art, literature and social brilliance we have
already observed. Then gradually we see it lose momentum,
droop and finally sink into a stagnant society that would need
fresh impulse to make it continue progress.
At first the breakdown of Feudalism which the erection
of nationalist States had completed gave men the same
opportunity for self-expression that had been seized so readily
in the cities of Italy, and the model of Italian culture, often
backed by their own reading of the Greek prototypes, crystallized their vague aspirations into conscious and subconscious
ideals that directed their development. The joy of selfexpression, too, was enhanced by the patriotic fervour that the
new national status inspired, and for a time there was that same
balance of individual and communal effort that we have found
before in the peak of Athenian achievement. That the men
of the Renaissance were individualists is true; that they
were at the same time patriots is also true; and the very eagerness to excel which personal liberty aroused, was proudly
directed to the benefit of the nation that permitted them this
freedom. Men laboured for the ideal of national independence,
and they sought to glorify the figure of their king as the
personification of their every effort.
The men who took part in this resurgence were new45

comers. They were the followers of the Crown who had
helped to subdue the barons who were impeding unity-small
landowners, merchants, soldiers and sailors-and their
occupations gained both in value and prestige with the new
way of life. Society broadened to include them and took on,
with their entry, a larger and more cultured aspect. The arts
began to have place and respect, and the contacts of commerce widened their outlook.
They were also the new executive of the monarchical
government, gaining thereby official status as welL But
they were still the servants of the Crown, and the Crown
was all-powerful. Freedom did not extend into the political
sphere, and opposition to the royal policy was inevitably
treason. Where grievances or personal inclination led to
disagreement with the king, silence or a coup d'etat was the
only alternative; and without remission of the royal prerogatives, therefore, the stage was already set in advance
for a separation of national and private interests, as in the
Hellenistic kingdoms. With the growth of economic prosperity on the Continent this tendency was actually set in
motion. Merchants pursued their own commercial interests
independently of the State, and a large official class arose
whose only concern was the holding of royal incumbencies.
In these circumstances the loosening of national ties was not
long in making itself felt, and by the end of the 17th century
the traditional leaders of Europe-France, Spain and Austriawere all fast stagnating into the ponderous, reactionary despotisms that Macedon, Syria and Egypt had been before them.
There was another factor that contributed to the decline.
Except in the north of Europe the Reformation had been
stamped out, and the Catholic Counter-Reformation had
imposed the millstone of medizeval theology on the fresh
vigour of the Renaissance. The demand for reform in the
Church had originally been a healthy sign of moral and religious growth, coming not only from enlightened laymen,
but also from devoted servants of the Church itself, and schism
had been the last intention of the Reformers. But the bigotry
of Papal advocates, combined with the blundering obstinacy
of militant Germans, had precipitated the worst sort ofdilemma
in which extremism ran riot. The Catholic Church went in
one direction-backwards; Protestantism went in a thousand
others. The Church, on its part, tied itself to a system of
antiquated logic which was diametrically opposed to the
new experimental o.utlook of the Renaissance, and as the
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governments of Spain, France and Austria, the major Powers
of Europe, were staunchly Catholic, the resources of the
State were added to the terrors of the Inquisition to burn out
the hiding-places of free and original thinking. Scientific
progress was thus checked, and freedom of expression received
a setback which did irreparable damage to society.
By the 18th century the continent of Europe showed the
results of these tendencies all too clearly. The monarchies of
Spain, France and Austria were not only moribund, but they
bad set their faces firmly against any remedial measures.
The broadening of society had come to a full stop; continual
war had raised expenditure to a level at which it was crippling
commerce; and a lack of incentive was draining the life even
out of agriculture. Serious as these matters were in themselves,
they were aggravated by a rapid rise in the population.
The prosperity of the r 7th century had given an impetus to the
birth-rate which was carrying it well out of reach of the
economic possibilities of the time, and as outlets were barred
by the strict social order, unemployment and poverty were
assuming ominous proportions. Nor were things better in art
and literature. A classical preciseness that followed the
first enthusiastic fullness of the Renaissance had given place
to a jejune artificiality that smacked of staleness and failing
inspiration, and technical novelty, sensationalism and sentimentality were the recourse of imaginative deficiency. Even
in decoration the splendid correctness of Versailles degenerated
into the pallid eclecticism of Louis Seize. The wheel was
come full circle. It was the 2nd century B.C. all over again.

4
Mter what we have seen elsewhere, the idealism that was
responsible for the original impetus of the European Renaissance will now be quite clear, as also ,vill the reasons for its
subsequent failure. The opportunity for self-expression that
came with the new society was at first limited by the spirit
of co-operation on which that society depended, and men
spent themselves on the ideal of national independence
which they personified in the figure of their king. Such a
society prospered, as it was bound to. Then came the separation of political and private interests, which was fatal to
corporate effort on a national scale, and individualism degraded their ideals correspondingly. Patriotism tended to
become the monopoly of a single class to whom it meant
autocracy and aggression, and co-operation did not reach
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unless fresh forces could be found to revive it. Already by
the middle of the 18th century the rumble of enormous masses
of submerged humanity could be heard, heaving with discontent, and an explosion was imminent. In France, where
the population had risen the fastest, the danger was at its
most critical, but signs were not lacking in Spain, Austria and
elsewhere that all was far from well. Yet the Governments
had neither the will nor the means to allay them. Their
traditional policy of suppression had so effectively dulled their
senses and sensibilities that they could not see either why or
how they should bring about the changes that the situation
demanded, and Louis XV could only cynically exclaim,
"Apres moi Ie deluge". Human fertility and human inertia
had created a situation from which only human ingenuity
could save them; yet the rulers of Europe were sunk in an
apathy that was almost oriental in its completeness.
England alone remained active, and it was England that
provided both the physical and spiritual means of escape.
English Industrialism and English Liberalism were the two
great forces that were to inspire a new beginning and save
the old. France, it is true, was blown sky high for the moment
in the Jacobin Revolution, and Spain and Austria lingered
on to die a natural death in the 20th century. But European
civilization had been saved, and a whole world would be
leavened by it.'

beyond the members of the same stratum of society. At the
same time, authoritarianism clamped down on the free'
development of thought, so that creative endeavour was robbed
of its incentive and the enlightenment of authority failed to keep
pace with the growing problems of the age. Spain and Austria
dropped right out of the world of intellect, and French
elan was directed mainly to the satisfaction of royal vainglory.
Art and literature suffered the same deterioration, and manifestly in the 18th century men were living in the dying reflection of a previous achievement. They had the mode of an
earlier age, but none of its inspiration.
,,
Yet this was not all. Though their ideals were lowered
from the plane of liberty and independence, they lost their
ambition to raise them. The "Grande Monarchie" of Louis
XIV was both the peak and goal of continental achievement,
and henceforward there was nothing but feebler imitation.
Versailles was the culmination of Medice an magnificence, and
kings and princes were blinded by it. Ambition was satisfied.
The moral failing that we found in the Hellenistic Age was
thus prevalent also in the monarchies of 18th-century Europe,
and moral idealism had gone the way of intellectual and
<esthetic.
Just as in the earlier epoch, a similar inadequacy of the
external world had turned men's thoughts inward for spiritual
comfort, so was the trend again, but so again was it barren.
The claims of the individual conscience that the Reformation
had raised had been ruthlessly put down, and Roman Catholicism offered only the remedy of amputation. At the price of
unconditional surrender, the Mother Church would give
welcome to the fold, but made no provision for the social
and mental development of her flock. Moreover, the attempt
of intellectuals to reconcile the conflicting theories of science
and theology had led merely to the creed of Deism, which
provided neither comfort nor inspiration. For an intellectual
idea of a transcendental God such as the 18th-century Deists
erected was less than useless for the needs of the ordinary
man; it even compared unfavourably with the Platonism
that the 17th century had re-discovered. Morality and religion
thus ceased to be mutually propellant, and while self-interest
and sentimentalism replaced them on the one side, nihilism
and anarchy were preparing on the other.
An impasse had been reached from which the resources
of the continental monarchies were powerless to extricate
them, and their civilization was faced with inevitable collapse
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5
We have now reached the point at which two great civilizations have degenerated through internal failure and must
face collapse without the infusion of new vigour from outside.
As has been said, this revivifying effect is indeed supplied by
the peoples of Rome and England respectively, and it is to
them that we must now turn for an indication of the kind of
forces which they set in motion. They had both been contemporaries of the earlier movements we have inspected,
but their development had been slower and more individual,
and, for that reason, more certain. We will therefore review
briefly their histories up to the same point oftime that we have
reached with Greek and European civilizations as a whole,
so as to discover their special characteristics. We can then
discover more particularly the nature of the contributions
they made at the two crises of the general evolution.
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CHAPTER VI

ROME
I

THE FOUNDING of the city of Rome is one of those events.
that have become too dimmed by the passage of time for us to
distinguish them clearly, but it is assigned by tradition to the
year 753 B.C: The town ,was apparently an outpost erected·
ox: the low h~ls overlooking the fi..rst fordable crossing of the
TIber. It was mtended for the protection of Latium the district
just south of the river, against the Etruscans who hved to the
n~:>rth of it, and was thus from the start populated by a hardy,
pIOneermg element drawn from the people of Latium as a
whole. ~evertheless, at first it failed signally in its ostensible
duty, as It was captured by the enemy, and remained in their
hands till the end of the. 6th century B.C.-a fate doubtless
deplored a~ the time, but of inestimable value to posterity,
. The ~atms were an Aryan people, part of the huge migratIOn whIch had entered Italy at about the same time as it
swamped the Balkans, but the Etruscans are even more
wrapped in obscurity than early Rome itself. Fancy has made
~any flights of conjecture about their origin, but it seems most
likely that they came to Italy from Asia Minor or the Levant.
The important thing is that they were a completely different
race from the Latins, and gave the stalwarts of Rome an
admixture of blood which not only differentiated them from
their neighbours, but strengthened and vitalized them beyond
the ordinary.
After the even,tual ~xpulsion of the Tarquins, their Etruscan
overlords, the SItuatIOn that faced the Romans was similar
to t~at of t~e Athenian.s in or about the same year, 5IO B.C.
TheIr expenences had gIVen them a hatred of despotism which
permeated their history for five centuries, and they were
determined on freedom and independence. They therefore
required.a constitutiop. ~~ch would e~body a proper respect
for. the rIghts ~f the mdIVIdual and gIve them the liberty of
actIOn they deSIred for ~h~mse~ves; but the w~y in which they
solved theIr problem dIStingUIshes them radIcally from their
Athe?-ian C(:mt~mporaries. Demo~rac~ ~as undoubtedly in
the aIr at thIS tIme, and democratic prIncIples were laid down
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from the start, but the Romans were too conservative, too
practical, to go the "whole hog" straight away. They allowed
themselves to be convinced of the necessity for authority
and discipline, and were willing that the experience and
greater sense of responsibility of the aristocrats should direct
their republic, at least at the outset. Instead therefore of
extreme democracy being set up within half a century, as at
Athens, it was over two hundred years before the original
goal of equal voting-power and equal opportunity for office
was finally reached, and then with certain modifications
that we shall see.
In the meantime, the patriotism that the mere idea of
the commonwealth inspired, and the confidence that they
placed in the aristocratic government, more than justified
themselves. By 270 B.C. Rome had risen by easy stages to be
mistress of the whole of Italy from the Po southwards, and had
also beaten off a serious threat from Greece in the shape of a
would-be imitator of Alexander the Great. Moreover, by
apparent chance, the Romans had hit on a system of government which put the whole of Italy behind them and made
Italians willing, as well as bound, to accept Roman hegemony.
This was the same system of gradual enfranchisement that
had been applied with such signal success in Rome itself
and brought participation in the full rights and privileges
of Romans to be the goal of non-Romans as well. It was a
policy as novel as it was enlightened, and made Rome come
not as a destroyer, but as a guide to better things. For Roman
citizenship by this time had not only political rights to offer,
but commercial and social advantages also. Already every
road in Italy led to Rome, and she had become the hub of
Italian life. The Greek colonial cities of the south coast still
did a flourishing trade with the Eastern Mediterranean, but
Rome was the entrepot through which their wares reached the
interior, and Roman strategy had their fleets and resources
at its disposal.
Hard days still lay ahead, however, and with the year
264 B.C. Rome was impelled into a series of Great Wars which
lasted more than a century and conclusively changed the
course of her development. First, between 264 B.C. and
202 B.C., with an interval of only twenty-eight years, she was
engaged in a life-and-death struggle with Carthage. This was
a city near the site of the modern Tunis, which controlled
a vast mercantile empire in the Western Mediterranean and
on the Atlantic seaboard, and Romans fought in Sicily,
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Spain and Africa, as well as repulsing an all-but-successful
inv~sion of ItaIY.itself, which lasted twelve years and dealt
Italian productlvity a blow from which it never completely
recovered. Only the superior stamina of Rome and her more
far-sighted p.olicy eventually won the war, and the collapse
of. Carthage m 202 B.C. left her the exhausted but undisputed
mIstress of everything west of the Straits of Sicily.
Of breathing-space, however, there was to be none for
almost at once she was embroiled in the Balkans.' The
~ellenistic kingdom of Macedon ~a~ viewed with disquiet the·
nse of a ne,,: power acros~ the AdnatIc and had given a certain
amount of meffec~ual aId to Cart~age at the height of the·
struggle. Rome dId not forget thIS attempted stab in the
back, and now that the menace was over was in a mood to be
truculent. Diplomatic exchanges soon g~ve place to open war
an~, the Macedonian phalanx proving no match for the Roman
legIOn, Rome emerged completely victorious in 188 B.C. For
the moment, direct government was not imposed but after
various experiments in partial autonomy had led' merely to
serious rebellion, first Macedon in 169 B.C. and then Greece
prop.er. in 146 B.C. were taken over into the general provincial
admmistratlOn.
2

As has been indicated, this long story of war and conquest
was not. :vithout important rep~rcussions on the government
and POh!lCS of Rome. The :vagmg of war demands a singleness of.aIm and a concentratIOn of authority that accord in no
~ay. wIth de.mocracy, and a century of war requires a contmmty ofpohcy beyond the scope of a single democratic leader.
To thIS problem Rome found the answer indeed within her own
d?mocratic i?stitutions, bu~ in doing so lost her democracy.
LIke everythmg Roman, thIS was not a single or a deliberate
step, but just came about gradually with the years.
Under the completed democracy of 287 B.C. the people in
conclave were supreme. They elected the executive officials
annually and superintended all legislation. They decided
P?licy, both internal a?d external, and anyone of them could
hImself assume the hIghest office of State on election. But
there also existed a second chamber, the Senate, which had
been the. contr?lling b.ody d.uring the novitiate of the democracy
and .whIch stIll ~u~vIved m a purely advisory capacity. Its
prestIge and semonty enabled It to exert a strong influence
on the counsels of the republic, and it was this body which
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acted as the presiding genius of Rome during the long period
of wars. It was comprised solely of men who had held official
positions in the State, both military and civil, and represented
the nearest thing to a "Brains Trust" the ancient world ever
possessed. Moreover, it was permanent and. wieldy, being
maintained at about 600 life-members, and could give the
continuity and centralization of authority that the times
demanded. In the long absence at the front of the ablebodied men who constituted both electorate and parliament,
it became the de facto government of Rome, and the "advice"
of the Senate came automatically to assume the force of law.
Democracy survived only in theory.
There was also another important factor at work which
further closed the governmental monopoly of the Senate,
and that was the Roman belief in inherited ability. If a man
proved his worth as a general or a statesman, it was held that
his descendants must be equally worthy, and the Romans
continued to elect them to office, and so to the Senate, for
generation after generation. There could have been no more
effectual way of building up an hereditary official class in
their midst, and indeed by the end of the war with Carthage,
the Senate was recruited almost exclusively from a limited
number of families. These alone had the confidence of the
electorate, and soon began to look upon official position and
Senatorial rank as a natural adjunct of birth. They constituted an emergent nobility controlling the Roman Republic
through its special council, the Senate; and the people merely
supplied perfunctory ratification of its proceedings.
In these circumstances the Senate's greatness was shown
not only in the triumphant direction it gave to Roman
foreign policy and military effort, but also in its maintenance
of the "home front" and public morale. Finance and psychology were its strong points no less than grand strategy, and
national enthusiasm for the "commonwealth" never once
wavered through all the gruelling years of war. The nobility
had a tradition of service to the State which permeated public
life, and their integrity did not come in question. Senate and
people were at one: together they formed an invincible
combination.
3
This outline, brief as it is, is sufficient to indicate what were
the main features of Roman character. They were an intensely conscientious and hard-working people, dogged
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enough to be obstinate, and practical to the point of genius.
Their achievements were not the illumination of a moment,
but the hard-won reward of experience, and they changed their
pre-conceived ideas only so far as was necessary to make them
practicable. They were thoroughly unimaginative and il.
literate, and their history of continual warfare successfully
prevented their becoming otherwise. They had neither art
nor literature, science nor wit; but they had a language that for
brevity, point and grandeur was unsurpassable. It was a
language to be used, not to be played with, and seemed .
designed specifically for government and law .. Law, indeed,
was the fundamental of Roman mentality-both for its diligent.
protection of individual rights and for its limitation of them
for the common good. The Roman spirit of independence
was magnificent: their sense of discipline was overwhelming.
The Romans themselves attributed their success to three
qualities-a due sense of responsibility (gravitas), self-respect
(dignitas) and awe of authority, whether religious, State or
paternal (pietas)-and these were indeed the outward signs of
that tremendous power which the Romans manifested in aU
their actions. Because they had a deep sense of their responsibilities, they were conscientious; because they prided themselves on thei.r personal qualities, they were obstinate; and
because they respected authority, they were disciplined and
patriotic. But that these qualities existed, and continued to
exist, was due to a deeper psychological reason. They were
unwitting idealists. The Romans' ideals were not of the
intellect or the <esthetic sensibilities, but they felt them with
the whole of their moral being. They had an ideal of unflinch.
ing service to family and State that guided them throughout
and filled them with an over-riding sense of duty. Their
actual morals were no better than those of their time; but
their feeling for the obligations of such morality as they
understood wholly distinguished them from their contem.
poraries.
Only less decisive was their talent for the practical. If
their moral idealism made them masters of themselves, their
practicalify made them masters of the world. In the sphere of
action they could turn their hands to anything, and by dint of
perseverance eventually did it better than the others. Where
no precedent existed, then they hammered one out from their
own traditions, and, as it were without noticing, became
originators on a vast scale. For this reason, too, they were
thorough, and whatever they did was done to last. Whether
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we turn to their road~, their walls, t?eir ~anguage, their system
of law or their prinCIples of admlmstrat!on, we find the same
lity of practical thoroughness whlc? has made them
~~j~cts of admiration for all time. Endurmg themselves, they
built a world to outlast them.
4
This, then, was the character of the pe<?p~~ w~o found
themselves face to face with t?e degene:-ate ciVIlIzatlOn of ~he
Hellenistic kingdoms, and ':Vl11. they, mIl they,. saddled With
'ts maintenance and reSUSCItatIOn. In everythmg they were
diametrically opposed to t.he Greeks the>: had to rule. They
had achieved none of the tnumphs of art, lIterature and SCience
so essential to Greek culture, and the word "theory" w,:s
alien to their minds. Yet they h3;d. wrought out ?f theIr
rimitive traditions what all the bnllIance of Greek mtellect
had failed most lamentably to produc~a workable sys~em
f human government-and though startmg at the same time
~s the Greeks, were not yet at the zenith of their power, when
..
.
.
Greece was long past her best.
Faced with a situation that Impenlled theIr whole lIfe
and livelihood in the Puni<: Wars, they had.not allowed attachment to their personal nghts to stand l~ the way of the
common weal, but had accepted a. narrowmg.oZ t~e governmental basis in the interests of effiCiency and discIplme. They
had relaxed none of their corporate ardour and had surmounted all their obstacles. Both Government and people
shared in this identification of interests, and the Senate set .an
example of conscientious devotion to duty that wls an 1!1spiration to the humblest legionary. A moral strength ~n
which the Greeks were so signally lacking was t~e secr~t. of theIr
power, and this was combined with. a practical abIhty that
Greek theorizing seldom or never enVIsaged.
The impact of two such 0l?po~ite outlooks was bound
to be fraught with the utmost sIgmficance, but before we go
on to consider the effects on both Romans and G:eeks, a!1d.the
nature of the civilization that emerged from theIr associatlOn,
we will first review similarly the histo.ry. ofEng~and, and atte~pt
to elucidate the special char<;tc.t<?nst~cs of Its people which
enabled them to influence cIvIhzatIOn no less remarkably
than the Romans.
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and Chaucer. But the discov.ery of Ame:ica provi~ed this
spirit with a fresh field of actIOn, so that if the contment of
Europe was .closed, adventure could be sought. instead on the
Spanish Mam and the road to Eldorado. It dId more. From
being a remote appendage to a continent, the British Isles
became the new centre of gravity of a larger world, able to
turn wheresoever opportunity offered, and dominating the
new highways of ships and comm~rce. ~ngland bel$<:n to put
her immense energy into exploitmg thIs new pOSItIOn, and
within little more than a century had cut herself off almost
completely from European entanglements.
Two further factors made for isolation. England had
adopted the Reformation, originally from royal expediency,
but later from conviction, and though for the moment she
seemed in danger of being embroiled in the German chaos,
the operation of a second factor speedily led to her withdrawal.
This was an internal dilemma arising from the Stuart attempt
to erect a monarchy on the continental model, but which
accorded in no way with the spirited English views on liberty
and independence. As a consequence, almost the whole of
the 17th century was spent in working out an acceptable form
of government and the resultant Parliamentary system served
to carry her f~rther away than ever from the sympathies of
France, Spain and Austria.
The cultural connection with the Continent was equally
loose and spasmodic. We have already seen ~h<:t the Rer:aissance tended to go its own way when once wlthm the yanous
national boundaries, and England was no exceptIOn. In
literature indeed, her native romanticism found a particularly
fertile fieid, and Shakespeare and Milton carried he: achievements to a plane no other nation could app.roach. ElIzabethan
architecture, too, was her own accomphshment, and Byrd
gave standing to her natural utterance of song. Later, the
effects of French classicism were strongly felt, and even an
academy was mooted after the French exampl:, ~ut the
dominating influence of Dryden ~<;s thrown heavily lI;tO ~he
balance on the side of native tradItIOn, and a deep oblIgatIOn
did not turn to subservience.
By the end of the 17th century England had not only withdrawn from the mainstream of European development, ~ut
she seemed to have sacrificed her finest chances through 111ternal dissidence. Yet with the turn of the century her period
of withdrawal was proved to be one, not of decline, but of
consolidation, and the genius of Marlborough burst upon a

CHAPTER VII

ENGLAND
I

IN ACCORDANCE with our purposes, this chapter will not
attempt to give a concise history of England, but will merely.
draw attention to those features of it which principally
differentiated her development from that of her European
contemporaries, and which constitute the chain of causes·
leading up to her significant entry into world affairs. We may
note for a start, then, that England has always partaken of
the racial characteristics of two great branches of European
peoples-the Germanic and the Latin-and in her early
history she leaned first one way and then the other, never
finally committing herself, until at last the moment came when
she could stand on her own feet. She was then able to strike
out a special development of her own, with something of the
features of both. Her population and her culture alike were
drawn from the two sources, though at different times and in
differing extent, and for centuries England was a melting-pot
to which North and South alike contributed. It may be noted,
too, that in all the successive invasions of Anglo-Saxons,
Vikings and Normans, it was the hardiest and most adventurous types that formed the bulk of the settlers; so that
England's primary population was thus a mixture of the best
of northern Europe's peoples.
Everything conspired to detach them from Europe. The
Norman Conquest finally put an end to Canute's dream of a
vast Danish empire centred on England, and broke her close
connection with the Scandinavian countries for ever; but just
as conclusively the rise of nationalism in France put an end to
Plantagenet visions of a continental career and threw England
back upon herself. The anarchy of the Wars of the Roses
ensued. Then, within seven years of each other, two major
events occurred which gave a new direction to English history.
In 1485 Henry Tudor won his way to the throne at Bosworth
Field, and in 1492 Columbus discovered America. The
Tudors, riding on the crest of the wave of nationalism that
we have seen, welded England into a nation and gave her
back the unity and spirit that had produced Agincourt, Crecy
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startled world and established England in the forefront of
European nations. Her main interest still lay outside the
Continent, however, and her interference in continental
affairs was not permanent, being· confined to dominance
of the Low Countries for her own security. The North
American colonies, India and the routes to this overseas empire
were the things she cared for most, because of the scope
they gave to her mounting volume of trade. Thus when
George III came to the throne in 1760 England had risen on .
the back of continental decadence to be the premier maritime
commercial and colonial Power of the world, holding in fe~
both the gorgeous East and the golden 'Vest.
..
2

From this brief outline the independent attitude of England
as a nation is clearly visible; and the attitude of individual
Englishmen throughout this time was one of no less sterling
independence. From the earliest times the people had shown
a disposition to stand up for their liberties, and even in the
feudal era the "villeins", and particularly the "burghers"
of England had never allowed themselves to sink to the same
level of degradation as their counterparts on the Continent.
It was partly for this reason that the Renaissance flourished
there so vigorously, as the opportunity for self-expression came
to men with the initiative to use it to the full. Nevertheless,
they also had a strong tradition of co-operation, and Tudor
nationalism only intensified a patriotism that had existed long
before. Their island position had already given them a feeling
for racial homogeneity, when boundaries hardly signified
elsewhere, and the suppression of the barons removed the last
obstacle to a whole-hearted unity of purpose. In all the
divided counsel that followed, the motive was never in doubt
and difference of opinion, though it brought the country low'
had always its welfare at heart.
'
There were two great issues that arose to trouble the landone of religion, and the other of the constitution. Men
demanded the right to live and worship as they liked, and for
more than a century they gave life and limb for their principles.
Yet all who fought, all who protested their freedom to the
death, objected strenuously to the implication that this right
ever brought their patriotism into question: if they were High
Church and royalist, they felt their affections were selfevident; if they were Puritan and parliamentary, they were
no less determined to preserve their hard-won liberties for
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England. Laud and Milton alike were unshakeable patriots.
Bence it was that the problems were resolved, not by the
final supremacy of one party or the other, but by a compromise
that gave them both the right to live and work in their own
way for the common good. The theory was abandoned for
the substance, and though the systems.. of religious. and
political government that emerged .were nen.her syste:natlc nor
clearly defined, they had the preclOus quality of.bemg ,,:,orkable and furthermore lent themselves to progressive modification: Th~y were practical, unpretentious, living things ~hat
grew because they gradually admitted everyone who applied,
and worked because they stressed the spirit, not the letter.
The Revolution Settlement of 1689 was the corner-stone
of English liberty and out of it arose the triple-working harmony of Crown Lords and Commons, which was unique in
contemporary E~rope. It.was not den;ocracy, b~t n~ither was
it an aristocratic despotIsm. Accordmg to theIr l.ig~ts, the
ruling-class played fair .a~d mana~ed the country m Its best
interests and with a tnllllmUm of lllterference With personal
freedom. They had a tradition of service, born of long struggle
for independence, and gave. ~e best scope .they unders!c;od
to personal prejudice and ability. Moreover, It was. a t~adltlOn
of honour, and though commerce raced ahead, ItS lllterests,
never separated from the Government's, because merchan!s
played their part in politics with landowners and too~ theIr
share of responsibility as well as of succes~. DespIte the
corruption of the early 18th century, the Parhaments of the
day gave value for their money, and the strength that was
gathering in the diligent pursuit of coloni~s and commerce
came brilliantly to' light .beneath the WIZard's touch of
Chatham.
3
We can now see the secret of Englishmen's success. Unlike
subjects of the continent,:l Inol!a:chies, they .remained free
men in full control of theIr destmles; and unlike the central
Europeans, they overcame thei~ inte~nal incomp.ati~i~ities.
They thus had opportunity and lllcenuve both for llldlvidual
and corporate effort, and could apply t~emselyes equally. to
both without hindrance or stint. They mIght dIffer, and dId;
they could be bigoted, and were so; b~t they learned.!o be
tolerant in the last resort, and they abided by the ultlmate
decisions of their fellow-countrymen. The spirit of c,?mpromise
tempered their individualism, and an understandmg of the
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obligations of so~iety took the roughness from their strong
attachment to pnncIple.
Nor are the reasons for this far to seek. For they were
idealists-not consciously or aggressively so, but nevertheless'
intensely; and the force of idealism was a motive throughout
their history. Hence came the spur to action, and hence the
guiding hand to their boundless energy, so that they had the
will-power to endeavour, and their effort had a communal
aim. But that is not all. It is important to observe that the
English ideal developed with themselves, and always stayed
ahead of their attainment, so that ambition was never satisfied
and incentive was permanently with them. Thus they did not
become decadent or ever cease to progress, but continued their
development when the rest of Europe was fast sinking into the
r8th-century decline. So important to our theme is this
feature of English character that we must stop a moment to
consider its working and take a simple example of the process in
operation in order to perceive its significance.
Edmund Spenser's allegorical poem, "The Faerie Queene",
was written during the last two decades of the r6th century, as
the literary Renaissance of England came near to its full
flowering. It was a time when the new Tudor society was just
finding its feet, having conclusively supplanted the old
baronial aristocracy, and men were filled with a restlessness
that might lead them anywhere. The old ideals were gone,
outmoded, and the ethics of society were in a period of interregnum. In this situation, Spenser set himself to erect
imaginatively a new ideal that would serve his generation of
Englishmen and supply them with both an aim and an incentive for a fuller life. A vague feeling of patriotism that was
manifesting itself in the glorification of Elizabeth was to be
seized and moulded to the purpose of concentrating endeavour.
In the English manner, he reverenced tradition, and only
beheld the triumphs of the future through the accomplishments of the past. Nothing would be stable but what had its
foundations deeply laid in the bedrock of time, and the present
could live only if firmly rooted in the past. A society that had
just emerged with the Tudor settlement, therefore, and which
had no immediate connection with the mainstream of English
cultural development, must be given one, and made to link
itself securely to that society it had replaced.
Now, the previous feudal society at its best had been
motivated by the ideal of knighthood, a romantic sense of
chivalry whose conceptual basis was service. The Knights of
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Round Table are an example of its highest attainment, as

i~~ Knight of Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales" is of its homel~est.

In practice, they had usually fallen far short ,of perfectIOn}
articularly in the later Middle Ages, and the brutal lords o.
Ph York and Lancaster wars had become the type of degener~t~ knight-errantry. But the ideal had neverthele~s b~en of
immense importance in its day, and Spenser saw tha~ It was
valuable to be lost entirely. He therefo::e decIded to'
to°ondition
it-to bring it up to date and fit It for the new
e
re
circumstances
of life. Every hero that he port~aye d'm "Th
. e
Faerie Queene" is ostensibly the legendary km&"ht of EnglIsh
a clad in all the accoutrements of feudahsm and perf.a;~ing all the doughty deeds of chivalry, and seems at first
sight to have stepped straight out of an earlie~ age. Ye~ a
fc ling soon comes over the reader that there 15 somethmg
different about them, that they are a~ything but ~h~ me~ireval
"t ughs" that had been so superficIally romantICIzed
the
r~vious era. They have a new civility a.n~ .civilian conscIOUSp ss that are symbolic of a more clVihzed outlook and
differentiate them wholly from Germanic robber-b~rons.
They are, indeed, the Tudor heroes themsel:,es, dressed.m the
panoply of romance and colour~d ~ith the Ideal~ of chIvalry.
The mystic conception of dedIcatIOn and servIce has been
imposed on the new feeling for culture and h~maneness th,;~t
emerged with the Renaissance, and a new Ideal persor; IS
constructed that harmonizes the bes! of old. and n~w ~l;ke.
It is an ideal as readily comprehensible .as I! was mspmng,
and by its effect of fitting Elizabethan SOCIety mto th<;: pattern
of English development, helped to concentra~e theIr eff?rts
to a nobler purpose. It gave tangibl<;: expreSSIOn t<? the hves
the best of them lived, and brought mto focus theIr vag~est
aspirations. Sir Philip Sydney, for example, was a kmght
not only of the flaming sword, but o.f the peac~f~l arts as well,
and it was this gradual transformatIOn of tradItIOn that made
him honoured in a nation's eyes: the poe~'s eye merely
extracted its ideological significance and pomted the way
clearly to the path of emulation.
.
It was this spirit that actuated the EnglIsh throughGut.
They still looked back to the "good old days" when they ~lso
looked forward to the new, and the stren.gthof coru:ervat;sm
was combined with the vigour of enterprise. As theI! SOCIety
broadened with the years, the newcomers broug~t WIth th<;:m
their own virtues and fresh interests, but they dId ot strike
out an entirely new line for themselves, as the ItalIans had

lr:
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intellectual attainment, and as new problems confronted them
with each age, an ideal solution always presented itself
which gave their practical endeavour~ a direction and an
inspiration, and enabled them to wm through, however
tardily.
Thus, when we compare the characters of Eng~is~men and
Romans, we find that, despite the cultural superIonty of the
English, the basic factors that made them strong and successful
were the same. They were both practical peoples, in~pired by
a moral idealism which enabled them to help theIr fellows
whilst helping themselves, and kept them united in ultimate
purpose through all the tribulations of social and political
evolution. With this understanding, we are fortified for a
consideration of the actual contributions they made to the
progress of their respective civilizations, and this will be the
subject of the next two chapters.

done. Instead they attached themselves to the old, and by
their contributions leavened and enriched it. In the worst
of them it was snobbery; in the best it was innate nobility.
and the :esl;ll~ was, a contin1!0us tradition that overcame th~
ral!ke.st mdIVIdualIst. The Ideal to which they sought to
a~slillliate ~hemselves was that of a "gentleman", but the
vlrtu~s whIch attached. to the quality of "gentlemanliness"
were m perpetual evolutIOn, from the "very parfit gentil" man
of Chaucer's Knight onwards to the present day.

4
\V ~ are now justified in asserting that the idealism of the
Engh~h was partly of a moral nature, and we may attribute its

pecuha~ efficacy to the fact that ~t was working in a race with
a practIcal bent. For the Enghsh were intensely practical.
We have already seen how they excelled in all the arts of peace
and war, an~ evolved a way oflife that owed nothing to theory
a?d everythmg t<? commonsense; but that is not the whole
pIcture..In moralIty, !oo, they gave importance to the lessons
of expenence, and dId not allow their abstractions to lose
touch with the facts they r~:.presented. Their .Christianity, for
example, followed the tradlt~on of St. Augustme, laying more
. stress on the value of holy life than on logical consistency in
theology, ~n? though a~ Protestants they respected the claims
of the mdIV~dual conscIel!ce, and as Puritans upheld them,
th~y recoli\"nt.zed. as a natio? that the conscience has its ineVItable 11l:lltatIOn~ of habIt and environment, and sought
the authon.ty of. hIg!: e~ample. as a guide to conduct. This
they found m theIr UbIqUItous bIbles and persistent ideals and
to live in conformity with their standard was a more po~erful
urge than all the intellectual persuasions of abstract theology
Wit~out _ being particularly m~ral, they wt;re. alwa~
morahsts-:so much so that the besettmg fault of theIr lIterature
was .an ever-present te:r;dency to ?idacticism. They demanded
a hIgh standard of mtegnty m others which necessarily
re~cted on their own,. but ~aid them open to a charge of hypocnsy from the super-mtelligent. It is also true that though in
~eneral they showed a solid healthiness of outlook, a Puritan
lco~oclasm was always close. to the surface. Nevertheless,
theIr .very lack of logIcal consIstency and their bent for the
practIcal a?swer pr.evented ther:r; going to extremes, and
allo,:"ed thel~ pre~chmg and teachmg to move with the times.
!helr moralIty displayed a parable-like adaptability to growmg knowledge, so that their moral ideals stayed ahead of their
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CHAPTER VIII

ROMAN CITIZENSHIP

T HE

I
j
I

I

j

MOST outstanding feature of external history in the
century following the final overthrow of Greece (146 B.C.)
was the spread of Roman rule over the whole Mediterranean
basin. The African territory of Carthage was taken over in the
same year; Spain was systematically pacified; an original
occupation of Provence was extended to the whole of France,
including the Low Countries as far as the Rhine; Asia Minor
and Syria fell piecemeal; and Egypt was established as an
open protectorate. Excep~ for later frontier adjustments. 3;nd
strategic extensions ?f mfluence,. the Ro;nan don:mlOn
assumed in broad outlme the shape It was gomg to retam for
many centuries to come. This meant that a huge, conglomerate mass of countries and races came under the dIrect
rule of a single Power, and all were united into a single
system of administration. Furthermore, they were all given
the same general mode of existence, and the form that this
mode took was inevitably based on Hellenism. Despite its
decadence, the outward form of Hellenistic life had infinite
advantages over the uncivilized habits of the West and
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North, and was necessarily bound to supersede them. The
same spread of civilization that had ensued upon the conquests of Alexander the Great took place again, but this time
in a westerly direction.
This was the first and most obvious result of Roman
conquest. New races were given the benefit of Greek discovery
and invention, and new territories were opened up to play
their part in world development. The effects in all spheres of
life were keenly felt, and as time allowed deeper assimilation
they became more and more important. Greek works of art .
and literature, Greek science and philosophy, Greek architecture, decoration and domestic appliances gained a universal.
currency, and one general standard of culture reigned everywhere. The natives of North Africa, Spain and France, as
well as the Italians themselves, copied the material accomplishment of the Eastern Mediterranean, and naturally
gained their own proficiency with the years. But, important
as this was in itself, it had strict limitations. Hellenism, as
such, was already a dying force, and nothing could revivify
it. As we have seen in a previous chapter, it continued to
move forward merely from the tremendous impetus it had
received at the start, and had long since ceased to be itself an
originating factor. Although it could spread over the whole
Mediterranean and beyond, and though it transformed the
mental habits of millions of Roman subjects, it· could no
longer produce anything new from its own resources, and the
effects it did produce were but the shadow of the former
triumph. The aspects of later civilization which owed their
inception solely to the spreading of Hellenism were therefore
but pale reproductions of classical prototypes, and even the
literature of Rome itself, which was to impose on generations
of mankind, was almost wholly an imitative thing.
More important from the point of view of this phase of our
analysis is a second impulse proceeding from the Roman
conquest, which was responsible for a new feature in the
spreading civilization, and which entitles us to call it GrrecoRoman. It will already have been observed that the feats of
Roman arms were quite prodigious, and inevitably the impression they made on contemporaries was even more profound than that they make on us today. For centuries Rome
had proved invincible, and there was apparently no limit to
her growing power. Wherever she turned, she conquered
and the roll of subjugated nations continued yearly to expand:
Moreover, when the Romans came, they came to stay. They
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brought with them a system of provincial administration,
worked out through years of experience, and a military
organization that made rebellion hopeless and foreign invasion impossible. To oust the Romans once they had set
foot in a country was as difficult as to bar their original entry.
Opposition was futile, and the advance of Rome was like the
march of fate.
Although the tendency· of the Romans to exploit their
newly conquered provinces died hard, and for many years the
provincials suffered oppression without means of redress,
gradually a consciousness of the obligations they owed to the
people under their jurisdiction awakened in the Romans, and
a continuous process of amelioration began. We have already
seen the system of gradual enfranchisement that had been
applied so successfully in Italy, and despite a temporary lapse,
they began to operate a similar system throughout the whole
Roman world. With something in return for their lost independence, the provincials soon proceeded to assume a
different attitude towards their conquerors, and the might of
Rome, that had once been a thing of dread and dismay,
became instead an object of awe and intense admiration.
From being a mere military colossus, Rome emerged as the
protector of civilization and the guarantee of future security,
and an ever-present fear of despotism and war was removed
from a world grown old in trepidation.
2

The immense improvement in the general morale over a
wide area of the earth's surface that proceeded from this
assurance can now be fully realized. From the Straits of
Gibraltar to the banks of the Euphrates, from the beaches of
Normandy to the oases of Cyrenaica, the "Pax Romana"
prevailed uninterruptedly, and up to two hundred millions
of people went about their daily tasks in the confident knowledge that their world was safe, permanent and progressive.
They had an established order which assured stability, and
all were joined in a common bond of fellowship, so that men
of different race and tongue could greet one another as members 6fthe same civilization. It is no wonder that they came to
view the "Fortune" of Rome as something divine, and worshipped it as the expression of all their hopes of earthly success,
since the psychological effect was quite overwhelming.
At last men had something in which they could believe
implicitly, something firm and immutable on which they could
C
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pin their deepest faith, and a rooted belief of this sort acted as a
background to the whole of their mental outlook. ROI?e had
automatically infused some of her own moral strength mto all
the nations she conquered.
We thus see how Rome's material success gave a moral
fillip to the ancient world, and the outward signs of it were
not long in making their appearance. A prosperio/ came to
reign over industry and commerce for two centunes such. as
history had never before recorded. Men had both the mcentive and the stable conditions which trade requires, and
their methods of organization reached an unprecedented
height of development. Administration, finance, communications and civic amenities were brought to a new pitch of
perfection, and objects of art and literature everywhere
completed a splendid civilization. Although the standards of
taste were Greek, the energy and stability were Roman.
The Roman virtues of physical strength, determination and
"guts" were added to the Hellenic ideals of intellectual and
<esthetic expression, and the whole battery of ambition was
concentrated in a new ideal which we can only call Gr<ecoRoman. The outward sign of this ideal was the status of
Roman citizenship, and, as we have seen, Roman policy
gradually opened the way to its attainment. This became the
aim of everybody in western and southern Europe and on the
opposite shore of the Mediterranean, and all their dreams of
earthly prosperity took rise from this one symbol of human
completeness. Admission to the Roman citizenship was entry
into the most privileged class on earth, for whose sake society
itself was ordered, and the door was opened to the highest and
best that life could offer.
In this way a whole world became united in purpose,
and the ideals of Romans and non-Romans alike became
identified in the precious citizenship. Of the effects of this
idealism some notice has already been given, but we cannot
judge it in detail until we know more precisely what were the
privileges that Roman citizenship brought with it, and what·
were the qualities that constituted the ideal. As we have seen,
an ideal is the form taken by a want or desire in some actual
situation, when the creative imagination has given an emotional
pattern to the ingredients of that situation, and therefore the
effectiveness of the idealism centred round Roman citizenship
could be only in proportion to the actual prerogatives of
citizen-status and the actual character that it assumed.
For this reason, the form that the Romans gave to their own
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status is of paramount importance at this period, and the
whole course of a world's mental development depended on
the final answer that the Romans found to the problem of their
own ideological expression. The Romans ruled the civilized
world: they were the arbiters of its fortunes. Now we find
they were its mentors too, and would decide its spiritual
future.
3
Vie saw in a previous chapter that the internal status
of the Romans, both politically and socially, was still in course
of evolution during the period of the Great Wars, and that
the wars themselves produced certain important repercussions
which were not so far contested; but when Rome came closely
into contact with Hellenistic civilization in the first half of
the 2nd century B.C., the reaction was instantaneous and the
speed of evolution inescapably quickened. Just as Rome
wrought immense changes in the kingdoms of the Eastern
Mediterranean so the reciprocal influence of Greek thought on
the staid Roma'ns was equally far-reaching, and in the hundred
years beginning 133 B.C. a profound change came over Roman
political life. Greek powers of analysis a?d .Greek modes of
thinking crystallized the vague Roman aspIratIOns ~:r:d brought
to the surface the different currents of Roman opmIOn, and a
conflict began in which the various elements in Roman society
sought to impose their views o~ the format of the Rom~n
State. This struggle commenced m Rome, and always had Its
centre of gravity there, but it spread over the whole Roman
world, and was fought out with devast~ting bitterness from t~e
uplands of central Spain to the shimmer~g ~trand of Alexandna.
All the subjects of the Roman dommIOn th~oughout the
Mediterranean followed the course of the conflIct as helpless
but intimate participants of the fighting,. and awaited the
result with closest interest. Even so, they dId not understand
its deepest implications. For on the outcome of this st;uglSle
depended the whole development of the Roman constitutIOn
and Roman society, and therefore of the form and status that
Roman citizenship would bring with it, when the boon of
enfranchisement spread to incorporate the rest.

4
Thus although the Romans.. by their . conqut;sts in the
last two centuries before the blrth of Chnst carned Gr<ecoRoman civilization to vast new territories of Europe and
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A.fi'ica, and history broadens to include them, the clue to that
history is to be sought solely in the Forum and Senate-HoUSe
of Rome, and the whole of its subsequent development hinges
on the details of Rome's internal politics during the century
beginning 133 B.C. Our analysis of ancient history must
therefore henceforward confine itself to the one subject of
internal Rome, if we would find out the events and factors
leading up to the final constitution of Roman citizenship, and
we can only discover the aims and attitudes of the whole
Roman world which was motivated by this ideal of citizenship
if we follow the progress of the Romans in working out their
own domestic and national problems. Thus when we have
considered England's contribution to modern development,
we will review the course of Roman politics from 133 B.C.
onwards, as being at the same time the crux and a representation in miniature of the general history of this epoch.

CHAPTER IX

INDUSTRIALISM
I

IN

CHAPTER V we saw that the main problems facing the
monarchies of 18th-century Europe were those connected with
a rising population. The vigorous development of the 16th
and 17th centuries had stimulated human fertility, and the
ranks of the peasants in particular had been increased to an
extent that put their very subsistence in jeopardy. It was a
situation that demanded drastic action if disaster was to be
avoided, yet the established order showed neither the ingenuity
nor the will-power necessary to discover the means of meeting
it, and instead, being deep in the sloth of decadence, frivolously
left a seething mass of discontent to take care of itself.
Nor was the problem only that of their feeding and employment. There was also the urgency of their incorporation
into the structure of society. The peasants were discovering
from the works of Rousseau and others that they were human
beings no less than their overlords, and were beginning to
murmur at the degradation into which autocratic government
had cast them. An incipient demand for the "Rights of Man"
was heard as a vague rumble, breaking harshly in upon the
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elegant harmonies of polite society, and crude forcefulness
was lamentably ruffling the serene tenor of the age. The hour
of retribution was fast approaching, and not all the wisdom and
forbearance of Rousseau himself could have staved it off.
For theory and reform were not enough. The first part of the
solution had to be physical, practical and material. Food and
wealth were the crying needs of the day, and no mere redistribution of existing supplies would appease them, as those
supplies were palpably inadequate. New sources were imperative. Yet the continent of Europe had ceased to be progressive, and its decadence gave no hope that they would be
found. Its ideas had failed and its ingenuity was stifled.
This, then, was the situation that gave England her chance
and that English activity was quick to utilize. In England,
freedom of thought and freedom of expression had been
fought for and won, and the Renaissance impulse towards
humanist development had been fruitfu~ly directed by an
over-riding moral sense and had contmued to progress,
especially in the sphere of scientific investigation. The
processes of thought and language were rationalized by a
succession of brilliant intellects-Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley and
Hume---and the re-discovery of Greek physics and mathematics restored sanity to the interpretation of natural phenomena. Moreover, English practicality gave a new direction
to science that Greek theorizing had never conceived, and
Baconian induction and the experimental attitude that was
so violently repressed on the Continent turned investigation
into new utilitarian channels.
Scientific theory was applied to the solution of practical
problems, until at length mechanical in;e~tion res;.Ilted.
From the middle of the 18th century-Watt s mtroductlOn of
steam-power in 1769 was the real beginning-there followed a
series of inventions which changed the whole aspect of the
productivity of human labour, and. opened up comple~ely
unimagined sources of wealth. Machme succeeded machme,
which enabled textiles and domestic appliances to be manufactured in quantities and at prices which sufficed for the
needs of everyone, and with the application of steam-power
to locomotion, both on land and sea, these manufactures were
spread about in a limitless profusion wherever demand
existed. Meanwhile, the new command of organization and
method wholly transformed the business of food-supply,
and when home production, despite, immense strides, failed
to keep pace with the multiplying population, fqreign foo~~

stuffs were imported on a scale that made census increases
irrelevant.
In this way not only was the problem of subsistence resolved,
but also the elements of a solution were provided for the
social aspect of the 18th-century dilemma. The practical men
of England, having equipped themselves with the mechanical
means of production, had evolved the factory system to
exploit it and the process began that is known to us as the
"Industri~l Revolution". The swelling population was absorbed into the new industries as quickly as it emerged, and
new wealth and employment were found which closed the gap
in the national economy, and opened the way to the social
betterment of the depressed classes of society. Though fresh
problems were started, the special 18th-century one was solved,
and lack of the prime necessities of life, so far as their existence
and not their distribution were concerned, never needed to
trouble the world again.
2

The rewards of this English inventiveness were immediate
and full. By 1760 the strategy of Chatham had already made
her mistress of the seas, and as the only industrial nation in
the world for many decades to come, she was able to export
her manufactures to every continent and every land. Wealth
accrued beyond the wildest dreams of avarice, and continental
standards of income were made to seem ludicrously primitive.
Everywhere from China to Peru, from Greenland to the Cape,
British ships, carrying British goods or British raw materials,
busily plied their trade, welcome, secure and uninterrupted,
whilst at home great new towns and cities were springing up
almost overnight to make yet more goods and metamorphose
yet more raw materials. Over wide areas of Great Britain,
what had once been wood and meadow-land became in half
a century forested with stark mill-chimneys and furrowed with
endless rows of cottages. Industrialization seemed the perfect
answer for everything.
And yet it was not the industrial system alone that was
responsible for British success. Without the tremendous
enterprise that Britons exhibited and the intense exertions
they put forward, this miracle of manufacturing would never
have been performed. They worked hard and long, and were
as unsparing of themselves as of their labour. Once more it
was the nice balance of individual and communal effort under
the prevailing conditions that was the deciding factor, and
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the combination of personal and patriotic motives that gave
the boundless incentive to action. The English had worked out
a system of government that gave the maximum of individual
liberty and the minimum of public interference, so that
private enterprise had all the scope it n~ede~ for commercial
development, and it was not slow to seIze Its golden ?pportunity; but at the same time they had a sense of patnotlsm,
and their leaders a tradition of service, that never ceased to
combine national advantage with personai.gain, and what .one
section of the community sought for its own remuneratIOn,
another consolidated for the general benefit. Thus the commercial supremacy that individual effort had created was
followed up by national concern, and the public. security
was assured, if necessary, by f<;>rce ~f ar.ms. ~he hIstory. of
the East India Company in thIS penod IS typ.lcal of Bntlsh
development in which private commercial mterests were
gradually merged into imperial and it i11ustrat~s the slow
transition that built the second British Empire (With the first
we must deal later) and transformed it by easy stages from
a mere marketing system into a C.ommonw~alth of ~at!ons.
There was another way in whIch the lIberal prmclples
of the English system of government contributed to this success,
and that was its ability to assimilate by deg:ees nc:t only the
new industrial interests, but also the new mdustnal classes.
For the rising manufacturing districts brought forth fr~sh
strata into society-employers soaring on the gale ofprospenty,
and employees only just escaping the worst effects. of overpopulation on subsistence wages-and bot!: were f<;>reign to the
established order. But we have seen how m prevIOUS generations English society and English government had ever
broadened in time of need and adapted themselves to new
circumstances without violence to old tradition, and in the
century between 1760 and 1867 they did so again. There were
new standards of wealth and of poverty alike which seemed
at moments to threaten the very foundations of national
unity and bid fair to subvert the basic understanding. of ~he
years, but in the long run morale held, an? the ConstItutIOn
stood firm through all the trials of a SOCIal upheaval. The
country changed, too, from a territorial to a financial ~yst~m
of reckoning, but a modus operandi was worked out whIch mcorporated the new attitude within the framework of the old
presuppositions.
. .
Thus, whilst maintaining th~ order and. organ~za~IOn
necessary for the utmost exploitatIOn of the new mdustrlahsm,
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the p'eople of E~glan~ al~o found a use and a niche for the
grOWIng masses In therr mIdst which were being excluded and
repr~ssed on th~ Continent, and a temporary outlet was
proVIded for the~r d~mand for expression which, as we have
see~, wa~ contnbutm& gr~atIy to the continental impasse;
Thl~ partIc~lar feature IS ~o Important that we must consider it
agam later m more detaIl, but for the moment it will suffice
to observe ~ow efficac.ious. it was in clinching the success of
the In~us!nal RevolutiOn In England. English idealism stood
firmly In Its place, and the moral strength it inspired proved
wholly beyond price.

3
_ Industrialism was thus the way in which England absorbed
both the energy and the enthusiasm of the new masses of
people that I 7th- an~ r8th-century expansion had brought with
It, and by broademng her basis of government she likewise
absorbed industrialism. The cormnerciaI success that resulted
was so marked, and her imperial power became so great
tha! every corner of the world felt the repercussions and every
natiOn was eventually bound to take notice. In Europe the
effect was soon only less profound than in England itself. and
the .new En~lish inventions began to find ready h~mes,
particularly In France, Germany and the Low Countries
a~d to a les?er extent elsewhere. Mills started to rise at every
smtable pomt. on !he Continent, and big industrial areas
spread out. theIr grime and smoke wherever coalfields faciIita~ed theIr developmen!. Europe became mechanicallymmded, and manuf~cturmg began to change its outward
appeara~ce as effectIVely as that of England. Industrialism
had arnved, and was henceforth to be an essential part of
\Vestern civilization.
The. internal .re~ults, too, that accrued from this transformatIOn.were slmlla~ to those that had occurred in England.
The growmg populatiOns were largely catered for and given
a ~Iace and an interest in society: new wealth ~as created
wh:ch paved the way for a solution of the economic and
SOCIal prc:blc:~s of the day; ~nd a fresh incentive was provided
both for mdlvld:-ral and.natlOnal endeavour. The vast stirring
that. had culmmated m the French Revolution, and was
h:adm& me~ely for chaos from lack of tangible objectives, was
gIVen dIrectIOn and purpose, and the latent ardour that neither
dec!l?ent monarchism nor the naturalism of Rousseau could
fertIlIze sprang fruitfully to life in the kindlier soil of material
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betterment. It was a new Renaissance, with scientific discovery supplying the machinery that was needed for progress
and giving the means of expression to the vague aspirations
of millions-aspirations which now crystallized and held
relevance to the actual conditions of the world. English
practicality had saved civilization from the wilderness of
abstractions, and Europe was once again galvanized into
useful action.
The moral impulse that proceeded from this sudden
access of enthusiasm was sufficient to restore the debilitated
powers ofa whole continent. The Western European countries
as well as their overseas colonies began to show the energy
and enterprise which spread broadcast the deepest effects of
Western civilization and seemed to establish finally the racial
superiority of the white man. Moreover, as we have seen, the
feeling for "natural rights" that Rousseau had inculcated
was at last given something it could grasp. At the same time
as new wealth accumulated which could eventually raise the
standard of living, a material incentive was provided, both for
personal and corporate effort, which gave all classes of society
a fresh outlook on the function of the State. A new spirit of
nationalism was generated that changed the whole aspect of
Europe. Ambition was reborn both for self and for country,
and the ardour that 18th-century monarchy had been unable
either to use or engender found a new outlet in a wider
internal co-operation. Politics also began to progress.

4
The comparison with the ancient world will now be clear:.
The material success of Great Britain infused a new moral
strength and supplied new ways and means for the regeneration
of a complete civilization. This was just what Rome had done,
and the new mode of living also was coloured with the external innovations of the dominant Power in a closely similar
manner. Degenerate society embraced the proffered opportunities, and found in them the means of creating new ideals
which gave the spur to yet further endeavour and produced,
if not a unity of interest, at least an identity of aim. Spiritual
bankruptcy gave place to boundless enthusiasm.
Moreover, the increasing improvement of communications,
and the more rapid spread of industry and Western habits
it facilitated, carried the effects farther and farther afield,
until by the 20th century every continent was sharing in this
surge of material progress and took on readily the external
Cz
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appurtenances of Western civilization. Just as Rome
instigated the forward movement of the whole ancient
so did industrialism the modern, and our history broadens
continuously, until it embraces the whole of the habitable
earth. European civilization becomes world civilization, and
every land and race henceforward plays its part in the
political and economic whole. The ramifications of commerce
and industry spread even deeper and wider, so that the mutual
interdependence of classes and nations grew progressively
greater, and major events which happened in one part of the
globe and to one section of society, inevitably brought their
reactions everywhere and to everybody else.
Unfortunately, there is no short-cut to the understanding of
this world-wide history such as we found in the Roman age,
and whereas we shall be able to follow the general course of
the last century B.C. within the single subject of Roman
internal politics, the modern world has not been under the
direction of a single political unit, but has had to work out
its own problems when and wherever they arose. And so we
too, must follow them whithersoever they lead us. But no';
more than ever, the value of the ancient comparison will make
itself apparent, as we shall have before us a counterpart to
modern times displayed briefly and succinctly within the compass of a single narrow stage, and the conflict of ideas which
we shall see played out in the Forum of Rome will serve to
focus our attention to the important features of the conflicts
of modern Europe and elsewhere. We shall, in fact, be able
to pick out the long threads which hold together the larger
pattern by virtue of what happened in the previous epoch.
For just as Greek thinking accelerated the denouement of
Roman political development and enabled all sections of the
State to crystallize their views and aspirations, so the scientific
outlook of the 18th and 19th centuries brought to a head the
powerful forces that were gathering in European society, and
flung the whole world into the maelstrom of nationalist and
class warfare that have signalized our 20th century.
To elucidate the causes of this unprecedented strife, and to
seek to uncover the things for which men have fought and are
still fighting, must be our next purpose. We shall find that in
the modern world of 1760 onwards it is the nature and effectiveness of men's ideals which have moulded the main course
of history, just as did the ideal of Roman citizenship 2,000
years before, and in the same manner that we must discover
the fundamental objectives of Greeco-Roman idealism to
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so must we explore the motives whi~h
tand its history
undeersbrought
. '...
. present stage, t 0 see. Its
our cIvIhzatIOn
to Its
hav.
Only when we have done that shall we be m a
meanmg.
.
- .'
to assess the value and coerCIveness
0f t h e I'dea1s th a t
pOSItIOn
move us today.

CHAPTER X

REVOLUTIONARY ROME
I

fOh

e
we considered the political situation at
bout the middle of the 2nd century B.C., we fo~n t. at
:hou h the Roman State was in theory a democ~acy III whlch
e uaYity of political opportunity had b~en establIshed by law,
t~ere had in fact been a drastic narrowmg of t~e Govern~ent
to meet the demands of a century of almos~ cong?-uou~war a~~t
The fortunes of the country were bemg ~r~cte a m
exclusively by a small clique of privileged fadilIes, arddth~~
alone filled the higher execu~lVe. posts an blsu~ Ie d' t
members of the de facto legIslatlVe as.sem .y: 0 .Irec
legislation had been used to bring about thIs declSl~e ~odirca
tion of the constitution, ~ut it was solely ~hf rehk~ had b~~~
rocess of minor changes m procedur~, ea~ 0 w
d
Pd ted to meet some particular SItuatIOn and had passe
:l~~st unnoticed into the tradition of later years. The suc~ess
that attended the Senate's direction of affaIrs was r;t0re L.a
fficient 'ustification for it, and the selfless servlce w IC
i~dividualJ senators devoted to the State completely reas~~red
those who gave them this authority. The S<;natl s PO~Itl~nd
therefore however unofficial, was never s<;nous y con es e
througho'ut the period of the Great Wars agamsLCarthage ~~d
Macedon and all classes of society were more tan. conten 0
leave thi~gs in such competent hands for the d uratIOn.
With the close of the period of life-and-death struggl
however there came a profound change in outlo!:. A deman
was rais~d more and more insistently, that t e emergency
powers of the Senate should be relaxed, now that the ed~hg~~h~
for which they were designed to cater was over, an
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equalitarian principles of the theoretical democracy ;'''UUin"""
be reaffirmed and established in actual practice.
A new generation of nobles, however, had grown up in
the exercise of authority, who were reluctant to part with it
Authority, in addition to its own distinctions, had now many
perquisites since the wars of conquest, and life for the privileged
classes was far from the simple existence it had been in pre.
war days. Besides the lion's share of actual plunder that a
successful campaign brought the commander-in-chief and
his officers, there were many lucrative posts toe be had in the
occupied territories, and" there were also important judicial
functions at Rome which not only brought their own rewards
but also assured their permanence. The contact with Easter~
Mediterranean countries, too, had given the possession of
money an entirely new significance and made it for the first
time a sine qua non of the "good life". For, owing to their long_
standing war-time economies, the Romans had never of their
own accord either considered or had opportunity for the
refinements of civilization, and had lived in a primitive state
of thrift and improvisation that accorded fully with their
military record; but now, coming suddenly face to face with the
luxury and extravagance of the Hellenistic world, they realized
only too well the delights they had foregone, and seized on them
with a verve which screamed their desire to make up for lost
time. Money was the key that opened the gate to this golden
wonderland, and money became the urgent need of every self.
respecting Roman. There was thus little likelihood that the
nobles would surrender lightly the glowing chances of its
acquisition that office and preferment gave them, and a period
of controversy was inevitable.
This determination was strengthened by the fact that
members of the Senate did not participate in trade. They
had themselves passed a law forbidding it, in order to exclude
from the Government the many wealthy merchants who were
aspiring to senatorial rank, and, in any case, they affected to
despise commerce as beneath the dignity of soldiers and
statesmen. They refused to give anything in return for their
monetary acquisitions but their military and political services.
Whilst these services were of a high order and devoted to the
national advantage all went well, but unfortunately the
depravity of Greece cast a fatal spell over the inexperienced
Romans and turned their creditable ambition to less creditable
self-indulgence. Their quest for glory became mere acquisitiveness, and their ability suffered from the worst effects of
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k f concentration and over-presumptuousness. Senatorial
0 ment deteriorated to senatorial misgovernment, and
~ovhrnolitical and military affairs began to go wron~.
bO}ale to face with the no~ility, ther~ were ~wo mam classes
. society who began to ralse the VOIce of disapp.roval. One
Inas the growing commercial commumty agamst whom
w: riminating legislation had already been passed, and
~hsluded the middle classes generally; the other was t~e .mas}
artisans and labourers who constituted the v~st maJonty
o cit
0 ulation. Both had demands of theIr own on.t e
thever~.!e!t and if their demands had been given a ~eanng,
G~h .:ere at first willing to respect its in;mense pre~tlge. but
b h~n they met with nothing but senatonal.obstructlOn, they
~e an to reconsider their attitude and, to de:'l~e other means of
obfaining their desires. The Senate s pOSl!lOn ~as already
vulnerable, since its power was based not m stnct la,,,:, but
a complicated system of accumulated precedents, and It was
on tected only by the Romans' respect f?r age-long c,:stom.
when Greek rationalism began to dIssolve something .of
theUhalo that surrounded mere tradit~on, the e~cluded parths
prepared to storm the Senate's authonty and to Implement t e
legal democracy.
li' 1
.,
There thus emerged three ~ist~nct po tlca partIes m
Roman domestic affairs, each ,?th Its o~n party progra~m1
and each concerned to impose Its own VIews on the na~lOn.a
r At the top was the Senatorial party, strong.m Its
foon~Yhlstory of achievement and in its actual. Possdsl~r;dlf
the reins of government; next came the comme:cl~~ an kn:lO e
classes loosely lumped together as the "EqUltes or mgh ts,
who ~ielded the immense power of untold we:;lth and w~re
anxious for beneficial legislation to further theIr commercl~
enter rises as well as to share in the honours of office; an
lastl : the working-classes, the "Popular" par.ty,. who had lost
thei; livelihoods through long years of soldIenng and wen:
sunk in the degradation of unemplo>.'ffient and poverty,
social and economic alleviation were theIr demands and so~1
sort of security for the future. This, then, was the r~w matena
from which the final drama of the ROII!an Repubhc w~s to. be
composed, and which provided the settmg for the culmmatmg
heroics of the 1st century B.C.
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The first shock to the constitution came. in the year 133 cB •a .
A genuine and disinterested attempt to Improve the parlo~;

condition of Italian agriculture was allowed to deteriorate
into a political crisis of the most ominous kind, and blood Was
shed for the first time in Roman constitutional history
What governmental inertia had begun, radical impetuositY
completed, with neither side sensing the fatal direction iii
which things were drifting.
It happened in the following way. The reformer, Tiberius
Gracchus, was a young noble of liberal views, concerned
only to bring back some measure of prosperity to the country_
side of his affections, but this could not be done without
State interference in the sacred rights of private property
and that, too, the most basic of all properties-land. Now'
the Senators were above all things great landowners, and thi;
was touching them on their most sensitive spot. Their immediate reaction was to apply certain obstructive practices
in Roman constitutional procedure, and by dint of these they
successfully contrived to block the proposals. Gracchus
however, had staked his career on the reforms, and rallying
the Popular party to his aid, he sought to by-pass the Government by an unconventional appeal to the legalities of the
theoretical democracy. Government partisans rushed to arms
in alleged defence of the constitution, and in the ensuing
turbulence Gracchus was stabbed and bludgeoned to death ..
Senatorial authority was indeed reasserted, but in a manner
that left much misgiving.
More far-reaching still were the motions tabled ten years
later by Tiberius' brother, Gaius. He had learned the lessons
of his brother's failure, and saw that the Senate's position was
not to be assailed except by an all-party alliance. In addition
to re-introducing the same agricultural reforms, therefore, he
drew up an attractive programme of legislation that would
put both the middle and lower classes solidly behind him,
and sponsored a number of bills which were designed to remove
their immediate grievances. At the same time he armed
himself with a counter-blast to the Senate's obstructional
tactics, and by dint of much strenuous canvassing managed to
get his proposals passed into law. The Government was only
biding its time, however, and eighteen months later, in 121 B.C.,
when the first public enthusiasm was over, it was emboldened
to make a general attack on the legality of the reforms.
Gaius Gracchus responded with the same rash impulsiveness as
his brother; disrespect for the conventional procedure led to
a breach of the peace; and the Government eventually
found the pretext it wanted for a recourse to arms. C. Gracchus
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hus met his death at the hands of .political oppor;ents, ar;ned
a Government which knew no other protectIOn for Itself
by
.
.
h
r the pu bI'lC secunty.
o Once again the Senate had blustered ItS. way throug,
and mastered a menacing situation, but muc~ ?f C. Gr~cchus
legislation remained in force, and the OPI:°SIOOr: Pd,,:r~ds ~:=td
1ll0reover gained a new consciousness of theIr own m lVl ua .l~y
hich boded ill for the future. Nor did the Sena~e make pohtIC
:se of the breathing-space it had won for lts~lf. Ir:steadt
Governmental incapacity was allowed to s~ow. Itself d y.e
another sphere of State-one, indeed, on whlch :-~ foun e .1tS
strongest claim to authority-:J.am~ly.' that of mllItary affmrs.
A border war against a local chleftam m Algena was cor;ducted
with such manifestations of incompetence and c?rrupt.lOn that
the Roman forces even seemed in danger of bemg .dnven out
of Tunis as well. To make matters worse,. a ~enu~ne ~anger
was gathering in the North, w~ere a per~odlc mIgratIOn of
barbarians threatened to break mto It.al>: Itself; and yet tl:;e
Senate proved quite incapable of fimshmg oe:: the war 111
Africa, let alone of making the strem~ous ~xertIOns that the
other situation demanded. MeanwhIle, It was common
knowledge that the most talented soldier of the da>: was one
C Marius but as he was a commoner who had ns~n from
the ranks 'the Senate haughtily refused to employ hlm, and
muddled' along instead with their own second-rate ~h-
manders, who proceeded to lose battle after battle. . ' IS
gave the opposition parties the chance they had been 'YaI~ng
for and over the heads of the Government they combme to
for~e through a bill appointing Marius to the post of c~zy
mander-in-chief. At once Marius overha1!l~d the w. 0 e
military organization, and in two short b1!t brIllIant campmgns
first restored the position in North Afnca, and then utterly
smashed the barbarian hordes in the North. .
.
The Popular party was exultant, as well It mIght be, and
on the strength of its triumph proceeded to ~romote a mass
of legislation which would make permaner:t ItS ascendancy.
Its excesses, however, soon alienated the mIddle classes,? wh
swung over to the side of the Senate, ~nd after a perIO~ 0
turbulence the nobility regained theIr wonted authonty.
This auth~rity was strengthened for the momer:t by anot~er
crisis inside Italy, when in the year 9I B.C. a senous re?el~lOn
broke out amongst the Italians in .t~e South.' and th~s tIme
the Senate managed to produce a mlhtary gemus.£rom Its own
ranks. L. Cornelius Sulla, a blue-blooded anstocrat, w~~
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instrumental in restoring order both in Italy and in Rome
and gave back to the Senate some of its sinking prestige:
But the moment he had turned his back to attend to a fresh
~ar that broke out in the East, the Popular party renewed
Its ~ttacks on the Government, and in 87 B.C. completely
carned the day.
l?y this time passions had become so inflamed, and unrulmess had grown to be such a recognized concomitant of
political controversy, that the victory of the Popular party
was the signal for an outbreak of violence and venom such as
Roman politics had never before witnessed. Aristocrats were
murdered on their own doorsteps, and their families driven
callous~y out of th.e. city; civic administration came to a
standstl~; and polItICS developed into a tragic farce. Yet
even thIS anarchy was mild compared with the cold-blooded
and .comprehensive purge of democratic personalities that was
carned out by Sulla on the Senate's behalf, when in 82 B.C. he
returned with a victorious army from Asia Minor and used his
forces to impose a reconstituted Senatorial government on the
Roman. Republic. ~ull~ wa.s nothing if t;ot thorough, and to
allow hIS new constltutIOn tIme to settle m he determined on
a ruthl~ss extermination of all actual and 'possible opponents
who ~lght attack the legal foundation that he gave to
senatonal rule. The force of law which mere tradition lacked
he himself would supply, and woe to the unfortunate wh~
chose to resist him. Aristocratic government was to be reaffirmed once and for all, and the decimated middle and
lower .classes had only just enough strength left to signify their
grudgmg assent.

3
The details of this fifty years of turmoil are less important
to ,our ,purposes than the general tendency they illustrate.
It ~s ev~dent that new forces were at work in Roman history
which It was beyond. ~he means of Roman experience to
accommodate, and polItIcal bankruptcy had resulted. Feelings
had hardened to such a degree that the spirit of co-operation
had withered, and Sulla's reforms did no more than solve the
ridd~e of the constitutional knot by cutting it. Our task is to
elUCIdate these new factors and consider the reasons for the
short~o.mings they uncovered in Roman political character.
Pohtlcal controversy itself was no new thing in Roman
history. On the contrary, the democracy of 287 B.C. had only
been established hy dint of century-long argument and
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counter-argument between the aristocracy and the common
people. What wa~ certainly new was the violence and bitte;ness with which It was conducted. The strongest weapon m
the old days had been general strikes,. hl;.t these ha~ been
carried out with a due sense of responsIbilIty and feelmg for
the gravity of the situation that had never let it get out of
hand, and a compromise had always been reached eyentual~y,
But now neither side was willing to mitigate one tlttle of .ltS
demands nor denied the use of any means to accomplish
them, regardless of the ultimate consequences. ~omething very
drastic had happened to destroy the old restramt.
The external conditions which led to the emergence of
the three political parties have already been adumbrated,
and we saw that the immediate cause of their antagonism was
the intransigeant attitude of the nobility. Under !he influence
of Hellenistic standards of opulence, the Senatonal order was
interested only to extract the maximum enjoyment of which
their ~ewly aroused appetites. were capable? and they had
ceased to give care and attentIOn to the busI~ess o.f ~tate as
their conscientious forbears had done. Their trammg was
no longer the hard one of discipli~e. and service, a:r::d arrogance
displaced the virtues of submISSIOn to authonty. Contact
was thus lost both with the needs of the country and the welfare
of the people, till at length an att~tude o.f overbearing contempt disfigured their whole relations With other Romat;s.
In the light of our previous investigations, we can classIfy
this change as a decay in moral idealism. The rewards of
success had come to have a greater importance than the
winning of them, and the material benefits of power had
completely overwhelmed the moral impulse that ma.kes for its
achievement. The aristocrats still showed the old Vigour and
determination: they still had the ~ame physical coura~e and
singleness of mind; but they apphe~ the~selves to dIfferent
objects than formerly, and those objects did not conduce to
the general welfare. They !o?k over as their new !deal tp.e
luxurious and extravagant hvmg that the depraved mgenUIty
of Greece had produced, without any of the beneficent
safeguards of Greek thought and philosophy, and the material
effects of degenerate Hellenism were wholly theirs, intensified,
however, by Roman thoroughness.
Such mode of life was to be the splendid reward of noble
pre-eminence, and in its decadence the Senatorial order
considered itself alone deserving, alone fit to rule and bear
the prize of success. Such mode of life, too, could only be
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maintaihed at the expense of.other~, and to secure it a world
mus.t be e!1slaved. Co-operatiOn wIth other classes was thus
as ~n:~o~slble as it. was undesirable, and to their blunted
sensIbIlItIes the ethICS of society could extend no farth r
than their own immediate coterie. In the old days
resources of the State and the rich increase that milita e
success brought.with it had redounded to the advantage oftb.:
whc:l~ commumty, but now they benefited one class only, the
noJ:}lh~y, who resented any suggestion that the State should
aSSIst ItS less fortunate members. The State was represented
by the Senate, and to the Senate the State should belon
All other classes were merely essential ingredients w.;·
worked fo;- the. welfare of its brightest ornament, the Govern~
ment, ana theIr reward was the pittance that the voracio
app~tites. of t~e nobility could allow them. There was th~:
an Ide~tlficatiOn of one party with the whole State, and
revolutiOn was made the only road for reformers. This was·
t~e blank wall that forced the opposition parties into the'
dIlemma.
Ir
. Wht;n we consider the behaviour of the opposition parties
m theIr unwe~come position, we find that the line of action
they f?llowed m no way alleviated it. On the contrary, both
the mI?d~e and !ower classes showed a tendency to disregard
the p.rm~Iples of government and the safeguards of national
sec~nty m a way that went far to justify the Senate's exclus~veness and could, therefore, only react to their ow
detnment.
n
Let us take first th~ Popular party. From the start their
leaders eschewed a pO~IC'y of con~i1i~tion, and made no attempt
to set .an example o~ ngld constltutiOnalism which might hope
to gam adherents. m c<;mservative quarters. The urgency of
the need for publIc aSSIstance blinded them to the need for
care of the State as a whole, and they were willing to risk
chaos for a p;ospect of immediate reform. Granted, moreover
that revolutiOnary procedure was the only course open t~
them as a result of Senatorial. obstinacy, they nevertheless
prove~ themselves completely WIthout an effective programme
of theIr. own, and had nothing to put in the place of the old
SeI?-atOJ;lal Government they aimed to remove. Their original
leglslatl.on was m~rely palliative, and their later openly
subversIve. At no tIme did they see to the root of the trouble
aI?-d they we~e c:mcerne~ .only to obtain economic redress;
WIt~OUt c.onsIdenng pohtical or social cause and effect.
TheIr penods of government thus meant merely anarchy
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and they succeeded even less than the hide-bound Senate in
furthering the public welfare, or even their own.
The reasons for this will be apparent. Unemployment and
degradation had sapped the. moral stren~th .of the city
populace; poverty and starvatiOn were makmg It desperate.
The conditions under which most of them lived were something
new in Roman history, and from year to year were growing
steadily worse. As the population of the city increased, the
overcrowding produced the foulest of slums, and undernourishment in the enclosed urban quarters led to disease
and enervation which finally broke the standard of morality.
Nor was the situation improved by the growing contrast with
the state of display maintained by the rich. As the poor got
poorer, the wealth of the upper classes increased by leaps and
bounds, and their taste for extravagance made it more and
more blatant. Two reactions inevitably followed amongst
the poor-one of blind hate, which vented itself in moments of
ascendancy, and the other of parasitical subservience, which
fawned on the wealthy at other times and accepted their
haughty patronage. They were thus rendered wholly unreliable, and could be suborned from any consistent action
by promises and bribes. Their leaders were swept to extremes
in success and left impotent in defeat.
To such people the only remedial measures likely to be
attractive were those that produced immediate results, and
no long-term programme of social reform was ever supported
that might have got to the bottom of the trouble. Palliatives
thus remained the stock-in-trade of politicians of every
political colour. Public works were undertaken on an increasing scale, as well as sporadic attempts to resettle the
land, which did something to put money in circulation; but
the chief stand-by, an innovation of C. Gracchus, was the
regulation of food-prices by means of treasury subsidies, so as
to bring the staple items of poor-class diet within the reach
of the most poverty-stricken. This was a bold expedient that
proved so popular that its continuance under the Senatorial
regime was assured, and we shall have cause to consider it
in much greater detail later. For the moment, it is important
to observe its social and economic inadequacy, even though it
meant that the State had been forced to admit some measure
of responsibility for the welfare of its humblest constituentsand that, too, in an age of the grossest individualism.
This character of individualism was "most decisively exemplified by the Equites or middle classes. We have seen
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how they were excluded from the Government, in spite of their
growing wealth, and the result was to force them more than
ever into concentration on their own commercial enterprises.
Many of them became large-scale employers of sweated labour
monopolists of the most anti-social kind, and financiers without
a single human feeling. They were interested only in the
accumulation of capital, which they used ruthlessly and for
their own purposes, and their patriotism looked to the State
only for good business and legal backing. Government or
misgovernment was the same to them so long as their financial
interests were not adversely affected, and any sort of social
conscience was the last thing to be expected from them.
They threw their vast influence first one way and then the
other, according as they could expect financial benefit, but
they had no political programme of their own which might be
calculated to repair the fallen fortunes of Roman republican
development. They were, indeed, one of the worst products
of the new spirit.

5
This, then, is the picture that we get of the motivating
forces in Roman society during the half-century 133 B.C. to
81 B.C. The sudden access of wealth from the conquered
territories had turned men's minds from the pursuit of the
common good and violently upset the balance of individual
and communal effort. Instead, men concentrated on their
own personal advancement, and, losing their feeling for their
countrymen as a whole, became conscious only of their own
particular class. The accumulation of wealth that followed,
and the accompanying poverty its maldistribution made inevitable, served merely to aggravate the position, and precipitated the failing morale into a new sort of materialism.
The old values were finally lost.
We have seen how in both earlier and later societies the
spirit of co-operation had been at times broken down and
had developed into a pursuit of personal desires and aspirations,
but this was something quite different. W"hereas, in our previous examples there had always been some ideal of culture,
however faded, to condition the way men thought, the
Romans had no such tradition and no such ideaL Their
scramble for wealth was merely to facilitate their taste for
display, their urge for material comfort and their lust for
power, and they banded together in cliques simply because
the greater complexity of their w~rld organization necessitated
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it Nor had their religion any virtues which might have made
f~r restraint, A. mere primitive totemism, withou.t I?-oral or
suiritual value, It ceased almost coml?letely to ~ave slg~lficance,
~nce a wider knowledge of the wor~d ,had laId bare Its shortcomings; and as soon as the patrlOtlsm that had been !he
strength of Rome collapsed b~fore the onset of an:;-assu;g
wealth, they were left with nothmg but the mate~Ial thmgs m
life as the objects of their tremendous .enthuslasm. Then,
too being so intensely practical, they applIed new means and
ne\~ measures to their pursuit which made the triumph only
the greater and drove the malady only the deep~r.
All classes in society were thereby affec~ed, ~lgh by rea~o~
of their success, and low by reason of theIr faIlure, and CIVIl
dissension resulted, as we have seen. By 80 B.C. the use. of
physical violence had become open and avowed, and no slde
made any scruple about requisitioning the armed forces for
the prosecution of its own acquisitive aims. In this revolutionary atmosphere the first round was won hands ,down by the
nobility through the legions of Sulla, and Sulla himself hoped
he had made permanent its ascendancy-with what grounds
we shall see later. But at this point we must leave Roman
history temporarily to consider the first stages of modern
industrialized society,

CHAPTER XI

ROMANTIC REVOLUTION

DURING OUR review of 18th-century Europe ,we had occasion to observe from time to time the teachmg of Jean
Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), the F~ench'prophet ofm?dern
democracy, and we must now consIder m more detaIl. the
nature of the contributions he had made. He had brought mto
the open the new demand for express.ion that was beginning to
stir the rising masses of the populatlOn, ar:~ h~d p,reached a
new doctrine of sentiment that was condItIOmng Its course.
He taught that man was made, not to be the pawn of col;lly
calculating governments, but the glory of a common humamty,
and that he possessed certain "natural rights" which t~e.love
of his fellow-men should willingly concede. The spmt of
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fraternity that he advocated crossed all the frontiers
the schemes of dynasts had erected, and took no aCCOunt
age-old nationalist aspirations, striving boldly to awaken
fellow-feeling that would lead to world co-operation.
was new, startling in its imaginative reach, and alluring
a mass of depressed mankind. It became the sentiment
which the urge for social improvement was built
supplied the emotional content of the quest for
liberty. A vast movement was set on foot which
politics in a new direction, revitalized art and literature
the "Romantic Revolt", and irradiated· optimistic notions
perfectibility throughout the whole realm of human th()Uj;!'ht.
The immediate objective was independence of both
and internal despotism. Conquered peoples must be freed
from the yoke of foreign oppression, and degraded nations
must rise from the chains of their own despotic governments.
All over Europe and wherever white men had settled them.,
selves in any number democratic and independence movements
sprang up, whose aim was to materialize the romance of that
self-government, which would release the flow of the milk of
human kindness. Meanwhile, the continental monarchies,
as we have seen, were old and powerless to avoid the rising
torrent of enthusiams, but mere inertia could accomplish one
thing, and that was to do nothing. They did it signally.
They dropped the ponderous bulk of their dead weight solidly
in the way of any progress, and would rather the tide broke.:
over them than that they themselves should move. For,
being wholly bound by their traditions, they preferred ex.
termination to life in a world they failed to understand, and
prepared to die hard in the last ditch of reaction. Moreover,
possessing the reins of government, they used all the resources
of state at their command to protect themselves, and in the
spirit of L' Etat, c' est moi, refused to recognize any other party
as a legitimate organ of rule. There was a lack not only of the
will to reform, but also of the machinery for it, and revolution
became slowly but surely the only method of change.
\Ve thus find that European society in the latter half of the
18th century possessed the same two factions that the Senate
and Popular party had represented in Rome, and which were
bound to clash through the unbending attitude of the Government. Yet the comparison does not end there. There was also
a rising commercial community which played a similar halfway role to the Equites and had its own individual trade
interests, identified neither with those of the democrats nor
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The first noteworthy success of the new movement ca:ne
from a totally unexpected quarter. The valua.b!e lesson~ whIch
. ere to lead to the creation of the second BritIsh EmpIre had
,v t yet been learned and the first British Empire surprisingly
~~ve the setting for ~ triumphant bid for independence. The
Thirteen Colonies on the eastern seaboard of the N<?rth
American continent had from the start been populated mamly
by political and religious malcontents who preferred to carve
out new destinies for themselves in an unknown land rathe:- th<:n
surrender their principles to the needs of a settle~ hfe m
England and the pioneering conditions under whIch they
lived ser~ed only to foster this love of independence. :When
they met what they construed as a lack of symp,:-thy III the
Home Government, therefore, they struck for theIr freedo~,
and in 1776 began to put into opera!ion the n~w democratIc
principles in their republican-constltuted Umted Sta!es of
America. Their spirit was already tempered by the hbe:al
tradition of English politics, and. they had all of EnglIsh
practicality in the conduct of affaIrs, so t~~t they made fufl
use of their opportunity, and under the gUldmg hand of theIr
immaculate George Washington successfully overcame the
pitfalls of their early development.

Unfortunately, the British Government, being not
at that time awakened to the spirit of the age, refused
accept the situation as it stood, took up a legal rather
an imaginative attitude, and made a feeble show of arms
did no more than estrange the official relations of the
countries for over a century. The birth of democracy was
.
allowed to come with songs of joy and pipes of
rest of Europe and its colonies, however, were U.vulS,UI',",u:-me
"powers that were", because the pride of .,-,,,,,,,,a.".u.
humbled, and the commoners, because the '
of Man"
had been affirmed and justified in fact-and both sides pre~
pared to exploit the occasion to the full. In France the demand
for reform gained fresh volume and gathered for open assault
but the Government on its part was all the more determined
to withstand it. Feeling ran higher and higher, until at last
in r 790 the storm broke and the Bourbons and their hangers_
on were swept away in a flood of enthusiasm that knew no bar.
The effect of the French Revolution was electric. A tense
feeling of expectancy throbbed in every youthful heart
and, as Wordsworth recorded, "it was bliss to be alive", Th~
romantic principles of liberty, equality and fraternity were
being given factual manifestation in one of the most powerful
and densely populated nations of the Continent, and adherents
in every land awaited impatiently the spread of the new gospel
of love. It was a clean sweep, and all the tortuousness and
callousness of traditional politics were to be consigned
irrevocably to the flames where they belonged. But soon the
flames enveloped more than the rotten timbers of a worn-out
constitution, and Madame Guillotine began to levy an
ominous toll of heads. The dawn of freedom had heralded
but the day of terror, and a night was approaching that would
fill the sky with the angry glow of war and pestilence and death.
The official attitude of the neighbouring countries had from
the first been one of reserve and aloofness, and soon the
pretext was found to embark upon open hostilities: the
Revolution, already reeling from its own excesses, was to be
finally and utterly smashed. Yet, threatened on all sides, the
French communists elicited from apparently nowhere a bond
of union and national enthusiasm which rapidly chased their
assailants headlong from the field; defence turned into a
crusade, and finally burgeoned into a rampant militarism
under the dictatorship of Napoleon which threatened to engulf
the whole world. Scarcely did the strength of England and the
intermittent help of her allies avail to bring the structure
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the ground in twenty years of wars, and then only at a cost
!hat was to cripple social and political progress for years.
For democracy had received a setback from which it seemed
't might never recover. The golden visions that the very
~arnes of liberty, equality and fraternity had evoked h<;-d been
broken by the Reign of Terror and s.cattered to the !"mds by
the spectre of Napoleon, and the policy of conservatIsm st.ood
confirmed and in arms. Vainly did Shelley, Keats a:r:d SchIller
dash their sensibilities on the iron buffers of reactlOn. What
the spirit ofliberty could not effect on the grand scale, therefore,
it had to attempt on a less, and the years following the Battle
of Waterloo saw a series of minor revolts, riots and reform
campaigns which met with varying degrees of success. Greece
threw off the yoke of Turkey; the Spanish colonies of Sou~h
America parted compan>; with the ~other-country; and In
1 3 30 France finally got nd of the re-Imposed Bourbons. But
none of this was accomplished without b~ood and tea~s, and
once again tempers gradually began to nse. England mdeed
passed her First Reform Bill in I332, and so averted the
worst of the danger, but only aft.e: a 'period of unparalleled
agitation and as a result of the declSlve mterventlOn of the new
industrial interests. In continental Europe, on the other,hand,
the cause of liberty remained desperate, and the ~'eactlOnary
powers of the Holy Alliance banded together to stIfle ,,:nd repress every kind of racial, politic<;-l a?d cultural h.ber~y.
Reformers took refuge in plots, assassmatlOns and consplracies
which mocked at the outer prosperity of the times, and revolution became a sinister reality to smiling Ruritania. The
climax came in I848, the "year of revolutions", when country
after country struck for its independence and freedom, ll;nd a
general conflagration seemed imminent. But the establIshed
governments were forewarned and forearmed, and risings in
France, Italy, Hungary and elsewhere were put down with a
thunder of guns that seemed to sound the knell of a better
world. Rousseau might never have lived.

3
Mutatis mutandis this is the story of Rome all over again.
A move for politic~lliberty that ~ad begun wi~h a~l the golden
prospects which genuine enthUSIasm :::ould gIve It found~red
on the rock of reactionary authOrIty, and changed ~nto
a subversive undercurrent that threatened the very foundatlOns
of society. Yet authority exerted no effort to accomn:odate
the new spirit or utilize its energy: it only redoubled Its de-
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age. W e are t h
erelOre
m consider'
whether the reasons for this process are the same in ~hg
later .as i? the earlier epoch, and for this purpose we wil1
exa;nme 1~ t~rn the three sections of society which play d
e
theIr parts mIt.
!,irst, t.he mon~rchical governments and their satellite
anstocraCIes of bIrth. We have frequently had reason t
observe that these were effete, nerveless and moribund
d
. l'Ity lor.
r
an
· potentIa
th at t h elr
progress was nil. Their ideals' had
long ago been fully realIsed at the court of the Roi Soleil
and they had ~enceforward lost themselves in endless imitatio ' .
For t~e las~ tIme we will pay tribute to the accomp1ishmen~~
of theIr bnef ~ey-day which had certainly been brilliant in
the extreme. LIterature and art had been given new standard
of polish and gentility ",:,hich could not but be beneficial i~
th<; long ~run,. and archItecture had been inspired to new
heIghts or ratIOnal splend.our. The whole aspect of life was
softened. and. humamzed m a manner for which civilization
owes an mestlI~able d~bt, and Pope, Haydn and Fontainebleau
were but the fairest of ItS products.
Yet th.e insp~ration passed, and by the middle of the 18th
century Its mam work was done. Europe was ready to move
on towards a further goal and seek new modes of expression
of a broader so~t, t;ven though the monarchical governments
would not &0 wIth It. For these could not. Their scintillating
mam:~r of hfe d~pended wholly on perpetuation of the servile
condItIOns to whIch their subjects were condemned and th
sought no opport.unity for their emancipation. bontinu:~'
autocracy had leVle? ItS toll on their humanity, and whilst
they ceased to consIder the~selves even. biologically related
to th~. other classes of ~oclety, they dId not perceive the
para~Itical natur~ of the~r own distinctive position. Their
Ideahsm had faIled; theIr. usefulness had gone; but their
power ,unfortunately remamed. And this power they were
detenmned to exert to the full.
Like the P?pular party at Rome, therefore, the democratic
movem~nts m EuroI:e and America were faced with the
alternatIVe of ::epressIOn or revolution; a smooth transition
to a b::oader eXIstence was. ruled out and the goodwill that was
essentIal for a comI?romise was precluded from the start.
On~e the fiercer passlOns were aroused, circumspection would
v:an,rsh, <l;nd an era of trouble be rendered inevitable. In a
SImIlar dIlemma our review of ancient Rome gave us cause to
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question the soundness of the tactics adopted by the Popular
party and if from this hint we consider the development
ofm~dern democracy, we regrettably find the same impulsiveness and the same hastiness of action t~at ~ad spoiled its
I>rospects in Rome. The French RevolutIOn Irrevocably set
the tempo of the age, and even granted tha.t the French
revolutionaries had received disastrous provoc~tlOn from both
their own and foreign Governments, they failed signally to
exercise the restraint that could alone have remedied the situation. The horrors of the September massacres and the
guillotine inevitably alienated opinion everywhere, even bef~re
the wilful aggression of the. Napoleon~c era began. I?esI:lte
the high precepts that were given effect m the new constItutIOn
of the Republic, there had arisen insuperable obstacles to
tolerance and co-operation, and the love of fellow-men that
Rousseau had prophesied to be the outcome of liberal government failed completely to materialize.
As we have already seen, mere sentiment was not enough on
which to reconstruct the world. It needed not only a change
of heart, but also the application of British industrialism.
The rising population needed physical means of progress
and support before it could be assimilated into society, and a
new form of government was not itself to be the remedy.of
social evil. Only in America did the boundless opportumtles
of unlimited space create the circumstances favourable to
success, and Europe had to wait for the sprea~ of industry
to find an adequate solution of her economiC problems.
But the democratic leaders did not see that, nor even did they
contrive to make use of such material as lay to hand: they
allowed themselves to be carried away in imaginative contemplation of magic catchwords: Their theories of the
"Rights of Man" proved to be nothmg else than propaganda,
and social and political understanding did not arise from the
simple expedient o~ d~wning authoritJ:. A sense of man's
duties as well as hIS nghts was essentIal to the successful
development of society, and only a genuine spirit of compromise could have brought a solution for the problems of the
French revolutionaries. Gin;mdist im1?~ten~e to inaugurate t~e
golden age thence led straIg~t to disl~lusIOnme.nt, and their
discomfiture was the opportumty of theIr extrellllst opponents.
The failure of principle would be rectified by the use of force,
and what could not be produced at home would be extorted
abroad. A military adventure ensued which frightened and
appalled the watching world.
9I

For. what foll?wed, then, the democrats themselves
not wlthout theIr share of blame. They had proved t~er~
s~lves no more competent to ensure the welfare of the rn..
tnan the old monarchical governments and their eman~i f
had on~y let loose the nationalist flo~d of the First E~a :on;
re
~hey disregar~ed the first principles of human governJ: •
dlsplayed an mtolerance that was fraught with the utm~:'
:-nenace, and surr~ndered to the lowest passions and prejudlc t
m a way that killed all the prospects of consistent a c f e$
;;1' La firm allegiance. The fault lay "not in their stars b~n:
m Lhemselves that they were underlings" and the m 1 d "h t,
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In Rome we fo:m~ ~hat this prevailing sickness was the
symptom of an mCIpient materialism. In the late r8th
century and early 19th century the case was the same a a'
The upper classes were seeking to retain their authorit/ m;
for the sake of any ideal of the common good which thn<?t
gover~ent had ~o~g since ceased to envisage, but simpl e:~
pre~elve those pnvileges and properties which assured tle
thelr state of affluence. Like the Senatorial order beD m
them, the~ looked no farther than the boundaries of th~~~
own magmficen! estates, and studied only their own material
comfort, regardless of .a. worl~ of pain, The masses of the
people, to~, from a posltlOn of lmpoverishment and illiterac
s?ught theIr, o."':'n l~aterial betterment to the exclusion of
else, and ClVlhzatlOn grew to mean, for them, material
progress. only. We~lth and poverty tended to the same result
h Nor dId the c0!llmg of.industrialism bring any improvement'
owever . fully It 'provIded a potential solution. For th~
opportumty th~~ It gav~. for the accumulation of ca ital
under the prevalllI~~ ~ondltlOns of government merely add~d a
spu.r to thc;acqulSltlve element in men and concentrated
~heir attentlOn more t~an ever on the pursuit of material
mter~sts. On the one SIde, a new aristocracy of commerce
a.nd mdc:stry arose, who thrived on the new inventions and
rivalled m 0J?ule~ce the old landed proprietors, whilst on
the other theIr !llIserable employees came to exchange one
sort ~ degrad~tlOn .for another. The materialistic viewpoint
was t us onlJ: mtensIfied, and the acquisition of mone soared
fr1?km a part-time to a full-time employment for rich Iud poor
ale.
Furthermore, the new industrial and commercial classes
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proceeded to launch themselves into large-scale ventures
which were openly profiteering, monopolistic and anti-social,
and as they prospered in the absence of any restraining legislation, they strove to perpetuate this right to exploit mankind
bv enforcing on the Government a policy of non-interference
~ economic and social affairs. Laissez-faire, as a political creed
eventually came to dominate the greater part of the 19th
century, and was inevitably the parent of immense prosperity.
But at the same time it was the true child of materialism.
For the moral implications of such capitalistic procedure were
completely.overlooked, and utility became the one and only
value. True, a measure of social progress might be effected
because it was expedient and the sentimentalism of the
"Rights of Man" was very properly exploded, but economic
ruthlessness was hardly affected, and middle-class morality
became more and more a matter of convention. In this
atmosphere the spirit of social and political collaboration had
not a chance to breathe.

5
A complication was that scientific thought was meanwhile
disintegrating the whole basis of traditional ethics and changing
men's outlook completely. The growing control of the material
world encouraged them to believe that all parts of human
experience could likewise be expressed in physical terms and
that morality along with the objects of physical fact could be
reduced to scientific formula:. By confining themselves to
those outward observations of the human mind which could
be measured quantitatively, they tended either to dismiss as
subjective those which could not be so measured, or to
postulate mechanical "explanations" for them which completely overlooked their qualitative value. A habit of mind
arose which assumed without thinking that scientific truth
was the only truth, and that reality lay in absolute objectivity.
Human feelings were thus held to be less real than the external
antecedents alleged to be their only causes, and logical
coherence and physical accuracy became the only criteria of
moral and a:sthetic values. Morality, as it had existed before,
was either treated with the cynical indifference due to an
arbitrary code that could not be enforced, or changed into a
science of self-interest that barely disguised its self-seeking;
whilst art and, later, literature fell away to languish in the
wilderness of theory.
Yet that was not all. Religion, too, as appealing to media
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of experience which were not mathematically
suffered the same setback, and a literal in1'pr'nr,>t" ..;':;_
tenets exposed it to the same irrelevant but
criticism. The conflict that we saw in 'the 18th
between religion and science was destined to die away
to a d~su1tory rearguard action fought by ignorant
n:entahsts, until at last a materialistic viewpoint
virtually supreme. The religious backing for morality
t~~s removed; the spiritual side of man became a thin
rIdIcule or temporary
embarrassment·
gl'
.
.
. ' and any sort of l'deaISlll
was attac kd
e as Imagmatlve nonsense since it remained
.
side t~e golden circle of rea~ and verifiable fact, by which Out·
conceIved only the fact of sIght and touch.
Emotional outlet men must have, however, and when
~he age~long channels were blocked, they steeped themselves
m sentlment. Of moral restraint against excess they h d
?one, but only a perverted notion of their own materW
Importance; an.d temporary bursts of enthusiasm for a senti.
mental theory m no way counterbalanced the lack of s I'd
communal effort. Personal, material interests stood practic~Ii
alo?e, and the outcome was the age of revolution we have jult
revIewed. It was an open fight between those who wished t .
retard the progress of human liberty for their own advantag:
and thos~ who stroye to effect ~hat p,rogress without scrupl~
or reflectIOn~ c:nd Just as Sulla s legions had won the first
rou,nd of a sImIlar fight for the reactionary Senate of Rome
so m the Europe Of.1848 the carbines of the Holy Allianc;
stammered out the VIctory of the ancien regime at the end of a
turbulent epoch.

CHAPTER

XII

"BELL UM CIVILE"
I

W,E HAVE now brought our survey of modern industrial
SocIety !o a sta~e of development where it corresponds very
c~o~~ly ::n certam. respects with that of Sullan Rome. Both
cl'YIhzatIO?S, despI~e their growing power and extent, had
faIled to mcre~se m depth, ar:d t~e accumula.ting results of
mdustry and Improved orgamzatIOn were bemg denied to
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:masses of contributing humanity. The social and political
of the age, arising out of the excluded sections'
for a fuller life, had found no solution, and no
enuine opportunity was being offered them either for material
~etter:ment or cultural progress. Almost exclusively attention
was focused on the pursuit of private or sectional interests,
and a materialistic conception of morality was blinding men
to the need for co-operation and restraint. Competition for
aggrandisement was open and unashamed, and for the moment
victory in this regular warfare lay with the traditional holders
of the Government.
Vve must now turn back to Rome and discover the consequences of this uncompromising attitude, and see how the
bar to natural expansion was to affect the future development
ofits society. The nobility, through the prowess of its military
genius, Sulla, had laid a heavy hand on the prospects of its
opponents, and was enjoying the benefits of civilization with
happy exclusiveness, even if with a degree of insecurity that
was quite unrealized. For when Sulla laid down the special
powe:s w~th which he had been entrusted t~ ~epair the ConstitutIOn m 79 B.C., he was firmly of the opmlOn that he had
rehabilitated Senatorial rule for all time: he thought he had
o-iven aristocracy the legal backing that had been its main
deficiency in the old days and extirpated the very roots of
middle- and lower-class opposition. Yet the eight years
following his death in 78 B.C. saw the rapid dissolution of the
whole imposing edifice and new forces arise which were to
bring about the final and complete overthrow of Senatorial
government. The re-affirmation of an out-moded system could
not provide for the difficulties and dangers of a new and violent
age, and political bankruptcy was not to be ended by a mere
stroke of the pen.
The decisive reason was that the aristocracy was played out.
A strong central government was undoubtedly the crying
need of the hour, as Sulla had foreseen, but the Senatorial
party was not the one to give it. They could not adapt
themselves to the position of supremacy where Sulla's legions
had placed them, and they quickly allowed the situation to
get as far out of hand as they had done before. Governmental
incapacity showed itself on all sides-in the military as well
as the political sphere-and still no attempt was made to deal
with a social and economic problem that was steadily going
from bad to worse. The nobles continued to put their own
personal pleasures before the duties that their position of
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eminence laid upon them, and they were as unfitted for th~
diligent conduct of affairs by a lack of ability that their traini~
made inevitable, as by a disinclination for hard work which
followed from their dissipated mode of life. Their morale
had been broken down before: now their vigour was cracking
too.
"'Vith this feeble power at the helm, therefore, it was not
long before the remnants of the opposition parties gathered
themselves together and prepared to renew the battle. Their
former leaders had been violently cut down in the Sullan
purge, but men of ability were not lacking to take their places
and to give voice to the common discontent, so that within a
couple of years both the middle and lower classes were once again fully constituted political parties, not only with urgent
demands on the national body, but also embittered and thirsting for revenge. The political horizon at Rome looked stormy
indeed.
_
The immediate problems ofthe day were the same as before
but in a much more intensified form-a fiercer demand fro~
the Equites for protection of their vast financial interests
and an angry cry from the Popular party for social redres~
and security. Both were in no mood for half-measures
and both were determined to make no mistake the next tim~
they had the nobles at their mercy. Any shred of respect they
had had left for the tradition and prestige of the Senate had
been swept away in the Sullan landslide, and a strict legalism
was not likely to prove much of a bar to their fury. For the
Senate had now more than ever identified· itself with the
Constitution, and if the Constitution stood in the way of
removing Senatorial obstruction, then the Constitution, too,
must go. The requirements of the general public were too
pressing to allow lip-service to a despised convention to keep
them from their goal when opportunity offered, and passions
were too inflamed.
This, then, was the mood of unscrupulousness in which
the opposition parties began their attacks on the reconstituted
Senatorial Government. There was an atmosphere of tenseness
throughout the whole Roman world. Men realized with
beating hearts that republican institutions were on their trial,
and they watched with foreboding the approach of the impending clash. It was a time of feverish jockeying for position;
with men everywhere forced out of the ruts in which habit had
ground them. In Italy, and particularly in Rome, the
excitement reached boiling point, and the mental and emo96

tional stimulus in every walk oflife was prodigious. For when
l'berty and all that men prized were at stake, and they moved
In the elevated stage of life and death, they tapped new
°prings of energy and walked with the conscious air of super:nen, engaged to do or die.
2

vVe will begin by reviewing briefly the course that events
took. After a few preliminary concessions had be~n extract~d
by the opposition, the Government gave fres~ eVl?enCe of. Its
inability to protect life and property. A wild InsurrectlOll
broke out in the Volturno valley among the most depressed
of all classes of society, the semi-barbarian slave-gangs of the
industrial magnates, and before many months had passed,
over a hundred thousand desperadoes were in arms, piIlagi~g
and plun<iering with impunity. The Government hastily
threw in a few raw levies to oppose them, bl!t these were swept
away in the torrent, and the way to Rome Itself lay open and
defenceless. In the capital there was but one man who kept
his head, aI\d that was Marcus Li~inius Crassus, tl;e weal~i.est
of the wealthy Equites, aworld-wlde banker and mdust~lahst,
a cool, calculating man of business. H~ poured out ~s vast
resources and exerted his enormous mfluence t~ ra:se an
unofficial army, and after pinning the rebels. down tIll hIS men
were ready, at last utterly destroyed them m 7 1 B.C. 9n1y a
few stragglers escaped northwards, where they ran mto a
returning army under Pompey the Great and were promptly
cut down by his veteran troops. . . ' .
Pompey's own position at this tIme w'!s qUl~e Irregular.
A brilliant young soldier, he had b~en ap:pOlnted m a storm of
popular enthusiasm to ~~mmand m Spam over the heads of
aristocrats far more elIgIble and semor, and had held no
properly constituted authority. In 71 B.C. he was opportunely
returning from a successful campaign by the overland route
when he came upon the rebels and, in his own words, "Pl!lled
up the roots of insurrection" ..He an~ Crassus now )omed
forces, and keeping their unoffiCIal armIes at :'l han~y: dIstance
from the city, intimidated the Government mto gIvmg them
supre~e :;tuthori~y. They at .o~ce embarked on a prograJ?:lle
ofleglslatIOn which would lilltlgate the wors~ of thepre.v,!Ilmg
discontent, giving the middle classes;; share m the :;tdmmlstration and broadening the old regulatIOn of .food-pnces for the
poor which had been suspended by Sulla, mto an actual dole
of fr~e corn. But of statesman-like reform they did nothing,
D
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Crassus was a financier, responsible, indeed, with his kind for
much of the social depression he was affecting to dispel and
interested in no way to remove the supply of chean labo'ur or
elevate the masses to a position of decency and re;pectability
A stable government and laissez-faire were his only aims. And
Pompey was merely a soldier, vain, tactless and selfish
anxious to curry favour with all parties so as to gain ne,;
commands and new triumphs.
Nor had he long to wait. Government incompetence next
brought the very food supply into peril and Rome itself to the
verge of starvation. Neglect of the navy had allowed piracy
to grow to such proportions that not a merchantman could
make the crossing from Mrica or Sicily, and even ships of.
the line lying at the home-port of Ostia were attacked and
burnt by the ever bolder pirates. The public cry went up
again for Pompey to take command, and being appointed in
little more than three months he accomplished what the Sen'ate
had failed to do in forty years. On top of this there followed a
Government dibdcle in the East, where Sulla's slipshod settlement had been violently upset in a fresh outbreak of war
and the aristocratic commanders showed themselves no mor~
capable of finishing things off. Pompey again got the job by
popular vote, and speedily fulfilled the highest expectations.
Asia Minor and Syria were this time brought securely under
Roman rule.
Meanwhile, the political situation at Rome had deteriorated
rapidly. The Slave rising of 74 B.C. had completed the ruin
of Italian agriculture, and thousands of impoverished farmers
and peasants were drifting to the city to swell the already
overcrowded populace. Countless well-to-do people had
suffered likewise, and borrowing capital from the bankers at
exorbitant rates of interest, only got themselves into worse
difficulties. Lawlessness increased, and in the face of Govern~
ment incapacity, radical demands grew louder and louder.
More than once the revolution that was ever near the surface
threatened to break out, and was only averted by the appearance of two new personalities on the Roman political stageMarcus Tullius Cicero, the ornament of Latin prose and oratory, and Gaius Julius C.esar. Both these men stood for something new in Roman history, and both were destined to leave
their mark on world development, but their interests were
diametrically opposed, and their powers in a world of action
were radically unequal. Cicero was bound to fail: C.esar
could only be C.esar. Their point of contact was that they
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were the first to see the only cure for Roman ills lay in a strong
central government that consulted the interests of all classes
in the State. The dominance of one party or the other was
not enough, as it did not conduce to that measure of cooperation essential for success, and the present party struggle
was a menace because authority was lacking to control it.
Cicero was the first of them to formulate his programme
and try to put his theories into practice. He was the spokesman
of a new element in Roman society, a growing number of
solid, upper middle-class people whose interests lay outside
the city in the country-towns of Italy, and who were anxious
for a wider conception of government than the partisanship
of Roman politics had hitherto allowed. He had higher standards of efficiency in administration, integrity in public life
and conscientiousness in private dealings, born of native worth
and enhanced by extensive reading, and he aspired to erect a
clean and workman-like government on the basis of the
substantial body of opinion that he represented. To this he
sought to attract the better elements of the old political parties,
and thereby to establish a truly National Government that
could be guaranteed to look after the best interests of the
State as a whole, as well as those of its individual members,
from whatever class they came; and it speaks volumes for his
energy and his oratory that for a brief two years he succeeded
in maintaining an equilibrium of the more responsible sections
of the community, which was strong enough to withstand at
least one open bid for revolution. But the forces against him
in the end were too deep and too powerful, and not least
among them was Julius C<eSar.
C.esar saw, as no one else did in his day, that the real power
no longer lay with the political parties, but with the armies of
Pompey and the millions of Crassus' money. It was they who
in the last resort secured the protection of life and property,
as in the Slave rising of 74 B.C., and it was they who facilitated
reform, as in the year of their administration. He therefore
set himself to create a weapon of his own that would enable
him to meet the other two on equal terms and play an equally
influential part in Roman life; and to do so, he employed all
the resources of his vast ingenuity, all the charms of his immense tact, and all the cool strength of his iron determination.
He was a giant among men, and he used them as his pawns
with the consummate skill of a born strategist; yet, at the same
time, he saw deeper and farther than the men of his day and
opened the way to (at least) one sort of solution of their
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problems. He could be harsh by design, but he was kindly
by nature: he. ~as both a brilliant soldier and a ma~ter. of
Latin prose-wntmg; and he won the unbounded admlration
of his friends, the unquenchable love of IllS women and the
mortal fear of his enemies.
From the moment that Cresar appeared on the political
horizon the scheming of his contemporaries became the
helpless'jerking of a puppet-show. By calculated pandering to
the mob he rose first to be leader of the Popular party, and
with thi; force behind him created a balance of power 'with
Crassus and Pompey in the "First Triumvirate" which finally
overwhelmed the National Government of Cicero and pre- .
cipitated Roman affairs into the open violence of power
politics. Then in a nine years' proconsular command in
France and Belgium, adding, as it were, en pass ant, vast new
territories to the Roman Dominion, he built up a superb
military machine with which, when the moment came in 49
B.C., he swept away the armies of P?!llpey and t~e Senate,
intimidated the millionaires into humllIty and allegiance, and
quelled the unruly mob to a tense but respectful silence.
Cresar stood alone in a cowed world.
Yet it was a world that nevertheless breathed with relief.
The stimulus that had been given to Roman energy by
political c<;mtrovers~ had now become a?-. irritant of the mos~
exacting kmd: physlcal strength was debilltated by four years
of actual civil war; and nerves were stretched to breakingpoint by anxiety and excitement. "Peace at any price" was.
the cry on every side, and how the victor would exert his
autocracy was a matter almost of indifference. In the event,
the world would never know what his answer was to be:
for hardly had he overcome the last resistance of the Pompeian
party than he was assassinated by a. group of malcon!ents
within his own staff, and weary mankmd awoke to find Itself
once more flung into the maelstrom of blind war. On the
removal of his authority, the old slogans were pumped out
again to stir men to political consciousness, but they had ceased
to have meaning in a power-driven age, and a fresh series of
marches and .counter-marches threw up a new alignment of
forces in which the "Second Triumvirate" of Antony, Octavian
and Lepidus, the ne,:" C<esa~ean or Imperial party, oPP?sed the
reactionary, republican clique of Brutus and CassIUS, the
murderers of peace. It was war again-war with all its
slaughter and destruction, its lying propaganda and counter~
propaganda, its cruel alternatives and falsified values, war
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that no one wanted, but that no one could avert. That was in

43

B.C.

3
Our task must be to discover the reasons for this fatal
degeneration of party strife into the hopeless toils of civil war.
That voices were not wanting to denounce the way that things
were drifting, we have already seen, and towards the end
there were few who would not have given anything to avoid it.
Yet forces had been set in motion over which the State had
no control and which public opinion was powerless to stem.;
and the armies which were mobilized were not to rest untIl
they had plunged the whole Mediterranean world into
disaster. Though wider conceptions of human destiny and
Roman worth were forged in the heat of political controversy,
they melted again in the flames of primitive emotion, and
everything resolved itself into the use of naked force, made
terrible and conclusive by the accumulated resources and
organizing ability of a great civilization. Why, then, even in
the hour that this new and humaner spirit was brought to
birth, was it stifled and derided by the very passions it aspired
to heal?
The answer lay obviously in the lack of any effective
government. There was no authority competent to quell the
turbulent elements within the State, and individual sections
were allowed to ride roughshod over the laws and constitution.
The history of the last century of the Republic is, as we have
seen, increasingly that of its most important members, and
powerful personalities gradually take the place of the old
political parti~s, giving. n:en new. all~gIances and new
aspirations whIch the eXlstmg constitutlon was unable to
accommodate. It was the logical progression of a policy of
individualism. The reo-ardless pursuit of sectional interests
had shattered the olci"'balance of party against party until
chaos ensued and the only remedy that had been conceived
was more pa;tisanship and more violence: c1!lminating in !he
Marian massacres and the Sullan prOSCrIptIOns. Meanwhile,
the social results of unlimited individualism were going deeper
and wider: vested interests were getting all the more powerful,
the masses all the more desperate, and the nobles aU the more
demoralized' and as the Government's disinclination to interfere grew rdore pronounced, private enterprise was drive~
increasingly to make good from its ,owr; res0l!rces those defiCIencies of national endeavour of whIch It was Itself the cause.
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Thus, when the Sullan constitution finally displayed.
itself powerless to defend even hearth and home, the individual
was forced to take arms in his own behalf, and private enter_
prise assumed practically all the duties of normal government
The external accomplishments which followed from this shif~
of responsibility were indeed dazzling, and the impetus given
to human effort by the frank recognition that the rewards
of that effort accrued wholly to its maker carried it to heights
of achievement that imposed even on the megalomaniac
Romans. Pompey's conquests in the East and Cresar's in the
West, for speed and efficiency, completely overshadowed
anything that had been done since Alexander the Great:
whilst men were stimulated to new cultural pursuits as well
that Romans had hitherto ignored. This was the time of th~
first beautification of the city, when splendid public buildings
were erected at the private cost, of the blossoming of Roman
letters, when poetry and prose alike were brought to their
fullest perfection, and of the rationalization of Roman
thought, when statesmanship, law and philosophy were first
articulated and made systematic. It was a time of intense
intellectual and resthetic activity that has immortalized the
last days of the Republic.
Yet the sacrifice on the moral side was too great for it to
last. For the effects of open competition for authority were
cumulative. The success of the few was accomplished at the
ever-growing expense of the many, and the greater part
of the population was only made more depressed, more worthless and irresponsible, more ready to clutch at passing straws.
Moreover, the outward magnificence of the age dulled the
better people's sensibilities to the evils in their midst, and less
than ever was a consistent policy of lower-class amelioration
envisaged by the Government of the day; until at last a
situation came about in which tinscrupulous seekers after
power could rise to notoriety by pandering to the passions of
the mob, by offering the immediate alleviation of their want,
and by holding out incitements to their insatiate greed.
Such men had neither the incentive of vested interests to
make them play for stability, nor the vanity which sought
merely for fame. They were driven solely by a lust for domination. The fatal defect of immature democracy had shown itself
in all its glaring inevitableness, and it was only a matter of
time before a master-hand like Cresar appeared who could
win the allegiance of the crowd for initial position, balance
the other powers in the land, till he was ready, and then
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brush them aside with a superior and unlimited use of the
same forces by which they had themselves risen into
prominence.

4
These were the factors that made for war, and we must
nl?w consider more closely why the moves for peace and sanity
faIled .. We have already observed that Cicero in particular
had tned to call a halt to the fateful drift and that he was
supported in his appeal by a substantial' body of opinion.
Over half a century's continuous strife had wearied thinking
men of fighting, and intellectual activity had given them a
new outlook on the value of human institutions and on the
need for co-operation. In effect, it was a demand for a new
morality. The old, unquestioning allegiance to home and
country had obviously collapsed before the onset of wealth
and power, and a broader, more enlightened, but none the less
binding one must be found to take its place. Such alone
could accommodate the results of material progress and
expanding civilization; and such was what Cicero strove to
erect by his reading and translation of Plato, by his study
and interpretation of Roman history, and by his long and
reverent exposition of the ancient Roman virtues.
The problem was his own no less than that of his age.
Beneath the vanity, we can read into his own writings that he
was as dissatisfied with his own shortcomings as he was with
those of his contemporaries, and he found it as difficult to
diagnose them in himself as in the world around him. He
was convinced of the value of Roman civilization and the
necessity for its preservation, and he was likewise convinced
that it could be saved only by mutual understanding and
collaboration: but he was unable to formulate exactly what he
meant by Roman civilization, and he could not find within
himself acceptance of the creeds and aims of others. His
search was thus a nostalgic hankering after he knew not what
and his stirring call to the nation resolved itself into a vagu~
concoction of resounding words that imposed only for the
moment. What Cicero could not do for himself, therefore
there was little hope he could do for a violent age, and th~
urge for a new code of morals and the blessings of peace had
to wait for expression until another war had humbled men's
spirits still further and imposed on them the rod of compulsion.
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The implications of Cicero's failure will be. apparent.
IN e traced in a previous chapter the transformatIOn of the
Roman outlook to one of gross materialism, and v,re saw
that the pursuit of purely material interests had become the
motivating impulse in every section of society. The conception
of endeavour for its own sake or the benefit of their fellow.,
countrymen had long since vanished from the Romans' minds'
nor had they, moreover, ever had any feeling for the iune;
world of art, literature and philosophy which might have
curbed their brutality. They had always been men of action,
moved formerly by a tremendous moral impulse which they
had combined with extraordinary practical ability, and when
the moral impulse left them, as we have seen, they turned to
the pursuit of material success for crude and degrading
reasons.
At first the habits of the previous code of morals lingered
on in part as a legacy not fully comprehended, but the spirit
of individualism that materialism engendered stimulated
more and more the rise of bold and enterprising thought,
until at length morality was recognized for the mere convention
it had come to be. This was the moment when men were
driven to re-define for themselves the fundamental principles
of their lives. For Cresar the answer was easy. An open and
avowed materialist, he had no illusions about either himself
or his aims, and he believed only in himself and his own
destiny. He was prepared to go to any lengths to promote
them and his restless mind wO,uld know no peace till he was
lord ~f the whole earth or he died in making the attempt.
But for Cicero and the normal man of his day the issues
were not quite so clear. They realized more and more that
a purely materialistic explanation of their world was far
from adequate. For their minds experienced, and gave value
to, things other than those of the physical universe, and their
civilization clearly stood for something more than a degree of
material comfort or power. But by training and make-up they
were prevented from formulating what those other things were,
and could go no farther than perception of the problem.
A rationalizing, literal turn of mind, born of their education
in a materialist world, wholly incapacitated them from
recognizing spiritual values for what they were, and !he
ancient virtues that they knew from their reading were nothmg
more than words and phrases, that held no reference to the
!O4

actual world in which they lived. The homely precepts of
simple morality they understood indeed, but they had no
power to decide where their duty lay in the cruel dilemmas of
the age. Creative imagination in the sphere of morals had
atrophied from lack of use, and even if they sensed in part the
course to which duty called them, they were wanting in
ability to divine its implications and the certainty of mind
essential for action.
They were thus stranded in a world which had no meaning.
The thorough-going materialists at least had the courage of
their convictions and the strength of their ambitions to carry
them through, and, like Cresar, strode triumphantly towards
their goal' but Cicero and the ordinary, kindly men and
women of the age had none of this assurance. Material success
had proved for them a broken reed in time of strain and stress,
and they had no inner beliefs to which they could turn instead
for comfort. They did not know where they stood or for what
they should endeavour in the ultimate decisions of their lives,
and they could only accept the fait accompli with resignation
and follow where circumstances carried them. They might
seek anodynes, as Cicero did in his writing, or another in his
fish-ponds, but sooner or later the times would catch up with
them and then it was kill or be killed. Idealism had decayed
until 'it sought only the Nirvana of forgetfulness.
A better-class opinion which perceived only its own futility
was thus wholly without influence on the course of events,
and the battle for power went on uninterrupted above it.
War was the logical conclusion of a chain of development for
which a spirit of materialism was entirely respo~sible, a.nd the
moral idealism that alone could have stopped It was Itself a
victim of the same concatenation of events.

CHAPTER XIII

WORLD WAR

IN

THIS chapter we are faced with the task of bringing the
story of modern civilization up ~o the point of d~velopment
it has reached at the present hme. As we reahzed m the
beginning, this is the crux of our whole problem, since upon
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it depends the correct and clear delineation of the decisive
factors which influence us today, and only by seeing the broad
features of that story in their entirety are we likely to discern
the direction in which they are at present leading. Being so
close to the events with which we .are concerned and so involved in their repercussions, we are in danger of giving
undue emphasis to those which affect us most intimately, and
too little to those of perhaps greater ultimate significance
which pass us over at the moment.
This, then, is the point at which our previous researches
will begin to bear their greatest reward: if the comparison
with the ancient world still holds good, we shall be able to,
use the tendencies we brought to light there to guide us to
the main lines of development in the century, 1848-I944:
if not, then perhaps we shall discover what new factors exist
today to account for the differences. That immense changes
in our mode of life have been effected, and that they have
brought us into calamity, is obvious, and starting from this
broad point of comparison with the Roman world of80-43 B.C.
we will begin our investigation in detail.
2

The bone of contention that had set the world at odds
in 1848 had been the demand of countless millions of men for a
broadening of the whole basis of their lives. In some cases
-entire nations had striven to wrest their independence from
under the heel offoreign oppression, and in others, liberal and
democratic movements had staked everything on throwing off
,the yoke of their own repressive monarchies. As a general
-rising, it had failed, and only in England and America of the
'larger countries was political freedom gradually feeling its way
-forward. Large areas of Europe remained bound in the fetters
. of reactionary despotism, and racial, cultural and political
expression lay stifled. Nevertheless, the will to break the
power of the Holy Alliance and all that it stood for continued
'like a subterranean flame, growing fiercer as it met the fuel
. of desperation, and the revolutionaries were in no mood to
accept the defeat of 1848 as final. The work of agitation went
·on.
At the same time, it was slowly changing direction. The
Napoleonic Wars had given birth to a new consciousness of
national being which was conditioning the development of the
'various movements and was adding new burdens to the already
-over-taxed governments. It was this spirit of nationalism
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that had impelled the Frenchmen of the Revolution to arms ~n
defence of their newly-found liberties and had struck a fire III
them sufficient to carry their military prowess over the whole
of Europe; and it was only the eventual rise ~f similar nationalist feeling in Prussia, Spain and Russia, gUIded by the older
and yet deeper patriotism of England, that had at last harried
the Frenchmen back within their own borders. The democratic leaders, realizing the importance of this . spiri~, began
to foster it within their own movements, and IdentIfied the
urge for freedom and independence more and more with the
aspirations which centred round national consciousness: By
appealing to their followers as Frenchmen, Hung<;tnans,
Italians, etc., instead of employing the old slogans of LIberty,
Equality and Fraternity, they thus gradually shifted the emphasis in the democratic programmes and sought to depose the
old tyrannies in the na~e no longer of democr~cy, b~t of
nationalism. The accretIOn of strength was ImmedIate.
Even towards the end of the same year, I848, a fresh stirring
in France dethroned Louis Philippe on grounds of national
advantage; a dozen years later Cavour and Garibaldi. eff~cted
the liberation and unification of Italy under the constItutIOnal
monarchy of Piedmont· and in 1866 the old Alliance was
finally broken up by the'victory of Prussia over Austria.
A new spirit had entered the world. The peoples were each
united and inspired by their sense of racial kinship as they had
never been before, and they were ready to give their l~ves and
property for the new ideal with a recklessness that dIsmayed
the old aristocratic empires. Their victories were accomplished by force of arms in which all partook; and furthermore,
they continued to give themselves the benefit of armed
protection ever afterwards; so that by the time the change of
government had been securely laid, the new States ~ere
in most cases already surrounded by an aura of armed natIonalism and authority was concentrated mainly in the hands of
cabin'ets competent to meet this situation. Nearly all the new
Governments thereby gained a military basis, and much of
the social purpose was disastrously forgotte.n that they were
originally designed to fulfil. Som~ of th~m, .mdeed.' e~ba:ked
on enlightened programmes of soclallegIsla~IOn whIch JustIfied
their inception, and in this way many of the Ideas .of the French
Revolution were re-introduced that have smce become
commonplaces of social order.. State education in part~cular
was undertaken on an increasmg scale, as the foundatIOn of
successful democracy, and many other countries, including
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England, were eventually induced to adopt it. But on
progress was slow and impractical and rarely d'd .
rIse above the plane of palliation,
'
.
1 It
TJ:e contrast in other spheres of life was startling. Tra
and mdustry were ro~keting ahead.' with all the consequen de
of m?dern mechamcal productlOn-the search for r :
ma~enals, the stru~gle for markets and the accumulation 0
capItal-and as natIOns changed over to the new methods th r
became in,creasingly involved in t.heir ramifications, Engla eI
and Amenca we~e the ,two countrIes which participated to
greatest extent m thIS development, as they started first
contrc;lled the necessary field for expansion, and possessed "
the hlghest degree the enterprise to exploit it and soo I,!l
·
,
'natIOnal
.
' and futn It
grew t 0 such dImenSIOns
t hat theIr
welfare
progress came to depend on it, Nationalism thence began~:
mvade the world of,commerce, too, and a scramble for colonies
began all over agam as a necessary adjunct of this universal
trade, Tr:e second Brit~sh Empire that had grown with the
Napoleomc Wars contmued to expand until it compr' ed
nearly a quarter of the earth's population,.~and the U~~ed
States, by war and purchase, became the occupiers of the whol
of the, North American continent (except for Canada) and e
colomal Power to boot.
'
a
,The immense success o~ this iJ?perialistic policy was not
wlth?ut effect on the growmg natIOnal aspirations in Europe
and m the latter half of the century open bids for aggrandise~
men,t were made by both France and Prussia. In France
~O~IS Napoleon had overthrown the democracy of 18 8 and
mst1tut~d a be~evolent autocracy by which he aimed to4repeat
sc;methmg of hIS J?-amesake's glory; and Prussia was a military
kmgdom that aspIred to effect a German union under her own
h~ge!-ll0ny. The close contact of two such powerful ambitions
wlthm the same narrow field made them bound to 1 h
eventually, and war duly came in 1870, Nor did the d~t:at
of ~rance the following year in any way affect French elan
whIch turned ?verseas f~r outlet, and the establishment of th~
Germ~n EmpIre by BIsmarck only whetted th
P
.
appetIte,
e rUSSian
h Des]?i!e this growing interest in military adventure, however
t e :>ngmal demand for social and political progress did not
~ubslde: <?n the contrary, the countries which had ado ted
mdustnalIsm
found themselves deeper I'n th e mIre
' 0 f SOCl
P 'al
,
l'
mequa lty, .as wealth ac~umulated in few hands, and thou h
~~i new mlddle classes mtervened decisively in the cause ~f
~hole

the

political enfranchisement in England, and in that of personal
sovereignty in America, a policy of laissez-faire permitted
private enterprise to prey ruthlessly on the masses of the
population and bring about a grave state of social unrest and
clepression; whilst in the less industrialized countries the
occasional benefits of social improvement were more than
counterbalanced by political impotence, and State interference in the domain of economics and culture, being
directed to ends over which the individual had no control,
was often violently contested. Internal dissonance was growing
no less than external.
In this situation, the Governments of many countries,
remembering the access of strength that had come to the old
democratic and independence movements from the introduction of the nationalist spirit, intensified their nationalist
propaganda and popularized imperialist programmes that
they might divert attention from their own organic deficiencies.
Whole populations were taught to look for material improvement, not only from their own resources and productivity,
but also from warlike conquest and the dispossession of their
neighbours, and industrial development and commercial
expansion were artificially stimulated to strengthen their
powerful demands. State education, too, was directed to the
one purpose of inspiring national fervour and acquiring the
technical knowledge and appliances requisite for modern war,
and a swashbuckling attitude became typical of early 20thcentury civilization,
The old Powers, like England, being affected at their
most vulnerable spot by this growing competition, and, like
Austria, fearing the results of nationalist designs, hastily
attempted to set their own houses in order, and strove to meet
unity with unity and nationalism with nationalism. In
England, the Liberal Administration of 1906 did succeed in
mitigating some of the worst effects of economic ruthlessness,
and she met the crisis of 19I4 with a united front; but in
Austria and Russia the provision of a measure ofindependence
to subordinate races and peoples came too late, and they failed
to weather the storm. They were merely emboldened to resist.
The result of all this growing nationalism was to imbue the
sphere of international politics with a spirit of uncompromising bluster. Governments which had committed
themselves at home to programmes of deliberate aggression
were in no condition to submit their claims to quiet and
reasonable discussion, and threats blown out in the heat of
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popular passion, whether spontaneous or artificially foster d
had soon~r. or later to be impl.emented by force of a~'
Opportumt~es for war abounded m a world of jostling Juntas'
a~d last-mmute a~tempts to avert it were foredoomed t'
ffluthr~. The cdaiiamity of. 19 I 4- 18 ,was .the inevitable outcom~
o
IS regar ess pursmt 0 f natlOnalIsm and Europe ev
'h mm
'ds made lIght
"
~e1c?m<:d 'It, WIt
by ignorance of en
its
ImplIcatIOns. For an e;:a C;f unprecedented scientific develo _
~ent had l?l,:~ed ~ankmd m co?-trol offorces which threaten~d
hls very cIVIlIzatIOn, and paSSlOns were being roused which
would use them rut~l~ssly. and reckl,essly, Yet only after four
Yfearhs ?f dread and dbIsll~usIOnment dId men perceive the error'
o t e;r wa~s an d egm to sense that the dignity of man
prescrIbed hIm ,a better fate. Then at last, in the travail and
tears of unrestrIcted warfare, a new spark was struck wh' h
vowed to rid the world of its burden of terror
IC
,Nation::,lism was the im~ediate cause of w~r, but properly
dIrected. I! was also t~e brInger of countless blessings. Social
an~ pol~tlcal oppresslOn were the underlying reasons why
m~tIOn<l;lIsm had gone astray and rampaged over a world of
fair delIghts, and men saw that social and political oppression
must be eradicated before their days would be peaceful
When the holocaust was ,over, therefore, the main efforts of
the Pe<l;ce-makers were dIrected to the task of removing the
deep-laid cal;lses of unr~s,t, Democracy was encouraged
wherev~r pOSSIble, that pohtlcal expression might be free and
unrestrIcted; and "self-determination" was the universal
w::,tchword, that the best in patriotic endeavour might be
stlmulat,ed, ':!?O c;:own al!, a Lea~ue of Nations was proposed,
to mediate m m~ernc:-tlO~al dlSputes and introduce some
measure of co-ordmatIOn m world affairs and men hoped
that th~y had inaugurated an era ,of eter~al peace wherein
they mIght ,return c;nce more to theIr commerce and industry
and the prIvate enjoyment of their "brave new world".
Frc;m the start, however, the United States and Russia had
re~amed a~oof ~rom the e~periment, applying themselves to
theIr own mdivIdual solutIOns of the problem, and Japan,
Ge~~any and Italy were soon to follow suit. Social and
PO~Itical unres~ had found no respite: economic depression
qmckly made It wors.e; and a nationalism flared out again
that was even more VIOlent than before-a nationalism made
more t~lling, more radical ;;nd more widespread by all the
<l;dvancmg ,Powers ,?f phYSIcal and psychological science;
tIll at last m I939, m a hush of horror, the countries of the
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world found themselves a second time within a generation
pitchforked into the ghastliness of universal, total war.

3
It will be apparent that if we substitute ~ndividualism for
nationalism, the main outline of this story IS very similar to
that of the Roman age we reviewed in the previous chapter.
An insistent demand for social and political redress, meeting
only with frustration and repression, turned to unil,ateral
action which used the demand for its own ends, WIthout
mitigating it, and led directly to hostilities, culm~nating i.n the
First World War; and then, though a new SOCIal and mternational consciousness was born, an intensified deployment
of the same forces rapidly produced the ruthlessness of a
Second World War, from which the results are at the moment
unforeseeable. Provided, therefore, we can equate the factors
operating in the rise of individualism at Rome with thos~ of
modern nationalism, having regard to the differences of tlme
and place, we can allow ourselve~ to be guided by the events
of the remote past in our scrutmy of the present and our
consideration of the future.
For this purpose, let us consider again the causes of the
nationalistic outburst. The majority populations of the old
monarchical States had found a new urge to rise from the
position of socia! and political degrada~ion ,t~ wh~ch they ~ad
been subjected m a former age, and m gIvmg It expreSSIOn
they had grown to consciousness of their common racial
affinity. A genuine spirit of patriotism began to infuse their
efforts, and many deeds of herois~ and devotion illumi.n::,te
this episode of human progress. Bhnd and selfish OppOSItIOn
from the ruling Powers served not only to intensify the striving
and distress, but also gave the Governments themselves the
character of alien and treasonable oppressors; so that the
democratic and independence movements were able more
and more to assume the role of the nations' representatives,
and even identify themselves with the nations' interests.
As we have seen, however, in actual fact the movements
came to represent the true aims and aspirations of the nations
less and less, and in most cases by the time they had overthrown the old constitutions and established themselves in
their places, they were committed to a policy of national
assertion with a definite military bias, which largely overlooked
the socio-political aspect of their origin, Small nuclei which
had directed the national effort in the undoubtedly difficult
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hour of liberation were installed to complete their mll1t<trl~f'~;?
missions with all the glamour that their victories gave thetn.
I t was the old case of a single section of society identifying
itself with the idea of the community as a whole, and pro
moting sectional interests in defence of which the resources
all were employed. And with the progress of journalism and
mechanica.l science t~ose resource~ were multiplying and
strengthemng yearly, tIll at last the pIcture of a world emerged
bristling with the guns and bayonets of ambitious cliqu~
and backed by all the artificially stimulated ardour of entire
populations.
Meanwhile, the same progress of material science and its
application to every sphere of life was altering the whole
aspect of human relations, as we saw in our discussion of
industrialism. Communications were speeding up and econo_
mic interdependence was growing more insistent, so that
the manifold countries of the world were rapidly developing
into a single economic and cultural whole. Though political
boundaries were being more and more sharply defined, the
ramifications of industry and livelihood were cutting straight
across these arbitrary demarcations, and thought, literature
and art were being influenced increasingly in the direction of
universal standards. Although the term "international" was
only coined by Jeremy Bentham in the early 19th century
by the beginning of the 20th internationalism was a fact i~
innumerable domains of human activity, and was even admitted in many. Civilization was becoming one, and men
were being bound by the needs, but at the same time raised
by the boon, of a common humanity.
The action of single nations, therefore, in seeking to promote
their own individual advantage to the exclusion of all else
by economic discrimination, by political chicanery, and if
necessary by force of arms, was not only reactionary and
against the trend of events, but also, from the standpoint of
civilization as a whole, the rankest and most deadly kind of
individualism. It struck to the heart of international co~
operation, by which alone material prosperity and cultural
progress could be maintained on a universal scale, and gave
rise to that competition in territorial expansion and armaments
which rendered war inevitable. Even more individualistic
and unilateral was this behaviour when we consider that
the nations were being impelled into it by oligarchical cabals
which ~sed aJl. !he resources of modern ed1fcational and propagandIst faclhtIes to play on the lower paSSIOns and prejudices
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of the populace, and its logical conclusion was, of course, the
rise of a spate of dictators in the 20th century, whose openly
avowed intention it was to sum up the nations' destinies in
themselves. The parallel to Cresar was complete.

4
Nationalism and individualism are thus two aspects of the
same thing, and individualism had indeed been the keynote
of 19th-century development. In England and America the
Victorian era saw the heyday of private enterprise, and private
trading for profit had a practically unco~tested field: .Its
achievements, too, were as far-reachmg as Its opportumtles.
It was responsible for the Industrial Revolution and all that
that implied; it was instrumental in spreading the results of
mechanical invention over the whole world; and individual
humanitarians were the sole authors of such alleviations of
its worst effects as had been contemplated. But not only that.
Matters of civic, national and even international importance
were left to its resources, until, in a system of open competition
and survival of the fittest, small groups of private individuals
came to control virtually the whole food and labour supplies
of the world, and thereby its living conditions as well.
The results of capitalism on this huge scale for 19th-century
civilization we have already considered. Social welfare
progressed only so far as expediency a~d sporadic hymanitarianism could extract from a grudgmg self-assertlveness,
and despite the accumulating wealth and productivity, the
mass of mankind remained sunk in a state of poverty and
inarticulate dreariness. It satisfied neither their outward
material nor their inner emotional aspirations. There was a
perpetual, heaving, dark and uncharted undercurrent of hate
throughout society which occasionally broke surface on the
placid sea of prosperity and threatened to engulf the less fullbottomed ships of State. It was for the most part a latent
energy that was storing up unconsidered, but it was one day
bound to explode.
This was the cue for the nationalist leaders. They gave their
peoples labour and subsistence in new industries that more
wealth and more power might be manufactured; they gave
them emotional outlet in the enthusiasm of national aggrandisement; and they whipped up their pass~ons wi~h t~e rolling
of drums and the rattling of sabres. The Immediate Improvement in morale was unbounded. The sense of corporate
endeavour they received filled men with a self-righteousness
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and moral impulse which made them spare neither life nOr
limb in the furtherance of the national aims, and the visible
signs of material advance that at once appeared seemed to
justify their bitterest effort. The achievements of white and
yellow men alike, under the <egis of nationalism, were quite
unprecedented in history, and completed the industrialization
that private enterprise had begun. Yet they led to war.
For they overlooked the ever-growing fact that the world and
mankind. had beco~e a single unit, .and that political theory
was laggmg far behmd the economIC and cultural actuality.
The pursuit of nationalism was the pursuit of sectional,
individual interests to the detriment of others, and unrestrained competition could only end in war.
5
Having thus established the psychological similarity of the
ancient and modern attitudes that led to war, we may now
go on to consider the origin of the growing feeling against
war, and why this failed to avert it. That men found individualism inadequate as a principle of life, there were
increasing signs. Nationalism itself had been in part a revolt
against a system of private enterprise that subjected populations wholesale to the limitless designs of financiers and
monopolists; and it had already diverted industry and
commerce to the aims of militarist assertion. But it also gave
them that corporate ideal or sense of shared enjoyment
which satisfies a deeper aspiration in human make-up, and
without which the greater part of mankind finds personal
success a delusion in the end. Patriotism was often and for
long a genuine motive in modern civilization, and coloured the
drab history of war no less than the brighter pages of peace:
but it tended ever to deteriorate into jingoism and elevate
purely sectional interests: so that more and more people
began to aspire after a larger and more durable ideal. They
wanted something for which they might struggle and endure,
that would be for the benefit of themselves and their fellowmen, but would not at the same time lead to the violence and
unscrupulousness of war. They wanted the enthusiasm of the
nationalist without his aggressiveness, the self-sacrifice of
the patriot without his cruel necessity. Once more it was a
demand for a new morality.
Humanitarianism and philanthropical creeds thereupon
developed on the one side, scientific deterministic theories
on the other. Socialism, Marxism, Evolutionism, Survivalism
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and a host of other "isms" began to sp~ing up in th~ world of
before 19 I 4, each with its own coterIe of enthusIa~ts; and
though, like Cicero's incursions into the realm of phIlos.ophy
twO thousand years earlier, they paled at first before the VIgour
and attractiveness of nationalism and were powerless to stem
the tide, nevertheless, by the time the catastrophe was over,
practically all men's eyes had been opened to the dangers
in which they stood, and a determined effort was mad<=; to
rectify the errors of the past. War yvas felt to be, not Just
a calamity, but a crime against mankind, and an atteI?-pt was
made to assert the unity of the new world by the creatIOn. of a
central authority in the shape of the League of NatIOns.
There was also a new feeling that the fundamental causes of
war were social and more and more widely the work oflowerclass amelioration was begun in order to remedy the. d~fects.
Moreover a collectivist outlook appeared not only m mternational politics, but also in natio~al economy, ~nd. whole
countries like Russia changed overmght from,,: capItalIst to a
communist basis of society. Clearly. a genume effort was
being made. Our task m"!lst ~e to discove.r, .then, why ~he
reality of a central authorIty dId not materIal!ze, why s?cIaIism failed to convince most of those whom It was deslgned
to advantage, and why nationalism again over-rode all fi.ner
feelings and aspirations with its lower but more tangIble
..
.
.
objectives.
After our investigations into the sImIlar ~ItuatIOn at Rome
and our previous study of modern mentalIty, we need seek
no farther for the reason for this failure than in the prevalent
materialism. It was the legacy of a century of such ou~look.
We have already recorded in an earlier chapter how ratlOnalism, science and mechanical advance had led to the neglect
of spiritual values, and we hav,e seen that the general ~un of
mankind in Europe and AmerIca had come to be mO~lvated
solely by the pursuit of material a?vantage. !he feelmg for
morality as an absolute code sanc.tIOned ar:d II?-POSed by an
authority higher than conscious WIll was withermg, and ~en
sought to interpret its promptings by the purely ~echamcal
apparatus of physical cause and effect: If happmess :vas
construed to consist in freedom of expressIOn, that ~xpressIOn,
they held, was purely physical in origin, and materIal ~omfort
and the pleasures emanating from t~e five senses ;:vere Its ~nly
modes. Art and literature wallowed m the sa~e mIsconceptIOn,
and whilst realism on the one side gave Itself standards of
P hotographic accuracy which dispensed with the need for
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creative imagination, blatant sentimentality on the oth
pandered to the senses of a world that looked only for ph . er
titillation.
YSICal
Such an attitude had brought its own reward The pu .
"I"Ir:terests unattendd
" r S Uhad
It
of rna t ena
e "~y any saving moralism
degenerat::d .n~to open competltlOn for power and wealth
and ,firs! IndIvIduals and then. groups of individuals, backed
by tne Imme~se resources whIch this calculated search had
placed at theIr command, had flung themselves into a m d
scramble that recognized no law. What was worse en/'
nat.ions had rallied to their lead and devoted all the ~moti~~
whlch had f?rmerly belon1;Sed to patriotic endeavour to the
cause of natIOnal aggrandisement, and a rabid nationalism
refsulte:I amonl~ theFma.sses which was itself but another form
sen!Iment~ Ity. 01.:' It w~ds emotion about a half-truth, an
over-npe ent USiasm !or an 1 eal that was quickly growing 0 t
of ~ate, and the glowing ardour of their search for glou
slgmfied only brutal aggression, doomed to stultification ry
the blood and tears of war, since it looked no farther th~n
power and wealth.
n
Now, in the last resort. it w~s the ma~ses that set the pace;
for t~~ leaders were nothing WIthout theIr conscripts and their
mumtlOn-workers,. and the, e~gencies, ,of industrial society
ha~ placed them In a domInatIng pOSItIOn from which they
d~clded the gene~al. co~pl~xion of their government, even
WIthout democratIc InstltUtIOns. Yet voluntarily and cheerfu.Hy they chose the way of nationalism, and followed it
WIth al~ the ener~ that theIr new-found consciousness had
~o;xsed In them,. 1he slums, the poverty, the degradation and
1l1;teracJ: to whIch the 19th-century system of capitalism and
o~lgarchlcal gov~rnm~nt had condemned them denied the
blr~h of any feelIng. h~gh~r. than the, immediate satisfaction of
~helr ~enses, and th~lr InhibIted emotIOn as inevitably displayed
I~self In cheap sentlmentalism as it was bound to provide the
tlI~der for unscrupulous seekers after power. This was the
pnce that was paid for obstructing the natural development of
society and for blocking its natural access to advancement in
the ever-present, all-consuming scramble for wealth.
That th~ material betterment of myriads of human beings
was essentIal, the~efore~ was ?bvious. They had to be assisted
to a more responsIble VIewpOInt from which they could decide
more adequately the true aims of their national endeavour
and they must be allowed to obtain a standard ofliving which
would inspire them with a nobler sense of human dignity.
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They had to be elevated socially, financially and morally.
Yet the remedies that were conceived were tainted with the
same virus as the disease. New creeds, new theories and new
ideals abounded in the 20th century, and all were incomplete,
inconclusive ~nd unsatisfying. Their basis was uncompromisingly materialistic, and they ignored the spiritual part
of experience no less than the conditions they sought to improve.
They confounded the idea of material progress with that of
human happiness, and by a logical step made material
progress both the means and the end of their endeavour. They
overlooked the fact that social excellence is not in itself
happiness, but merely provides the requisite conditions for
the fuller play of all the parts of human make-up, and that
material comfort merely accommodates the half of those parts.
The social reformers, therefore, fell into a two-fold error.
In the first place, they concentrated wholly on the material
aspect of life, which was only driving the root of the trouble
deeper; and in the second, they implicitly made happiness
the direct aim of their endeavours, not realizing that the
attainment of happiness lies outside the realm of conscious
control. Human happiness is not to be effected by the simple
process of looking for it, but is the epiphenomenon of complete
preoccupation with some other pursuit, and comes to us
when our self-consciousness has been absorbed elsewhere.
Unwarranted implications were thus foisted on to the idea of
material betterment which this very action rendered it
powerless to fulfil, and from the start they defeated their own
object.
Furthermore, every objective that we set before ourselves
must have some justifiable reason for claiming our allegiance,
and even an intensive belief in the value of human happiness
is inadequate by itself. It has no absolute meaning without
reference to some deeper and ulterior motive, and will not
evoke our direst and unsparing effort without some final
justification of its own. Belief must be backed by some
spiritual impulse as well if it is to be transformed into effective
action-the Platonic problem in a new guise-and as such it
can only come from purposes beyond the conscious will.
Purely materialistic conceptions like Socialism, Marxism or
Naturalism, therefore, whilst able to convince the intellect,
had no power at all to fire the imagination or strike an
inextinguishable enthusiasm in the hearts of men; and though
attempts were made to imbue them with all the mystical
paraphernalia of pseudo-religions, nevertheless, possessing in
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the~selves n<;> r:evel,~.tion of abso~ute values, they failed to
provide
that
mtImatIOn of the ultimate which is essentl'al l'lor
L'. • h
"
re1IgIOUS lalt . They thus merely devolved into alternaf
met.ho~s for efiectin!S p~rs0.nal material advancement for whi~h
capltahsm and totalItanamsm were more adequately equipped
and e;ren as PI:)Ves ~or social progress they failed.
'
WhIlst millIons m the Western democracies therefore
pur~ued their own individual efforts to help th~mselves
fell mto a cynical apathy, other millions in Italy, Germany ~nd
Japan reverted to the previous nationalism and sought to
attain completion in the glow and plunder of conquest
Only in ~ussia. did Marxism make any progress, becaus~
there the mdus~nal development with which it was combined
fulfilled the crymg r:e~d of a population that still existed under
r8th-cer;tury cond~tIOns, an~ the Soviets entered upon
mecha~l1cal revolutIOn c;ollectIVely with all the vigour and
enthusI~srr; ~hat an earlIer generation had contributed else.
where mdIVIdually.
T~ere was thus no basis for co-operation in international
affaIrs, . and th,e lack of ~t in economics led to world-wide
depr~ssIOn: ,uml~teral actIOn to avert it only aggravated the
growmg natIOnah~m; and at length the last shreds of morality
were s~e~t. away m t~e fina~ rush to war. Once again it was
the pnmItive mcentive-kIll or be killed-and there we
stand today.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE ROMAN EMPIRE

WE

ARE

now in a position to maintain that there are

con~eptual points of si.rr:i~arit.Y between, the developments of

anCient and modern CIVIlIzatIOns, and m particular that the
present st~ge of our own corresponds in certain important
respe~ts ~th that of t.he Roman world immediately after the
assas~matIOn of J uhus Cresar.
The psychological and
emotIOnal forces at work are the same in both cases and both
ages were landed by them in the same unwanted calamity
of war , We have also uncovered the meaning of these forces
and the direction in which they tend, and so we are equipped
IIS

to undertake the final stage of our study, and by a scrutiny of

the later progress of Grreco-Roman c~vilization, estimate th.e
possibilities that our own may ~old m. store for us. In thIS
chapter therefore we will reView bnefly the events that
followed from the ~ar of 43 B,C., consider how far they were
caused by what had gone before, and see the effects they
had on the Roman world as a whole. We can then conclude
by discussing the result of similar activities today.
2

The war of 43 B.C. was quite short, Although the w~ole
Roman world seemed divided against itself into factIOns
of East and West, the veterans of Cresar stood firmly by
Cresar's ostensible successors, and they were more than a
match for the hasty levies of Brutus and <?assius, despite the
fact that they had the whole Eastern Med;terranean to draw
on. The main republican army soon m~t ItS ,rate on the fi~ld
of Philippi in Thrace, and the Second Tnumvlrat~ or Cresanan
party was left in supreme control of everythmg. They at
once began to apportion out the w<;>r1d between theI?selves,
each taking a separate sphere of mfluenc~-Octavlan the
West and North, Antony the East, and Lepidus, t~e weak~st
of the three, Italy and later Tunis---:-and the entlr~ offi,Clal
armies of the Roman world were retamed under their umted
command. A few reactionary groups still h~ld out up and
down the Mediterranean, but they were lIttle more than
pirates and outlaws, and their elimination was only a matter
of time.
ld
..
Meanwhile at Rome the shadow. of the 0 .constltu~IOn
persisted, going through all the motIOn~ o~ electmg offiCIals,
conducting business of State and clalmmg to order the
government of an empire; but it was only a holl?w mocke.ry.
The real power lay with the Triumvirate through Its pos.sessIOn
of the legions, and the nom~nal q.overnmen~ merely carned out
their wishes and instructIOns m ever.ythmg that matt~r~d.
Theoretically, the Roman State w:;s. stIll a democracy, gIvmg
equality of opportunity to every.cltIz.en, and the Senate was
still the main advisory body, directmg the ~ounsels of ~he
legislative assembly and supervising the executIve and ~ghtmg
services' but in fact control of the army had become dlvorc~d
from the State, and the military commanders who held Its
allegiance were more powerful than the State whose representatives officially they were.
The situation thus resolved itself into a more blatant form
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of the same power-politics that had led to the First Civil War.
Three individuals had parcelled out the world amongst them._
selves and by naked force imposed their will on all within
their ~pheres of influence; and being openly motivated by the
one desire to keep and wield their power for their own pleasure.
they permitted no activity that did. not ~onduce to ,the personal
and sectional interests of the Tnumvlrate. lVI mdependent
political expression was b,:r:-ed, and men could only .turn ~o
the thankless task of reparrmg some of the ravages m thetr
private fortunes so far as the unpromising situation allowed.
That they were weary of war and wanted nothing better than
to get on with their own affairs, was understandable; that they
had lost the ability to do more, was inevitable. They had
henceforth to be contented with the lot their military masters
gave them.
The whole aspect oflife, therefore, now turned on the fortunes
of the Three, and it is they whom we must follow for an account
of the subsequent history. Their legions were placed strategic_
ally throughout the areas und.er their contr~l, and t~ey .settled
down at once to secure and eDJoy the first-frmts of theIr VictOry;
but neither peace nor prosperity would materialize, and wars
and rumours of wars were as prevalent as ever. The arbitrary
division of the world into three geographical compartments
was hopelessly unnatural, and outraged a unity whose .r:arts
were inextricably inter-related in all the aspects of polItIcal,
economic and cultural organization, so that trade, finance,
the food supply and even frontier security were dislocated
and endangered, and an ominous lack of sympathy began to
appear between the peoples of the various parts.
Moreover, the balance of power within the Triumvirate
itself was precarious from the start, and each of the Three was
bound to be sensitive to every accretion of strength that
tended to upset it. Meetings between them were frequent for
the discussion of outstanding problems and in the strenuous
endeavour to remove the causes of trouble, and the results of
their labours were embodied in treaties which published to the
world their close co-operation and grasp of the situation.
Yet still a settlement remained elusive, and instead of improving, the disharmony grew worse.
At last, in 36 B.C., Lepidusfelt emboldened to make open
demands on Octavian, and prepared to back them by force of
.arms, but his army disintegrated, and he was compelled to
surrender unconditionally to his opponent. Octavian was
thus left masterofI taly and the whole of the Western Mediter120

d n semblance of a balance of power was gone.
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fu~:n!Oa~d ~:a~~~l~fv:~~e~~~t a~hils~ib~~a~OI~~~ ~i~-e~~:::~~~~~~

new life into them and ad~ t'mgs th t e same tIme mfusing
present, The outward as !ct
em to, the needs of the
and th,e reality of capitalistk life ~er~e;~b~lC~t 19over?ment
and hIS own stronghold of authori e ame ~ m?st mtac!,
framework as unobtrusively as possiblt;, was bUIlt mto theIr
Thus the Senatorial order re . d h
.
most influential class within societym:~~:pt fitorethheI~hest d~nd
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family circle of the Emperor, but as the old nobility had been
sadly depleted by the slaughter of the Civil Wars, their ranks
were henceforth opened up judiciously to men of wealth and
ability who had won the Emperor's commendation. These
:men filled the highest offices of State, though owing their
responsibility personally to the Emperor instead of to the
Senate, and the latter retained, if less and less usefully, its
original status of a purely advisory committee, composed of
experienced public officials and ministers, The aristocracy
were in this way confirmed in their position of privilege and
given a responsible function within the new order, but at the
same time they were rendered impotent to ruin it by their
neglect and self-centredness, and their distinction from the
Equites was purely formal.
The middle classes, indeed, Augustus made to be the
backbone of the Empire. They were already the main
capital-holders and economic organizers of society, and he
made them its main source of administrators and civil servants
as well. Most of the officers for the army and much of the
"personnel" of home and provincial government were drawn
from their ranks, and exceptional ability was generally rewarded, as we have seen, by elevation to the Senate. Although
the posts of the highest importance and responsibility were
retained for the nobility, the Equites supplied the rank and file
of the normal public services, and they had permanent
careers opened to them, particularly in the departments of
food, customs and finance. Senatorial exclusiveness was thus
broken down, and the growing elements of conscientious and
hard-working people were given an honourable place and a
genuine prospect in society, if they wished to leave commerce.
At the same time, a check was imposed on some of the worst
features of capitalist exploitation, and borrowers of money,
agriculture and sweated labour were protected by careful
legislation.
On the other hand, any semblance of the retention of democratic forms was given up as hopeless, The mass of the
population was obviously as unfitted for an influential role
in the running of the Empire as it was incapable of looking
after its own resources, and its ignorance of State management
was no less to blame than its fickleness and greed for the
rise to power of those unscrupulous demagogues who had
caused the anarchy and chaos of the past. It was therefore
stripped of all political significance, including such electoral
prerogatives as it had formerly possessed, and these were taken
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ov~r wI;olly by ~h~ Government, which lienceforward

a.

pomted Its own mmIsters and staffs on grounds more calcula p.
to conduce to the general welfare. No bar however ted
p~a:::ed to honest endeavour and genuine ~bility, and ",!,as
dlVlduals were able, by commercial enterprise or t~
mean~, ,t,o ralS~ thems~Ives to positions of influence and rer
sponSlblhtywl~lch permItted, their,ev~ntual entry into themiddl"e
~tratum of SocIety, ?r even, if theIr bIrth qualifications allowed
mto the Senate Itself, These, naturally, were exceptions'
and for the general run of poor-class citizens such
"
, b'H;g v;ras p;rrel
.
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VISIOnary.
Nevertheless, the chance
~
theIr dIssatIsfactIOn was spiked at the outset by August
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h'l
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us,
and
w l,Se elr tota egra atIOn was averted by a libe I
tenSIOn of the dole, their interest and ample leisu::-f exwere ~ore than taken up by civic amenities and pub~~
entertammen!s on the most extravagant scale. The worthless_
ness ?f the CIty mob would never again trouble the h' h
workmgs of the State.
Ig er
4
:t;or all intents and purposes this was the final por (
socIal. complexion of things in the Imperial City of R~~~
the mIstress of the Rc:man Empire, and as the enfranchisement
of peoples and provmces spread out over the whole Roma
world, they, too, ~ook on, with certain modifications th~
same aspect of lIfe and external organization. O~tside
of Rome: ~embers of the. Senatorial order were fewer, and no
dole f,:clhtles were avaIlable. for the poverty-stricken, but
oth~rwlse every town and CIty was a microcosm of the
caplt~I. London, Paris, Geneva, Palmyra and the rest were
satelhtes ofth~ ce;rtral "Urbs", and the "Urbs" itself revolved
about the majestIc figure of the Emperor, Augustus and his
successors ~tood as far above the wealthiest multi-millionaires
of .the caP.Ital as did the millionaires themselves above the
pam!ed tnbesmen of Britain, and society was a balanced
stratIfied pyramid standing on the four-square base of peasant
lab,our an~ urban craftsmanship. Its safety was secured by the
~egIOl:s WhlC!l m,:nned the frontiers, its smooth running by the
mtellIgent dIrectIOn of the .Imperial Government, and it came
as .the fulfilment of the WIshes and aspirations of millions of
stnfe-weary men and women.
The re~ults ?fthis syst~m for ancient civilization have already
been n~tIced m an earlIer chapter. Two centuries of material
prospenty ensued, the like of which the world has never seen
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before or since, and apart from a single Imperial crisis when
the decadent house of Augustus gave place to the Flavian
Emperors, the internal peace and concord were practically
uninterrupted. Wealth and riches abounded; food and
employment were plentiful; and the amenities of civilization
made life gay and delightful. Rome became a city of gold
and marble, brilliant with palaces, public. i~stit.u~ions and
soaring blocks of tenement-flats, and mUillClpahtles everywhere copied its baths, its parks and sports-grounds., its
libraries, amphitheatres and essential services, No pnvate
house of any pretensions was complete without its imposing
collection of objets d'art, and interest in scientific theory and
discovery became universal. In literature the Augustan Age
saw the culmination of a century of development, and great
names for long continued to give lustre to Latin letters, ,vhilst
architecture reached new heights of engineering skill, and
plumbing gave a new savour and attra.ctiveness to certain
physiological aspects of life that had hItherto been purely
functional easements.
Yet, despite all this outward seeming, despite the pomp
and magnificence, it was in reality a slow decay, a gradual
running-down of society. By A.D. 180, on the death of Marcus
Aurelius, the army had already discovered that it was the
veritable maintainer of civilization, the prop of the Emperors
and the holder of the ultimate power, and every military
commander of note began to aspire to the Imperial Throne
as of his own right. A century of civil wars followed of the
most devastating character, which smashed all the semblance
of material prosperity and dealt such a shattering blow to the
Empire's strength that it was never again able to cope
adequately with the growing problems of frontier defence,
A new start was made for the moment in A.D. 284 with the
emergence of a strong man in Diocletian, but only at a ~ost to
human dignity and morale which made the end come m the
5th century A.D. as a blessed relief and a liberation from the
toils of a brutal machine. The Roman world was already
dead: its burial was overdue.
5

We now have the facts before us, and can consider what
was the defect in Augustus' system that doomed it to eventual
decay, and also what was the strength that made it such "an
unconscionable time a-dying". It will be remembered that in
an earlier chapter we recognized that the motivating force
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behind the spread and intensity of Gr<eco-Roman civilizaf
was. the ideal of Roman citizenship which Imperial pollon
~radually extended over the whole Empire, and that Y
Ideal had supplied a moral purpose which inspired all th S
peoples of the ancient world with some of Rome's ow e
strength} but we. were unable to define fully the ingredien~
of that . Ideal untIl we had traced the factors which went to
create It. Those factors have now been elucidated, and s
we may. attempt to asse~t what was the constitution of th~
Roman Ideal from the tlm~ of Augustus. onwards. \Ve will
then be able to assess both Its value and Its shortcomings in
the world that Augustus created, and from these discove~ the
reasons both for the successes and the failures.
The most urgent desire of mankin,d when Augustus came
to supremacy was peace, and at the tIme thev were willing to
sacrifice anything to obtain it. The strong government that
Augustu~ f!,:ve them was practically the unanimous wish of the
whole cIvlhzed world, and they parted with their political
privileges -:vith hardly a misgiving. Unable to work out their
own salvatIOn, they were ready to hand over the task to someo~e ",:ho was c<?mpe~ent to do ,it. for t.h~m, and they left the
dIrectIOn of their ultImate destmies wIllmgly in the hands of
the central Governme~t. T.hen, with peace assured, they
tur~ed to the care of theIr prIvate fortunes, and the conditions
ofhfe wholly favoured their success. Everyone was bent on the
same errand; everyone was encouraged by his neighbour's
success; and everyone had ample scope with a world at his
feet.
It is clear, then, that their ideal consisted first and foremost
in materi:;l prosperity. Progress as they saw it, was the
accumulatIOn of wealth, the multiplication of creature
comforts an~ the rise of splendid buildings; and the Golden
Age that theIr poets sang was a time of leisure and plenty"Summers of the snakeless meadow, unlaborious earth and
oarless sea".

thl

~t a!ld literature they pursued, indeed, as part of the Greek

mherItance, but they were merely pleasant adjuncts that
appealed to an <esthetic underside, to their love of indulgence
and display.
~t was. A~gustus: fe~t that he "cashed in" on this general
attlt~de m Its . begmnm~ a:r:d made it the underprop of the
EmpIre. By hIs crystalhzatIOn of the great middle classes
and their encouragement in every walk of life, he subsidized
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the growth of capitalistic endeavour; and by his alleviation
of the worst distress of the lower classes he made them contented
with the lot such a system gave them. In capitalizing their
political apathy to make his own position impregnable, he
concentrated their attention more than ever on the material
achievements they idealized and supplied them with the
perfect conditions for their attainment.
At the same time, he set the train in motion by boosting
the public morale-though it was already recovering with the
cessation of hostilities-and by inspiring it with the confidence
that would make it embark on large-scale capital investment.
He infused into the entire Roman world the sense that it
was working for the good of Gr<eco-Roman civilization
as a whole, and this was indeed the foundation of that moral
strength which we saw earlier was to bring their efforts to
fruition. If material prosperity was their goal, he made it
seem that in helping themselves they helped their world to
attain it, and there was thus the precarious balance of corporate
and individual effort which is essential for human achievement.
Their ideal of prosperity embraced their whole world, and it
was accordingly universal in extent. Visible manifestation
of it was provided by the might and success of Rome itself,
personified in the tremendous figure of the Emperor, and
Augustus diligently fostered the emotional impulse that
gathered round them by all the resources of advertisement
and propaganda. A pseudo-religious cult with Rome as its
object of worship was instituted everywhere, and later Emperors even allowed themselves to be deified and worshipped
in their lifetime that the impulse might be all the stronger.
It is clear, then, that the goal represented by the attainment of Roman citizenship was purely material in make-up.
The people of the Empire had unwittingly come to assume that
all the processes of the human constitution, both mental and
physical, were motivated logically and externally in mechanical
fashion, and that material means alone could give them the
happiness and contentment which was their natural aim.
With this unquestioning faith in the value of material betterment, they accordingly devoted their whole energies to
attaining it, and the status of Roman citizenship opened to
them the surest means of doing so. It was the door to official
preferment, to commercial success and to personal distinction.
It gave them legal protection, tax relief and social prerogatives.
Of political power or ethical significance it had none, but
these were held in contempt anyway, and their need for
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spiritua~

expression they.satisfied in sentimtmtaJ conceptio~
of ommpotent glory which they ceased to remember 'WC\S
mortal.
.
It was in fact the harvesting-time of materialism. l\1~'s
recognition of material values only had made them so neglect
the other sides of their natures that they had no power left to
see life steadily or whole, but their ardent pursuit of the thin~
they prized had at last brought its reward, and they expreslied
themselves wholly in terms of worldly success.

6
To the harvest came also, however, the morals of materiaiism.
They had no feeling for the political or ethical integrity of man
and their sense of his dignity reached only so far as his outward
respectability. Having made material success their only goal
in a capitalist world that made it attainable, they had no
urge to use their creative imaginations to the end of political
independence or to strive for a change of social order that might
further their aims, and if they were thus apathetic towards their
own political expression, they could only in time be more so
towards that of their fellow-men Any idea of striving for the
social betterment of the world around them vanished with the
fulfilment of their own desires, and there came to exist only
a sort of business morality, which viewed honest dealing and
charitable impulse simply for the reputation they brought.
Though this certainly tended to the successful exploiting of
their immediate resources-and two centuries of immense
prosperity did in fact ensue-it gave no hope of continuance
when these were exhausted. This was true not only of their
economics, but even more so of their social life. The individual
powers of mankind are radically unequal, and without the
impulse of some overwhelming enthusiasm the majority of
men and women are more ready to drift along quietly in
grudging contentment with their lot than to strike out a.
line for themselves. The Imperial system gave them that
contentment of set purpose, and so ultimately robbed them
of enthusiasm. By Imperial intention, no means were opened
up to them for improving their minds or enlarging their
outlook by compulsory education, and gladiatorial combats
and wild beast shows were no substitute for genuine cultural
inquiry. They lived on automatically in the same rut and
employment, and so slowly lost all sense of contributing to the
welfare of Rome, and their ersatz morale was crushed out of
them by the millstones of vested interest and bureaucracy.
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Even though sympathy was gone, they had neither the incentive of extreme poverty to make them strive for escape,
nor in any case the means of coercing the system, as a calculating Government saw to their feeding and amusement, and in
the last resort the army stood in. the way of reform.
As material prosperity grew, therefore, there was no
corresponding progress in society, nor any of that broadening
which is its sign of healthiness. On the contrary, it began
to narrow. Wealth accumulated more than ever in the hands
of a few, and the organization to which mankind had committed
itself became an inhuman machine from which there was no
way out. When rise from one class to another stopped completely, the accident of birth became the stroke of Kismet,
and the ideal of material success was worthless from the start.
Productivity failed; literature and art collapsed utterly; the
resourcefulness of man had dried up.
Yet side by side with this development there was a further
factor which turned lack of initiative into positive despondency.
As Christ had diagnosed as early as the reign of Augustus'
immediate successor, "Man shall not live by bread alone",
and the pursuit of purely material interests was quickly fatal
to the spiritual welfare of the Empire. Even during the years of
prosperity, more and more people began to find a part of themselves stifled and voiceless, and the future seemed to stretch
out before them in a blank vista of uselessness that would be
ended only by death. And yet death they feared.
The writings of this period are among the most pathetic
things in the world's literature. The" Meditations" of Marcus
Aurelius, for example, illustrate grimly the depths of spiritual
degradation to which a kindly heart and a glowing intellect
could be brought by the ultimate hopelessness of materialism,
and when the Emperor himself, the monarch of all there
was to survey, was chained and bowed by the futility of material
gain, there was little hope of better for the rest of men. Though
the same turning to philosophy and religion occurred that we
saw in the Hellenistic Age, there was again the same barrenness and frustration. For not only was the moral impulse
that the apparent unity of Imperial endeavour had given
soon found to be illusory and baseless, but all the creeds
and worships of the time were once more discovered to be
either intellectual or emotional anodynes. Only in Christianity
did men and women at last begin to obtain a belief that
nourished their inmost desires and aspirations-and that it
spread so quickly was the measure of the need-but it came
E (H. H. T.)
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too late to repair the ravages of the past, and by the time it
was widely accepted, it was in the grip of political and military
forces which it was powerless to undo.
The shadow of Augustus lay like a black pall across the
ancient world, and the soulless machine that he had created
was slowly crushing out the life and vigour from every
person it encompassed. It became a grotesque bureaucracy
that calculated only in terms of matter and space, and human
feelings were ignored with a brutality less than human. The
materialistic conception of man as an automaton without
spiritual value had reached its ultimate conclusion, and
nothing less than a flood of barbarian invasions, to smash and
destroy the whole ancient world, would free mankind from the
fetters of a degradation they had inevitably forged for themselves.

CHAPTER

xv

THE FUTURE

IN SEVEN chapters we have traced the broad outline of
ancient Gneco-Roman civilization. We have seen how at
first bold conceptions of human dignity and worth made it
strive for perfection in all the activities of body- and soul,
and performed wonders in art, literature, philosophy and
science which have since become part of the world's heritage.
We then saw how growing control of the physical universe
and undue emphasis on the intellectual aspect of things turned
it aside from a full comprehension of man's multiple powers
and allowed his material and scientific proficiency to make headway at the expense of his other activities. His morality fared
worst of all. As his interest in material things grew, he lost his
instinctive respect for the ethical ties which originally facilitated his emergence into a state of civilization, and his neglect
of the spiritual side of his nature prevented him substituting
any conscious restraints in their place. Wars ensued, until at
last men seriously began to ask themselves what was it in the
last resort they sought of life. Some looked back to their
achievements in the realms of art, literature and philosophy
with wistful remembrance, and tried to renew their tarnished
ISO

glory. Others contemplated the spectacle of free men braving
the assaults of tyrants and bearing high their dauntless spirits
to the death. But the vast majority prayed only for peace
and comfort and the things they could buy with money.
Fre.edom, patriotism, morality and even life itself meant nothing
beSIde the pleasures of the physical universe, and materialism
bound them completely. Then at last they had their way,
and they saw their ideal of earthly splendour and unfathomable
riches come to reality; but in the very hour of attainment
outraged human nature rebelled and turned the pride of
achievement to listless futility. Moral collapse was speedily
followed by material collapse, and the Ancient World became
a memory.
Side by side with this drama, we have also traced the
development of our own civilization and seen how it runs
parallel in certain important respects right up to our own
day. In the years between the 15th and 20th centuries, as in
the four and a half centuries between 5IO B.C. and 43 B.C., we
saw a new epoch, which began with all the glowing ardour of
man's unfettered exercise of his full powers, and which had
reached out to planes of achievement in art and literature
that nave since become almost visionary, turn increasingly to
the things of the intellect and to the hectic pursuit of material
power and wealth. Art, literature and morality suffered as
they had done before: men's ideals changed, and their methods
of attaining them coarsened, until in our own generation we
have found ourselves similarly embroiled in two unwanted
world wars.
Once again mankind has reached the edge of the precipice
where it is driven to decide what are the ultimate things in
life for which it is fighting, and why in the last resort it is
struggling to survive: in other words, what is its motivating
ideal.
2

Our researches have led us to believe that the most powerful
incentive in the world today is that of material improvement.
For this reason it is pertinent to have in front of us a simple
picture illustrating the results of such an ideal in an earlier
age. With its guidance, it is not difficult to envisage what this
ideal, standing alone and unredeemed, will hold in store for
our civilization, and if it so persists, there is no reason to
suppose that the course of our history will not continue to
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approximate to that of ancient times in the future just as it has
done in the past.
We may outline it quite briefly. The three great Powers who
have emerged victorious from the war will divid: up the
territories of the globe into three separate spheres of mfluence,
and with the best intentions in the world settle down to the
development of their economic possibilities for the benefit
of all concerned. Representatives from the British Empire,
the United States and Russia will meet regularly for the
co-ordination of financial and industrial policy, work for the
maintenance of a nice balance of material and poli tical power,
and strive whole-heartedly to accommodate the needs of each
other so far as their own individual interests allow. Armaments
and war potential will be carefully scaled to the exact requirements of geographical conditions, and propaganda
and publicity will.testify to. the unity of purpos~ and. genui~e
spirit of co-operatIOn that .mfor:ns the world tnad, Just as It
did those of the Second TnumVlrate two thousand years ago.
Yet peace and prosperity will fail to. appear. The ec~nomic
and cultural unity of the world will have been vlOlated
by the erection of three political blocks, however large .they
may be, and free circulation of commerce, i~d;.tstry a~d Ideas
will have been sacrificed through the constnctlOn whIch such
a system entails. For inevitably artificial c~annels will be
provided which feed more directly t~e reqUlre~ents ?f the
individual members, and uneconomIC enterpnses wIll be
artificially stimulated to preserve the balance of pow~r.
Nevertheless, scientific discovery and capital development Will
gradually upset this balance, be it ever so diligently wc:tche~;
and more artificial stimulation will be needed to adjust It.
The constriction will thereupon be all the greater. Competition for fresh sources of pow~r wil~ become keener and
ultimately more open, and depressIOn wIll result.
.
Meanwhile the defennent of hopes and the faIlure of
golden prosp~cts will cause the first rumbles of d~ssatisfaction
in this world of unlimited ambition, and a growmg recourse
will evince itself to less scrupulous methods of attaining it.
National integrity and national honour wil~ agai.n be called
into question, and at last, somewhere, wIll anse a frank
recognition that naked force is the. on~y way out. !n the
ensuing imbroglio one of the three WIll dIsappear, leavmg the
Way open for a straight duel for supremacy between the
remaining two.
.
Again there will be the same attempt at a compromIse,
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the same specious collaboration and the same jockeying for
position; but just as inevitably the situation will deteriorate
into the same reliance on physical strength, and World \Var
NO·3 or 4 will eventuate. From this titanic struggle, made
more horrible and more devastating by yet new methods and
new inventions, one of the original three will emerge, like
Augustus, to effect at last that union of the world which must
and will be brought about one day, by whatever means.
If Europe's condition after the war of I914-18 could with
truth be described as a failure of nerve, then the spiritual
depression of mankind after a third or fourth World War
cannot adequately be expressed, and in return for peace and
tranquillity they will be ready to sacrifice anything that the
conquerors ask. Political ambition will have disappeared;
freedom will be a sentimental vision; and human dignity will
consist only in obsequiousness and a big bank-balance.
We thus get the picture of a broken world such as confronted Augustus. Nor will its outcome be dissimilar. A
single authority with power to over-ride all existing frontiers
and divisions, and unhindered by any nationalist prejudices,
will be able so to organize the economic potential of the world
that a tide of material prosperity will set in, compared with
which the Roman Empire will seem beggary. The unlimited
provision of capital for the development of completely new
areas and the rehabilitation of the old,. will uncover vast new
sources of wealth which will transform continents.; the COiltinued progress of science will multiply the productivity of
labour, till working-hours are reduced to a minimum;
and the growing speed and capacity of communications will
bring the results to all mankind without stint or fear of competition. New crafts and sciences will perform undreamed-of
miracles; economic policy will be laid down by experts and
carried through by their highly-trained staffs; psychologists
will direct the subtle but inescapable propaganda that maintains the international unity; and the ample leisure-time of
mankind will be filled with entertainments and competitions
on an unprecedented scale. The vast sports-arenas, super
cinemas and luxury-hotels of today will be completely overshadowed, both in size and glamour, by the constructions of
tomorrow, and houses, people's cars and splendid physique
will be within the reach of everyone. Life will be a round of
gaiety and plenty.
Yet political integrity will be dead, and moral interest
will be dying; art and literature will become crudely
E
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mechanical; and men and women will begin to find material_
ism unsatisfying to their deeper instincts. They will experience
a need for spiritual expression, but with faculties untrained
and atrophied, they will surrender t~e::nselyes to sentimental
charlatanries which they cannot dlstmgmsh from genuine
articles of faith and the disillusionment will in time be all the
greater. Initiative will :vither;. ingenuity will fail; and t.he
birth-rate will collap~e Irreme~labl>: .. As ~ate~Ial prospenty
itself slowly ebbs, stnngent ratIOnahzmg WIll tIghten up the
organization of society to meet the demands of declininll
wealth and manpower, and social enslavement and bureaucracy
will spread out side by side to regulate and increase production.
But the strength of society and of the central government will
have vanished, and wars and violence will ensue, to dissipate
the last remnants of decadent civilization, till at length, in
the wilderness from which it came, mankind shall once again
discover for itself a recognition of its natural needs.

3
In some such way the wheel will come full circle, if the
world makes material ends its only pursuit. Materialism
inevitably dulls the sensibilities .of mankind and le~tves it
victim of those people who see thelr way clearest to theIr goal.
For the best intentions in the world, if backed by intellectual
reasons only, lead to calamity in the end, and wars will again
be our portion, with a tinsel world for our offspri?g, if such
conceptions are allowed to rule our day and generatIOn.
That material betterment is good and desirable in its
own right is self-evident, and that it is necessary also for
the full expression of every human being, likewise so, but
what we have discovered from our scrutiny of history is that
the direct pursuit of it, and of it alone, is not the best means
of attaining it. "That way madness lies", and other methods
must be adopted if we are to assure our future peace and
progress.
At the very outset of this investigation, however, we
analysed roughly what we meant by civilization, and discovered
that material advantage was only half the purpose that it set
itself to serve. We saw that it intended a state of human
society in which its members were organized for their spiritual
as well as their material advantage, and that intellectual,
<esthetic and moral values must necessarily have a place in it.
Thus the mode of life represented by the Roman Empire,
and such as we have found the modern world to be approaching,
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.is not even the proper aim we have in front of us when we claim
to be members of a civilized society. Civilization presupposes
what we have found elsewhere to be true. that man has other
sides to his nature than those which ca~ be satisfied bv the
material wo~ld alone; and that these psychical elements 'must
have eXl?resslOn no less than the physical. The critical faculties
whereWIth he chooses his mode of expression may become dull
thr~lUg~ lack of use, and may even atrophy altogether, so that
he IS mIsled into sentimental perversions, but emotional outlet
he must and will have,. or he ceases to be a human personality.
Our task, therefore, IS to find a method of external organization of the world which will accommodate all these demands
of human nature. We must avoid over-emphasis of one
or the other of them, since that produces an unbalanced form
of society which ultimately leads to its own downfall and we
must beware particularly of a pursuit of material' progress
conducted to the exclusion of all else, since that assures us
as :ve h.av~ see?, of neither happiness nor the physical paradis~
which IS Its allli. We want a manner of life which not only
secures for every man and woman the benefits of science
in~1:lstry .and ec0.n0mi~s, b,:t al~o compels that elevation of
spint whIch mamfests itself m tnumphs of art and literature
and n?t least in deep appreciation of the world around us:
Our aim must be a world that engenders peace and prosperity
on the one side, and individual happiness on the other.
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The Roman Empire fulfilled the first part of this requiremen~ as far as has ever been done in recorded history. Let us
conslde~, then, first the strong points?f a system which brought
the anCient world peace and prospenty for two whole centuries
and en,:bled it to survive for over four. These must obviously
be pertment to our inquiry, since if we can separate them
conceptually fro.m the causes of the collapse, the first half
of our search IS completed. Now, the main contribution
Augustus made was to provide the world with a strong
central Government which was competent to curb the unruly
elements of society and guarantee the maintenance of order and
discipline, ~hereby creating the conditions necessary for
peaceful development and rational, unified organization.
The second w::,s that he assured continuity of policy, both with
the past by hIS respect for old-established usages and for the
future by his heredit::,ry monarchy, and so prevented neglect of
the accumulated WIsdom of the ages which is man's surest
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rock. Thirdly, he established, temporarily at least, that balance
of corporate and individual effort which time and again We
have observed to conduce to man's highest achievement.
These three things were responsible for the long duration
of the Roman dominion, and allowed the ideals men had
set before themselves to be brought to fruition, and we may
therefore assume they are necessary ingredients of our OWn
solution-a single world authority, a respect for tradition
and a balance of corporate and individual effort. At once'
therefore, we may establish as our objective some form of
international government which has power to over-rule
national sovereignty in matters which concern the progress
of mankind as a whole. The world must be regarded as an
economic and political unit that requires the co-ordination
of policy which only a single over-riding authority can give it,
and unilateral action which endangers the peace and prosperity
of mankind must be suppressed as soon as it is conceived.
At the same time, national prejudices in matters of culture and
local organization must be respected as part of the age-old
tradition that men have elaborated in conformity with their
own racial characteristics and enabling them to contribute
usefully and in their own way to the general welfare.
Next, let us consider what is implied by this vague balance
of corporate and individual effort. We have seen it in operation on numerous occasions, but so far have merely recorded
it without deeper investigation. It means that the conditions
of civilization under which people live provide them with an
incentive to exert themselves both for their own advantage
and for that of their fellow-men. They work for their own
personal benefit, and see the rewards of their labour accrue
to themselves, but at the same time the direction of their efforts
is such that neither the efforts themselves nor their results
are adverse to the interests of society. On the contrary,
they advance them. A form of society in which individualism
is the leading motive tends, as we have seen, to anarchy,
whilst out-and-out communism, on the other hand, destroys
the personal initiative. A balance of the two is the essential
of perfect health and the source of best results.
What, then, are the conditions under which this dual
incentive is present? Firstly, for individual initiative, the
immediate requirement is that the individual should see the
rewards of his labour. It must be frankly recognized that any
idea of human beings working solely for the common good for
any length of time is sentimental nonsense, and ignores the
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demands of human dignity no less than the facts of human
nature. Mankind will not as a whole exert itself to the utmost
for any cause in which it is not intimately or personally concerned, and it patently demands pursuits in which it is interested, both for mental occupation and material advantage.
Freedom of expression, therefore, is an absolute pre-requisite
of any useful organization. Men must be free to live and work
as they feel impelled, and free to enjoy the fruits of their own
exertions. Freedom is not just a romantic vision or a sop
to human frailty, but a necessity of human welfare.
This, then, reflects on our postulate of a strong international
government, and conditions the form that we shall give it.
It must not be a dictatorship such as Augustus created, nor
yet a single conquering nation which imposes its will on the
rest of mankind, but a representative, constitutional Government, freely elected by all the peoples of the world and
concerned only to carry out the mandate they shall give it.
It will thus be democratic both in form and principle.
Democracy, however, makes certain demands on its members,
as we have seen from time to time, which, if they are not
complied with, render it liable to deteriorate into anarchy.
It requires a high, general level of intellectual attainment, so
that the majority who appoint its administrators, and ultimately choose its broad policy, can distinguish between wha~ is
genuinely to its advantage and what is not, and so that it can
direct the Government to act in a manner most conducive to
the welfare of the community as a whole. Universal education
is essential in our world-State, and education, moreover, of a
special kind. It must not be purely vocational, as that will
not give men the ability to participate intelligently in the
politics to which they must apply themselves, nor wholly
modern either, as that will not give them that respect for the
accumulated wisdom of the past which is essential for a
wholesome understanding.
Yet education is not the only sine qua non of free democracy.
We saw that as early as the 5th century B.C. Plato had diagnosed that democratic institutions could only survive if they
were conducted with a due sense of the ethical obligations
entailed by membership in society, and that respect for
minorities, toleration of opposing views and the spirit of compromise could only be imbued by deep social consciousness
and feeling for social responsibility. We considered then how
this ethical sense could be maintained, and found that moral
idealism was the only sure foundation for it. Only if men
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are actuated emotionally to a conscious and subconscious
pursuit of some moral ideal, if they have some mental standard
of cor~ect. conduct, justice or fair play on which they are
enthusIastIcally moved to model themselves, will they preserve
their regard for the rights of others and allow them to continue
in existence alongside their own ambition. Only, in other words
under the influence of moral idealism can men be induced t~
co-operate with their fellow-men for an indefinite period.
We thus find th<1;t in searching for a safeguard to individual
,:~ort we h,:-ve arrIved at the second part of our inquiry and
dIscovered m the same concept the incentive for corporate
effort. We must therefore conclude that moral idealism is
the clue to this balance of individual and corporate endeavour, and that external conditions of freedom combined
with an i?ternal moral idealism represent the key features
of any umfied world-State. But not only that. The incentive
to strIve for such a State and the conditions which will allow
its creation will come only as more and more people set before
themselves the moral ideal which it represents. Moral idealism
is the crying need of society, of the world and of mankind.
Its decay under materialistic conceptions has provoked the
present crisis of civilization, and without its resurgence the
fate of the Roman Empire awaits us. It was the answer to the
problems of 5th-century Athens, and it is the answer to our
problems today.

5
How, then, ,may we seek to obtain this precious panacea
of our ills? Plato's intellectual idea of transcendental Love
for example, we have seen is not able to accommodate itself
to tI:e n~eds o! ordinary men and women, and though it
can msplre a ::,penser or a Shelley to heights of emotional
ecstasy fr~m. which they rain down o~ us their splendid hymns
of praise, It IS too astrally cold and dIstant to stir the chords of
sympathy in commoner clay. Christianity, again is an even
more powerful source of it, but confronted with a world
who.se. population is not more than one-fifth professing
ChrIstians, and that fifth riven with dissensions it would
seeJ?- on t~e face of it that we cannot hope for any extensive
or Immediate success by the mere process of preaching the
GospeL We must leave our valuation of Christianity till we
have considered it more deeply in the last chapter.
There is another way, however, which has already been
brought to light in the course of our investigations, and that is
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the practical English way. During our earlier survey of English
chara~ter,.we: saw that E.nglish practic,:-lity had ~lwa"%"s managed
to mamtam m front of ltself a moral Ideal whIch stImulated it
to further effort. The English possessed a mental standard of
gentlemanly conduct which evolved with the years, and at all
times acted as an incentive to their social ambitions; so that
whilst to be accredited and acknowledged as a gentleman was
with most of them a more powerful inspiration than any
other motive, the characteristics that constituted being a
gentleman were always morally idealized beyond their actua~
attainment. Because they started with a moral purpose, they
came to the front rank; and because they always kept it, they
stayed there.
We also traced the process by which this ideal developed,
watching how it retained the best of ancient tradition and
adapted itself to the needs of new conditions, and simultaneously added the fresh outlook and latest demands of their
ever-broadening society. For example, in Elizabethan times
the old baronial aristocracy which had formerly lorded it in
feudal isolation had been moved to abandon its rough,
depredatory exclusiveness, and enter into the more urbane
and cultured life of the Renaissance; whilst at the same time the
new arrivals, the Raleighs, the Sidneys and the Cecils, took
over into their own broader view of society the former
chivalric ideas of service and loyalty. They modified their
personal aspirations by adherence to the traditional ideals
of patriotism and justice which had been handed down
from a dim antiquity, and there had thus emerged a new moral
purpose in the land which sought the welfare of a wider class
and included the achievement of a higher mode ofliving.
Later, too, we saw how even at the height of Victorian
individualism a liberal policy had again widened the basis
and extent of society, and by opening it to the great middle
classes, had effected a revolution in economics, education
and manners. This had not only subsidized an unparalleled
capitalistic development, but also rallied the new energy
firmly behind the national cause. Again an ideal of conduct
and conformity had been evolved which, however inadequate
It naturally came to be in later days, was admirably suited
to the age of its conception, and served to keep alive the moral
impulse of the Victorians in a time of world-wide materialism.
Convention it may have been to most of them, but at least it
was a convention they followed with all the strength of their
immense de~~rmination, and it survived to carry the English
>
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through a period of strife and upheaval which W<iS sufficient
to submerge every other nation of a comparable age.
This process Was at work through all the length of English
history. A moral ideal of service and social responsibility was
slowly but surely extended from age to age. It started from
the chivalric conceptions of loyalty and mutual assistance
between knights and barons, and was broadened in significance
to include an ever-increasing circle of their fellow-countrymen.
It kept pace steadily and parabolically with the progress of
political theory, so that the extremities of violence and revolution were averted for three hunderd years; yet simultaneously
it allowed full use to be made of their boundless material
opportunities. The old regime always accommodated itself
to the purposes of the new, and the new conformed its practice
to the old. English society was an ever-expanding sphere that
gathered impulse with every fresh expansion.

6
Today we live in an age in which this process is again in
particularly vigorous operation. Once more English society
is broadening to admit fresh members to its ranks, and the
millions of English men and women who found a livelihood
and a purpose in the mills of the Industrial Revolution are
reaching out for the full enfranchisement that industrialism
has brought within their grasp. A new class is being incorporated info the mainstream of English native development, and with it has come a new social consciousness, a
new sense of responsibility towards our fellow-men and a new
understanding of the obligations of society. Social legislation
on an unprecedented scale is giving effect to the changing
outlook, and we are, in our own lifetimes, seeing the results
of years of constructive development.
Yet at the same time, in the peculiarly English manner,
the very newcomers are adapting themselves to the age-old
conventions of the race. Every man and woman of them
has unconsciously taken over the traditional notions of right
conduct and behaviour that have brought the nation to its
position of eminence, and the new awareness is being grafted
on to the old aspirations and susceptibilities. Every member
of the old working-classes has attained not only his own
political sovereignty, but also an impulse to live up to the
conscious and subconscious ideals embodied in the concept
of an English gentleman, and "gentlemen" they mean to
become.
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The effect is to modify and broaden once more the implications of this conception and give it a significance that is not
yet fully clear. But already new Spensers are at work on it.
In the last decade and a half the poetic genius of the race has
stirred into new activity under the throb and beat of a social
renaissance, and our minds are being re-focused to accept a
broader view of life. We are seeing again the multiplex
nature of human personality, and growing to a wholesome
awareness of the needs of man's spirit as well as his flesh;
and the traditional bounds of Victorian sensibility, which had
become too narrow for a ranging 20th century and had suffered
the indignity of "debunking", are being extended to include
a wider area of activity.
Out of this surge of creative imagination there is crystallizing
a new standard of conduct which at once sums up and idealizes
the aspirations of the new order. It is democratic, socialistic
and progressive, but it is also individualistic, personal and
conservative. It is international, but it is also national. It is a
paradox such as England loves, but it is nevertheless intensely
practical and intensely human. It conceptualizes the free
expression of every man and woman in all the activities of
body and soul, and presupposes the material conditions
necessary for that expression: no l~ss, it includes a strictly
moral purpose, and forges a bond of union which works for the
advantage of all mankind. For it is reaching out to embrace
not only Englishmen and men of British race, but all the creeds
and colours of the Empire, and this ideal of human integrity
is rising in the breasts of millions of Asiatics and Africans as
well. An immense cross-section of the world's population is
being actuated to conform to the same ideal of character,
and to imbibe with it the wealth of its moral significance.
Here, then, emerging again in the hour of want, is a fresh
impulse of moral idealism which can re-direct the energy
of the world. Just as English industrialism provided the
material means of its regeneration, so can English idealism
supply its spiritual need. English. character can exert an
influence for the benefit of humanity no less than English
ingenuity, and the nation stands ready poised at the psychological moment to deliver it. For a second time in a generation,
England has shown the vast reserves of her strength, and used
them unsparingly and recklessly in a cause which is also
civilization's; the ideals for which she has fought are firmly
established and triumphantly justified in all the corners of the
Commonwealth; and the spread of the English language has
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carried an understanding of her viewpoint to every continent
and people.
.
These things will not be in vain. The example of English
achievement, of English moral purpose and English sanity
will supply victors and vanquished alike with the focus their
efforts require, and the harvest will be increasingly rich and
fertile of results. English ideals of balanced and wholesome
living will smooth the jagged surface of pioneering races and
broaden their conceptions of life: "Basic" English will spread
farther and farther afield the leaven of her literature· and
English practical genius will find the food and nourishme'nt for
morale.
So long as Englishmen survive to work and play-and
their determination will ensure them outstanding survivalthey will surmount the dangers and difficulties of the future
as they have done those of the past, and their rejuvenescent
art and literature, music and morality will bring them again
the same pre-eminence as their arms, their industry and their
commerce. They will give a pattern to the world of solid
achievement, of true happiness and kindliness of heart, more
valuable than all the precept of creed or dogma, and the
British Commonwealth of Nations will point the way with an
the genuine virtue of success to the method of erecting the free
and democratic world-State which is its end.
. English idealism is the chief psychological difference between
.the modern world. and. the Roman world, and English idealism
will prevent it going along the Roman road. The new ideal
of conduct which cherishes the things of the spirit as well as
things material, which considers the duties of man as well
as his rights, and which crosses the frontiers of nations and
takes no account of creed or colour, is a fount of justice
and right thinking that will carry mankind to new triumphs of
achievement. Human dignity and human humility alike will
find the prototypes of their completion in the ordinary men
and women of our island; and even though fresh trials and
tribulations confront us, as they undoubtedly will, yet only
in the combating of evil and the moral choice that that presents
us can we prove the rightness and the saneness of our cause.

CHAPTER XVI

EPILOGUE

SO WE see the meaning and significance of many of the
forces in the world around us, and so, too, we perceive the
influence that each of us has upon them. Civilization is
merely the mode of expression that the human race has worked
out for itself in its eternal search for happiness, and progress
is the sum total of the contributions we all of us are making.
How we express ourselves in the quietness of our homes, in
the bustle of our daily work and in the screeching racket of
war, is both the measure and the source of our success, and
broad analyses of history only bring us at the last to this
unending personal quest. We are striving now to regain the
freshness, the enthusiasm and the wholesomeness of "Merrie
England". By the manner and degree in which we accomplish
it we shall be able to make ourselves happy: and according
as we make ourselves happy, by the full employment of our
physical and mental powers, by the uninhibited exercise of
all our moral, intellectual and <esthetic sensibilities, we shall
exert our influence on the course of civilization. If we are
true to ourselves as Englishmen, we shall be true to the world
and a war-weary mankind.
This survey would be incomplete, however, if no attempt
were made to extract from it some indications as to how these
things can be made sure of. Time and again in history we see
the forces that work for good, twisted and suborned to serve
the interests of evil-it is, indeed, one of the most tragic things
in life-and the dangers of it happening again in the future
grow even greater with the years. For man is possessing
himself of powers which put him more and more consciously
in control of his own destiny, and he is less and less able to
rely on the haphazard action of subconscious and evolutionary
forces for his natural advancement. The progress of psychology
and biology in particular is placing formidable weapons in
the hands of governments which, if they are not properly
directed, can render native propensity unable to exert itself
against them, and in an age of scientific deployment the
methods of science need to be used to our advantage before
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they are found to have been used against us to our detriment
Scientific knowledge in itself is neither good rior ill, moral no;
immoral: it is the action that applies it that has those qualities.
2

An innate moral idealism has been found to contribute
most .effectivelJ: to ~nglish developI?-ent: O~viously, orily by
fostermg that Ideahsm and provldmg It WIth the requisite
sustenance and environment can it continue to aid us and so it
is essential to understand both what it is and from ;'hence it
comes, that it may be duly catered for in our planning for the
future.
Following our usual procedure, let us glance at its story.
Independent English history began with the arrival of the
Anglo-Saxons in the 5th century A.D., and they brought with
them, as we have seen, a bent for practicality and action which
has ch~racterized the whole of their subsequent development.
Then m the 6th century began the conversion of the new
settlers to Christianity, and already by 700, in the person of the
Venerable Bede, they were making effective contributions to
med~<eval religion. In the 13th and I4th centuries, however
the Ir:dependence of their outlook was manifesting itself and
drawmg them away from the continental tradition. Roger
Bacon was perhaps the first to give formal expression to it.
. At that time current 9hristian theology was under the
mfluence of the metaphysIc of St. Thomas Aquinas and of
the two supernatural aids to human blessedness and understandix;g recogni~ed bJ: Christianity-namely, grace and
revelatlOn-ThOIlllsm laid the greater stress on revelation.
It took its stand upon what had been revealed in the Scriptures, and sought the intellectual pleasure of making the known
workings of the world fit in theoretically with the divine
purpose, as understood from that revelation. It tended to
dogmatism and unwatered intellectualism. English theologists,
on t~e other ?~nd, had always leane~ rather to the other great
classical tra.dltlOn, that of St. A~g~stme, which placed particular emphasis on the need for dlvme grace, and chose to view
the revealed purpose as more in the nature of a goal to be
attained by specifically human reason and human conduct.
In so far as it maintained that this was possible only with the
help of divine grace, and that divine grace was to be won orily
by purity of living, it was a religious rather than a metaphysical conception of Christianity. It assumed that whilst
God's blessing was necessary for the successful outcome
1#

of any human actIvIty, nevertheless that activity was itself
essential for the fulfilment of God's purpose. It was active
where Thomism was passive. It was a way of life before it
was a theology.
Roger Bacon re-stated the English preference for this viewpoint as against the prevailing Thomism. He was vitally
interested in the acquisition of new knowledge, in scientific
investigation and in applying its findings to everyday life,
and he claimed for human reason the right to make its own
headway in the world-provided always it acknowledged that
its inspiration came from Heaven and that its accomplishments
were turned to uses which accorded with God's purpose for
man as set forth in the Gospels. His Christian belief and devotion did thus not come in question, but he showed plainly
the English predilection for action. He wanted to demonstrate
his belief by the exercise of his own spiritual, moral and intellectual faculties, and he gave expression to the English
feeling that God helps those who help themselves.
Christianity in England never lost this flavour, and however
far short it may have fallen of its ideal, it never ceased to
regard the ideal as something to be lived rather than as something to be contemplated. One aspect, indeed, of the Reformation in England was that it was the demand of the
individual for direct acquaintance with the credentials of
something that affected his whole life, and though the interpretation of divine teaching altered in the process and still
more so later, that was quite an unconscious phenomenon
that habit and environment went far to assist. So long as
they had one, they always treated their religion with a great
deal of respect, if not of understanding, and there grew up an
instinctive stigma attaching to a charge of not practising
what was preached. It was partly for this reason that religion
in England was marred from the Reformation onwards by
the rise of multitudinous sects, all dissenting from what they
believed was an inconsistency in clerical practice.
The result of this adherence to Augustinian tradition was
thus the emphasis that was laid on the moral aspect of Christian
doctrine, and though, in Puritan hands, the meaning of moral
and immoral took on strange forms which influenced the
national outlook for centuries to come, nevertheless, preoccupation with morality was a constant factor even after
the 18th century, when it divorced itself from strictly religious
feeling.
Broadly, what happened was that the rndividual aspect
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of n:~rality became diffe;:entiated from the sodal. The
COndI!IOnS of commerc~, Industry and thought generally
conspIred to put a premIUm on personal endeavour and th
feelin~ that ~od helps th?s~ who help. themselves' was u~:
~onsc~ously tWIsted to admIt Its meanest Implications. Success
In ~hls world t.ended to be r~garded as the outward symbol
of Inward .punt;;, and. the smfulness of the flesh to signify
only phYSIcal mcontmence and commercial dishonesty
The. s<;>cial ~ide of Christia? ethics became obscured, and th~
Chnstlan VIew of humaruty as a brotherhood joined bv a
commo? Father was over~hadowed by the conception of God as
the stnct cer:sor of prIvate morals. The whole realm of
external relatI<;>n~ therefore c~ased in the main to hold
relevance to rehgIOn, and perlliltted the attitude unthinkable
bef<;>re, which asked, "\'\That has religion to do with politics or
busIness?"
.
On top of this there piled up the effects of scientific progress
and Biblical criticism, which seemed .to knock the whole
bottom out of orthodox theology and render both incredible
and s~perfluous the functioning of supernatural grace and
:-evelay?n. Thus. at lengt~ even private morality lost much of
Its relIgIOUS b~cking, and m the later 19th century was destined
to become httle more than a code of arbitrary and unnatural conventions.
These were the conditions for that turning to nationalism
and private religions for spiritual expression which we have
seen to be a featu;e of 20th-century civilization, and there is a
palpable connectIOn between the growth of materialism and
the decay of Christian doctrine. Both the intellectual and moral
con!ent of C~r!stian theology ha~ be~n allowed to lag far
behmd the nsmg standard of sCIentlfic and philosophical
a~tainment, an? the Church failed lamentably to understand
elth~r .the: reqUIrements of the a&e .or the duties of its position.
Ch:lstlaruty became almost vestIgIal, and the moral impulses
whIch had been awakened by the long probation of medireval
and renaissance devotion, lingered on as unaccountable
emotions that bordered almost on the quixotic.
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Today, however, an optimistic belief in "Progress", as
the automatic and inevitable outcome of scientific and
industrial proficiency, has collapsed before the obvious
baselessness of its hopes, and there is a new interest in the
moral situation which is inspiring theologians, poets and laity

alike. The resurgence of religious poetry is too strong a
movement for it to be explained away by the mere accident of
war; the Church is feeling its way forward to a revised theology
based on progressive revelation which will satisfy the intellectual demand of men for a reasoned metaphysic; and at
the same time the conviction is spreading that man needs the
strength which the sense of contact with a supra-conscious
world alone can bestow. Recent thought has shown a growing
tendency to recognize the dependence of morality for sanction
on some sort of religious value, and it is becoming increasingly
clear that the moral idealism of which the English people are
capable is the legacy of the deep religious conviction in former
times. Christian ethic, therefore, is being viewed with new
eyes, especially after having been neglected for so long, and
the social side of its teaching is becoming apparent no less
than the private.
But that is not all. The ingenuity of Englishmen is preparing
a practical solution for the present impasse, which will admit
once more of men living the religion to which they have turned,
and it will be possible to restore ~he m;wal background to
just those departments of modern lIfe whIch for so long have
been separated from Christian infl~ence and. ~ave bro~ght
us into our present danger. EconomIC and pohtlcal functIOns
will then be seen in their proper perspectives, and will cease
to be the only values in our view of life. We shall see things
all-round.
A Christian society is the new revelation. Despite its
revealed character, however, there is nothing new about it.
It is rather the new consciousness of a perfectly logical viewpoint. For provided we once accept the point of view of the
Christian social ethic, it is a truism that industry, commerce
and government exist, not for the purpose of exploiting the
general public, but to serve it, and that we should look on our
whole working life, not from the particular point of view of
capital, management or labour, but from that of the c~m
munity of which we are a part. Fundamentally, the razson
d'etre of industry is to provide goods for the consumer, and
there is no moral justification for changing it to one of making
the largest possible profits. Financiers, shareholders, accountants and labour are undoubtedly necessary parts of its
organization, but they are still incidental to the main purpose,
still means to an end. Similarly, the purpose of government is
to maintain order and efficient co-ordination of effort, not to
consolidate the interests of one particular class, and both
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laissez-faire and nationalization conflict with this purpose
The I;urely materialistic outlook, therefore, the profit-motiv~
~tan~mg alone, or even foremost, is quite unnatural and
~llogical; and the c~mcept of 9hristian society demands that
It should be modIfied-modIfied without the impersonal.
methods a~d stifling effects.ofnatio~alization and bureaucracy.
, That, thIS can be done m practIce, moreover, is becoming
mcreasmgly clear. Already various suggestions have been
put forward ;Vhich would conduce to the desired result, and
It only remaI~s ,to put the, l?est of them in operation. For
example, the lImitatIOn of dIVidends to a statutory maximum
:oul?led with legislation covering ~he dispos<l:l <;if excess profits:
the Issue of b~mus shares, promotIOn of subSIdiary companies,
expo~~ of caplta~, etc., would confine the profit-motive to the
provlSl~n of ~ fa~r retur?- on inves~m~r:ts, and thereby remove
the m<l:m mischlef-makmg, potentIalItIes of Capital, however
unconsIdered they may be m most cases. The establishment of
a G~neral Industrial Council, to take over many of the
functIOns of the present Board of Trade and representing
equal~y Capital, Management and Labo~r, could plan and
orgamze the whole industrial capacitv of the country and
ensure that, private enterprise tended to the common good.
The ,CouncIl would work through specialized committees on
the hnes of the present manufacturers' associations but each
comprising !~adc~s Union representatives as well, atid governmental particIpatIOn would be confined to a few members on
the general body to interpret the interests of the consumer.
Again, control of the joint-stock banks by the Bank of England
would ensure a credit-policy that worked for the benefit of
industry and employment, rather than of the shareholders'
dividends; whilst in individual public .companies the elevation
of a member of the local Works' Committee to the board of
directors would give the employees that share in the management which is their present incongruous lack.
Changes of this sort would revolutionize the whole of our
::,ttitude t.owards the ~msir:ess ofliving, and throw the emphasis
m an e?-tlrely fresh dIrectIOn. They would supply the basis for
a solutIOn of many of ~he present apparently insoluble problems, ::,nd at the same tIme do the least possible violence to the
establIshed order. Moreover, the belief that they are not
impossible of attainment is strengthened by the fact that the
trend is al~eady towards them, In other words, they would
?e a practical <;tnswer. For the essence of practicality is that
It adapts the gIVen means to new purposes. It is the art of
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learning by experience and modifying what has stood the test
of time so that it will work under changed conditions. It is
neither practical nor practicable to scrap one form of society
and replace it with another, and only visionaries and sentimentalists can contemplate the abolition of private property
by a mere stroke of the pen, or hope to alter the facts of human
nature, The things that exist must necessarily be the material
of the new edifice, and plans must be laid to suit that material.
And because the material is resistant, and human nature
is habit-ridden, it is essential that there should be some
community to keep the aims of a Christian society always
before us, and never cease to spur us on to greater efforts.
The only body competent to play that part is the Church, and
that the Church should flourish is thus a matter of national
as well as personal importance. Only the Church can give
the leadership which will ensure that public morality is based
on Christian principles instead of on political expediency,
and such leadership can be given only by a Church which has
the allegiance of men's hearts and minds. The effect of a small
community such as the Church is ideally intended to be, living
a religion which wins intellectual approval, implants moral
conviction and inspires artistic activity, has always been
profound in the extreme, and the ever-present spectacle of
men devoting themselves indefatigably to some ideal which has
universal respect is the strongest possible incentive in favour
of that ideal. Such is the significance of the Church in a
Christian society.

4
What the Church can be for our own national life, the
British race can be for the world. By setting an example of
vigorous and enterprising society run on lines of the strictest
justice and equity, the British Commonwealth can exert an
incalculable influence on the progress of civilization. Hour
country is ridden with unemployment, marred by social
injustice and racked with industrial dissension, we shall rely
solely on brute force to impose our aspirations on the world,
and where that leads we have already seen. But if we present
the picture of a Christian community,· joined successfully
for the sole intention of promoting human happiness both at
home and abroad, we shall add the inestimable strength of
moral suasion to our cause and light a train whose effects
can be unending. Force, and even discipline, alone, never
m the long run attain their desired effect, but strength
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backed by an unquestioned rectitude is an irresistible
.
combination.
That the most saIi,ent exte.rnal f~ature ?f ~ivilization during
the past two centunes has been mdustnahzation is obvious
and it is also becoming obvious that the Industrial Revolutio~
is not to be viewed as a single event completed more than a
hundred y~ars. ago ..It is a liying process that. began about
1750, that IS stIll active and still holds a long history in front
of it. Immense chapters of intensive mechanization and massproduction are still to be written, and many of the social and
political problems of our day are really the symptoms of incomplete, or the growing-pains of uneven, development.
The reason is that hitherto its progress has been haphazard
and unconsidered, and we are realizing that henceforward
it must be planned and purposeful. It holds blessings in store
for us if it is controlled, but it also promises us the most
g~astly horrors if it is n?t. Yet such control will not be permItted by any other attltude than one that places a unique
value on the welfare of every single individual and views the
purpose of industry, not solely as a private profit-making
device, but rather as a means of efficient service.
For example, one of the direst needs of the moment is shortelworking-hours. No one can cultivate or train his finer sensibilities who spends his whole energy in the numbing conditions
of modern industry, and no one but a superman can be
creative who sears his soul by machine-minding. We desperately need a chance to open our hearts to the benign
influence of our own natures and that of the country we live
in, so that the things of the spirit may ripen and mature,
and the employment of our leisure time rise above the level of
modern mechanical amusements. But the increased labourcosts that this entails will only be offset by increased massproduction and rationalization of industry, and only central
planning and controlled investment can do that successfully
or adequately. vVe need to mechanize the whole of our
national assets with the same immediacy and effectiveness as
we mechanized our army in war-time, and only a new attitude
and united effort can do it.
Similarly, nothing but a fresh outlook on commerce will
bring improvement in our relations with countries overseas.
We are dependent on foreign supplies offood and raw materials
for our very existence, and this is the whole basis of our participation in world affairs. We have to re-export to live. But
so long as we are entirely governed by the profit-motive and

manufacturers work independently for their own advantage,
we shall be tempted to subsidize our exports by all the artificial
stimulants that a warped nationalism invented, and so contribute further to the welter of conflict and misunderstanding
that is violating the econOInic unity of the world. If, on the
other hand, the fundamental purpose of our industry is
recognized to be that of service, and we frankly acknowledge
our dependence on imports, the spirit that will actuate our
exporting will be one of genuine gratitude as it is towards
our allies in war-time. We shall rely on the planned efficiency
of our re-organized methods of production, and this will
open markets to us more securely than any subsidies. A
concern, too, will be awakened for our foreign purchasers and
suppliers which will speedily admit of that same largeness of
outlook which turned the second British Empire into a
Commonwealth of Nations; and by customs and political
unions, first near at hand in Western Europe, and then
farther afield, not only will the incentive be created to promote
the same conditions of stability and progress abroad that we
intend for ourselves at home, but also a practical example will
be given to the world of a readiness to limit national sovereignty
in favour of international co-operation. Open and unambiguous declarations of our pacific intentions will undoubtedly
go far to dispel the suspicions of the other world-Powers,
especially if they are backed by an unhesitating willingness
to collaborate in international problems; but the clearest
indication of our goodwill will be practical measures in the
dangerous field of finance and economics. We have a long
historical connection with a system of power-politics which
must be proved not to implicate us in a desire for its continuance, but only a complete change of attitude towards
the commercial aspect of life will indeed take that desire
from us.
From whatever point of view it is considered, it is brought
home to us that to pursue the moral ideal which a Christian
society represents is the only sure foundation for a lasting and
prosperous peace. An improvement in human relatio~ wi~
make itself apparent only when each one of us admIts hIs
own share of responsibility for past and present contentions,
and social and political injustice will be removed only if we
begin by rectifying the delinquencies in our own lives and
conduct. To do so has always been an English tradition:
to do so now is to fill the greatest role in history.
For more than a century the British race has travestied that
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tradition. It has lived in a world of figures and statistics
which have ceased to count the value of human life, and bound
itself to a system that has stifled the humanity of rich and poor
alike. Figures and statistics are obviously imperative, but
they are means and not an end. The profit-motive is likewise
an inevitable concomitant of commerce and industry, but
it does not stand alone. These things exist that human beings
may live and work and be happy, not that millions of working
people may find a hazardous and bare subsistence; and until
the profit-motive is replaced by that of service and the whole
direction of our living thereby reorientated, there is no hope
that unemployment will diminish, labour problems be solved
or social harmony eventuate. But once that is done, once the
moral obligations of the ordinary contacts of life are brought
home to us, then the planning and co-ordination of effort
which alone can effect social improvement will be feasible.
We shall be able to live lives of usefulness, dignity and interest.
As each one of us attempts to live the princinles of Christian
society in his own life, as we all admit otir own personal
responsibility for the crimes of social injustice-for example
by drawing dividends from unprincipled companies and
actually working for them-we will retain and foster the moral
idealism of which we are capable. Then, and then only, will
we have the power to carve for ourselves careers that open up
all the joys of living, physical, mental and spiritual.
Three things are fundamental to success-the honesty of
our politicians, the fearlessness of our Churchmen, and the
practical ability of our people. With these three, and the grace
of God, we shall become, as far as is given to man
"Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free".

